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ABSTRACT
The development of drug resistance in Plasmodium parasites continues to present a major
challenge in abating the global malaria burden. It has been well established that mutations in the
Plasmodium falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter (PfCRT) are critical determining
factors in quinoline antimalarial drug resistance mechanisms. Our best understanding of this
mechanism implicates CRT-facilitated downhill leak of chloroquine (CQ) out of the parasite
digestive vacuole – the site of action for CQ. At least 53 distinct PfCRT isoforms are expressed
in various P. falciparum isolates around the globe. Previous work characterized the altered CQtransport conferring abilities of these isoforms heterologously expressed in yeast. Findings
indicated that mutations in PfCRT were necessary, but not sufficient, for imparting chloroquine
resistance (CQR) in parasite isolates expressing these isoforms. CQR is not as well characterized
in P. vivax malaria. Accumulation of multiple mutations in PfCRT controls CQR for P. falciparum,
however the role of novel single amino acid substitutions for the P. vivax orthologue (PvCRT) has
not previously been examined. Relatedly, novel mutations recently found in PfCRT have been
hypothesized to mediate resistance to piperaquine (PPQR), which is currently spreading in
Southeast Asia, but whether these mutations affect CRT mediated drug transport has not been
examined until now.
In this thesis, I measure drug transport efficiencies of multiple PvCRT isoforms
heterologously expressed in yeast. I also measure drug transport for novel PPQR-associated
PfCRT isoforms, and test whether an orthologue of PfCRT found in the closely related
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apicomplexan parasite Toxoplasma gondii (TgCRT), is a functional transporter of CQ, as part of
a broader investigation of the role of TgCRT in the endolysosomal system of T. gondii.
Currently, artemisinin combination therapies (ACTs) represent front-line treatment for
falciparum malaria. Unfortunately, a delayed clearance phenotype associated with reduced
artemisinin efficacy has been identified, and reports of dihydroartemisinin/PPQ ACT treatment
failure have been widely reported in Southeast Asia. Data presented for PPQR-associated PfCRT
isoforms is discussed in the context of increasing failure of this ACT. Since some ACTs are
becoming compromised, I also describe work with P. falciparum PI3K (PfVps34), which
represents a novel target for much-needed new ACT partner drugs.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to Malaria
Malaria is a devastating disease caused by parasitic protozoan Plasmodium spp. and has caused
more deaths than any other single genus. Although mortality rates have decreased from 1.2 million
per year in 2010 to an estimated 405,000 in 2015, the disease remains rampant in impoverished
nations and upwards of 200 million new cases are reported annually. These infections occur across
tropical and subtropical regions including much of sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
The severity of this pandemic presents serious socioeconomic burdens to developing countries.
There are ~160 known Plasmodium species, six of which that infect humans. Each of these cause
distinct infections that can be distinguished by pathophysiology and mortality rate. The most
common species for human malaria are Plasmodium vivax and Plasmodium falciparum, the latter
of which is more fatal. Mixed infections of multiple strains and multiple species can occur, and
the pathophysiology of malaria in infants, children, adults, and pregnant women differs. These
factors lead to a broad spectrum of malaria disease that has different effects on different
populations, and that present particular challenges for treating, controlling, and eradication of this
disease.
1.2 Malaria Life Cycle
The malarial parasite life cycle is complex, involving two hosts – Anopheles mosquitos
and humans (Fig. 1.1). Infection of humans begins when a host is inoculated with sporozoites by
a female Anopheles mosquito taking a bloodmeal. Sporozoites injected into the bloodstream travel
to the liver via multiple routes and invade hepatocytes. Once there, they reproduce asexually to
form tens of thousands of clones that reenter the bloodstream as clusters called merosomes upon
1

Figure 1.1. The life cycle of P. falciparum.
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer Nature [Winzeler, 2008], © 2008.
hepatocyte lysis.

The release of merosomes can take between 5-16 days post-inoculation

depending on the species of Plasmodium, however P. vivax parasites can remain latent in the liver
for months to years, where their periodic release causes relapse.
Individual merozoites rapidly invade erythrocytes (red blood cells, RBCs) upon entering
the bloodstream. Once intraerythrocytic, the parasite advances through ring, trophozoite, and
schizont stages of development before lysing the erythrocyte whereupon newly formed merozoites
can reinvade further erythrocytes (Fig. 1.1). It is the intraerythrocytic stages of the malaria parasite
life cycle that give rise to most clinical symptoms of the disease and against which most
antimalarial drugs act.
1.3 Methods for Clinical Treatment of Malaria
There are several classes of drugs that are effective against malaria; these include the
artemisinins, antifolates, and quinolines [Winzeler, 2008]. Artemisinins contain reactive
2

endoperoxides, and, although the mechanism of action remains largely unknown, recent studies
have proposed that interactions with heme and ferric iron generate free radicals that cause
irreparable damage to the parasite [Cravo et al., 2015; Heller & Roepe, 2019; Winzeler & Manary,
2014]. Antifolate drugs including pyrimethamine prevent pyrimidine biosynthesis and are
normally administered in combination with sulfadoxine (SP: sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine).
Quinoline drugs have been used extensively to treat malaria for decades, starting with quinine
(QN) which can be isolated from the bark of the cinchona tree. After the development of
chloroquine (CQ) and other 4-aminoquinolines during World War II, the availability of effective,
affordable antimalarial drugs dramatically increased. The widespread use of CQ, both as a
treatment for malarial infections, as an antiseptic, and population-based dosing aimed at globally
eradicating the disease, has led to the emergence of chloroquine resistant (CQR) Plasmodium
falciparum [Foley & Tilley, 1998]. Currently, most P. falciparum infections in Southeast Asia
demonstrate CQR, as do > 50% of infections in sub – Saharan Africa. Fortunately, where CQR is
prevalent, other quinoline antimalarial drugs remain effective – namely piperaquine (PPQ),
amodiaquine (AQ), and mefloquine (MQ). Additionally, AQ, lumefantrine (LF), MQ, and PPQ
are widely used as partner drugs alongside one of several artemisinin (ART) derivatives in
artemisinin combinational therapies (ACTs) which currently represent frontline of clinical
antimalarial intervention [World Health Organization, 2019].
1.4 Chloroquine: The Nearly Spent “Magic Bullet”
CQ is a 4-aminoquinoline derived from QN, and was initially used to combat malaria
following the close of World War II. Its high efficacy, relative metabolic stability, high therapeutic
index, and affordability led it to become the drug of choice for the treatment of non-severe, uncomplicated malaria and for chemoprophylaxis [Payne, 1987]. CQ was the frontline antimalarial
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drug for decades, and is undoubtedly one of the most important drugs used against the global
malaria epidemic.

As such, CQ formed the spearhead to projects and large-scale drug

administration campaigns focused on control and eradication of malaria in the most endemic
regions of the world [Litsios, 1996; Wellems et al., 2009]. By the early 1960s, malaria had been
eradicated in most of North American and Europe, and reduced to historically lowest levels in Asia
and South and Central America; however no such abatement was seen in Africa [Talisuna et al.,
2004].
1.4.1 Mechanism of action of CQ
In red blood cells parasitized by P. falciparum intraerythrocytic stages, the parasite
metabolizes large amounts of host-cell hemoglobin inside the parasitic digestive vacuole (DV), a
lysosomal like organelle [Goldberg, 2005]. Hemoglobin digestion not only provides a source of
essential amino acids, but also makes room in infected red blood cells (iRBCs) for rapid maturation
of trophozoites. Hemoglobin exists in millimolar concentrations in RBCs, and 60-80% of it is
metabolized by the parasites (s) [Roepe, 2009]. Hemoglobin digestion, in addition to releasing
globin moieties and smaller peptides, releases toxic ferrous heme which rapidly oxidizes to ferric
heme (ferriprotoporphyrin IX (FPIX)). Ferric heme, which is normally insoluble, is converted by
parasites into an inert bio-mineral form called hemozoin [Egan, 2008; Roepe, 2009].
CQ is a weak diprotic base (pKa values of 10.4 and 8.2) and can freely diffuse across
membranes in its uncharged form. Weak base trapping dictates that CQ accumulates in high
concentrations in the acidic DV, where it alters morphology and causes hemoglobin accumulation
[Ecker et al., 2012; Fitch, 2004]. CQ, like other quinoline drugs, is proposed to act within the
parasite DV, where it disrupts hemozoin formation [De Dios et al., 2003; Gorka et al., 2013; Leed
et al., 2002]. This inhibition of hemozoin formation results in the accumulation of toxic FPIX and
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presumably leads to arrest of parasite growth and death [Ecker et al., 2012; Roepe, 2009]. This
mechanism of action suggest a heavy reliance on accumulation of high concentrations of CQ
within the parasite DV [Ecker et al., 2012; Fitch, 2004]. Because CQ can exist as neutral, singly,
or doubly charged species under physiological conditions, multiple complex interactions and
reactivities exist between CQ and multiple chemical forms of free heme [Gorka et al., 2013]. For
example, FPIX can exist as monomeric and dimeric species and partitions in both the aqueous and
lipid phases. CQ-heme interactions compete with the conversion of FPIX to hemozoin, however
precise determinations of CQ-heme aggregation or partitioning within parasites presents an
immense challenge to our understanding of CQ action. Factors that contribute to CQR are likely
varied and complex, as many factors could reduce the efficiency of CQ – FPIX binding that alters
drug retention in the DV and hence the ability of the drug to inhibit hemozoin formation and slow
parasite growth [Gorka et al., 2013].
1.4.2 Plasmodium falciparum chloroquine resistance
Decades-long heavy use of CQ vs. various malarial parasites continues to reduce global
malaria burden. However widespread use since WWII, and the fact that parasites are exposed to
drug for long periods of time (traces of CQ can remain in the blood for up to 60 days [Stepniewska
& White, 2008]), opened the door for drug resistance to develop. CQ treatment failure began to be
reported in the 1960s, and by the 1980s pockets of resistance had been established in endemic
areas throughout Southeast Asia, South America, and Africa [Roepe, 2009, 2011; Wellems, 2004].
It is now believed that CQR rose independently in at least five founder events occurring in
Southeast Asia (which subsequently spread to Africa), Papua New Guinea, Peru, Columbia, and
the Philippines [Chen et al., 2003; Wootton et al., 2002]. Presently, CQR infections represent the
majority of parasite incidence in Southeast Asia and over 50% of incidence in sub-Saharan Africa.
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CQR is simultaneously spreading and continuing to evolve due to ongoing drug pressure.
However, it should be noted that discontinued CQ drug use in parts of Africa have ushered in a
return of CQS parasites [Kiarie et al., 2015; Kublin et al., 2003; Mwai et al., 2009; Mwanza et al.,
2016]. This observation suggests that CQ may again prove to be a useful drug, perhaps as part of
an ACT, in the future.
It was initially believed that CQR was the result of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) proteins
that were acting as drug pumps for CQ and other quinoline drugs. Work was done to identify
Pfmdr1 and Pfmdr2 on chromosome 5 as orthologues of Hsmdr1, a putative drug pump for human
tumor cells [Wilson et al., 1989]. However, in progeny from a CQS x CQR genetic cross, the
Pfmdr1 locus on chromosome 5 was not associated with CQR [Wellems et al., 1990]. Attention
was then turned toward a 36 kb segment of chromosome 7 that was a key determinant of
inheritance of CQR [Su et al., 1997].
1.5 Plasmodium falciparum Chloroquine Resistance Transporter
A major breakthrough regarding the cause of CQR came in 2000 when Wellems and
colleagues identified a previously unrecognized gene in a 36 kb fragment of chromosome 7, called
Pfcrt [Fidock et al., 2000] that segregated with CQR. Mutations in Pfcrt were found to segregate
with CQR in a genetic cross of CQR (strain Dd2) x CQS (strain HB3) parasites [Fidock et al.,
2000]. This gene, containing 13 exons, encodes a novel polytopic integral membrane protein (424
amino acid residues, 48.6 kDa) called the P. falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter
(PfCRT) (Fig. 1.2). PfCRT localizes to the DV membrane [Cooper et al., 2002; Fidock et al.,
2000], and has 10 transmembrane domains with the N- and C-termini disposed to the cytosol.
PfCRT is essential for intraerythrocytic stages of malaria development; expression levels can be
reduced by 30-40%, but the gene cannot be deleted [Waller et al., 2003]. The native function of
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Figure 1.2. Predicted topology of PfCRT and known polymorphic residues. Polymorphic
residues are highlighted blue and known amino acid substitutions are indicated. Residue 76,
the site of the K76T mutation that is often used as a molecular marker for CQR status, is
highlighted red.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [Callaghan et al., 2015]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.
PfCRT has yet to be determined, though it is most likely a small metabolite or solute transporter.
Physiologic substrates of PfCRT are proposed to include ions, iron, amino acids, glutathione and
peptides [Bakouh et al., 2017; Juge et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2014; Patzewitz et al., 2013; Roepe,
2011; Zhang et al., 2004].
Mutations in Pfcrt are now understood to be the critical determinant of CQR in P.
falciparum. CQR parasite isolates are found to contain a number of polymorphic mutations that
generate amino acid substitutions; these patterns of mutations are geographically distinct
depending on where CQR phenomena have developed (Table 1.1 [Callaghan, 2015]). A singe
polymorphism is not capable of conferring drug resistance, rather multiple mutations must
accumulate before a change from CQS to CQR phenotypes manifests. This observation explains
why CQR took decades to develop in the field, and accounts for the failed attempts to reproduce
these genotypic changes in a laboratory setting when cultured parasites were exposed to drug
7

Table 1.1. PfCRT isoforms. Residues mutated relative to wild type are highlighted green.
Empty cells denote residues for which sequence data is not available and (-) denotes a deletion
mutation. Where multiple CQ IC50 values were found in the literature, the high and low values
are reported (Low, High). If a range of values for isolates bearing a single PfCRT isoform was
reported in a single study, the range is indicated (Low-High). Reproduced with permission from
[Callaghan, 2015].
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Table 1.1. (Cont.)

pressure [Roepe, 2009]. CQR parasites originating in South America harbor 4-5 amino acid
substitutions, while those from Southeast Asia and Africa harbor 6-8, corresponding to the
independent CQR founder events previously mentioned. Isoforms that now permeate throughout
a region are often identified as those that confer a fitness advantage particular to the region’s past
and present drug regimens. For example, AQ selective pressure (which was not applied in
9

Southeast Asia or Africa) is a likely explanation for the segregation of South American CQR
strains into two groups with distinct mutations [Sá et al., 2009].
Novel mutations and patterns continue to be discovered, driven by distinct historical and
current antimalarial drug regimens used worldwide. Recent reports of novel Pfcrt alleles have
come out of numerous countries in Southeast Asia and Africa, and China [Buppan et al., 2018;
Chaijaroenkul et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2003; Echeverry et al., 2007; Gadalla et al., 2015; Isozumi
et al., 2010; Tan et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2007]. Isoforms implicated in CQR suggested that,
generally, at least 4 amino acid substitutions are required for resistance, and that the K76T
mutation was requisite [Cooper et al., 2002]. However, more recent work summarized below has
shown that some CQS parasites carry K76T PfCRT yet are not likely CQR. These multiple amino
acid substitutions are capable of conferring a 5-10 increase in the growth inhibitory (IC50) effects
of CQ for the cognate parasite isolate or strain expressing the mutant PfCRT [Roepe, 2011]. Initial
allelic exchange studies showed that 70-90% of the CQR growth inhibitory phenotype was
recapitulated in otherwise CQS parasites harboring mutant PfCRT isoforms found in CQR
parasites [Sidhu et al., 2002]. The K76T mutation has long been used as a molecular marker for
CQR, as several field studies correlated this mutation with failed CQ treatment outcomes [Ecker
et al., 2012; Summers et al., 2012]. The return of wild type CQS parasites in regions where CQ
treatment has ceased suggest that certain PfCRT isoforms confer an inherent fitness cost [Lewis et
al., 2014; Sá et al., 2009]. Therefore, selective drug sweeps were most likely the driving force for
sustaining mutations in PfCRT. Dd2 (Southeast Asia; M74I, N75E, K76T, A220S, Q271E, N326S,
I356T, and R371I) and 7G8 (South America; C72S, K76T, A220S, N326D, I356L) PfCRT
isoforms (Table 1.1) compose two particularly widely dispersed “canonical” mutation patterns
associated with CQR. While both harbor the important K76T mutation, the resistance-conferring
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ability or compensatory effects of the individual mutations that distinguish Dd2 from 7G8 PfCRTs
has not been well established.
Several ways in which PfCRT mutations mediate CQR have been proposed and are
strongly supported by available data. It has been suggested that PfCRT mutations slightly acidify
the pH of the DV, thereby increasing the rate of heme aggregation and hemozoin formation,
thereby reducing the pool of possible drug targets for CQ [Bennett et al., 2004; Roepe, 2011].
Another explanation, called the “charged drug leak model”, proposes a net downhill leak of
charged CQ out of the DV facilitated by a pore formed by PfCRT [Roepe, 2009, 2011]. Herein,
mutations within PfCRT are suggested to alter DV concentrations of CQ. However, these
mutations also affect endogenous osmolyte trafficking thereby causing ionic perturbations within
the DV. These perturbations further contribute to resistance by affecting the pH and volume of the
DV directly or indirectly [Roepe, 2011]. Current consensus is that PfCRT mutations and perhaps
other genetic alterations (e.g. mutations in Pfmdr1) cause perturbations in transport of multiple
drugs as well as the pH and volume of the DV that altogether impart the different patterns of drug
resistance phenomena observed in these parasite strains. Altered osmolyte traffic disrupts key
biochemical properties of the DV, and these alterations directly affect quinoline drug-FPIX
interactions as well as FPIX-hemozoin metabolism [Gorka et al., 2013].
Fifty years ago, Coy Fitch first reported reduced accumulation of CQ in iRBCs parasitized
with drug resistant P. berghei [Fitch, 1969]. It was not until almost 20 years later that lower
radiolabeled CQ retention was reported for CQR P. falciparum in “zero-trans efflux” experiments
[Krogstad et al., 1987]. Since then, many have shown differences in influx or efflux when
comparing CQR and CQS strains [Bray et al., 1992; Geary et al., 1986] (see [Roepe, 2011] for a
full account). In those early investigations, the use of irregularly prepared samples (e.g. either
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whole parasites that were detergent extracted from iRBCs or intact synchronous vs. asynchronous
iRBCs) tended to produce variable results. However, the general findings were that at low external
concentrations of CQ, the net CQ accumulation between CQR and CQS parasites was 2-10 fold
different [Roepe, 2011].
Direct interrogation of PfCRT is made difficult by the fact that it is localized to the DV
membrane within parasites within red blood cells. Heterologous expression systems have proven
invaluable in this regard, allowing for the expression of variable PfCRT without the need for
genetic editing of parasites, or establishment of culture adapted strains. The high AT content of
the P. falciparum genome (~80% vs. ~50% for most other eukaryotic organisms) meant that the
Pfcrt gene needed to be codon optimized for expression in yeast (i.e. composed of codons
preferentially used by yeast). Heterologous expression of PfCRT in S. cerevisiae and P. pastoris
yeast was accomplished by Zhang and colleagues in 2002, a novel accomplishment for full-length
malarial parasite integral membrane proteins [Zhang et al., 2002]. Importantly, high levels of
heterologous expression of PfCRT in yeast driven by an alcohol oxidase (AOX1) promoter meant
that it could be studied in yeast vesicles or purified and reconstituted into proteoliposomes [Zhang
et al., 2002], which drastically simplifies experimental interpretations.
Initial vesicle studies using yeast plasma membrane investigated equilibrium binding of
[3H]-CQ to PfCRT [Zhang et al., 2004]. Scatchard analysis revealed a single drug binding site for
both CQR and CQS isoforms of PfCRT, with similar binding affinities (385 nM and 435 nM,
respectively). This study was also the first to report evidence supporting the notion that CQ is
transported by PfCRT. Investigators examined [3H]-CQ accumulation into inside-out plasma
membrane vesicles (ISOV) via flow dialysis [Zhang et al., 2004]. A CQR isoform of PfCRT
mediated faster passive efflux of CQ than a CQS PfCRT isoform. Later studies using vesicles
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made from D. discoideum corroborated these findings [Naudé et al., 2005], and suggested
transport is likely driven by electrochemical potential across the DV membrane [Papakrivos et al.,
2012].
A more recent investigation to further define a CQ binding site in PfCRT employed
perfluorophenylazido and biotin functionalized CQ probe (AzBCQ) [Lekostaj et al., 2008]. QN
was found to compete for AzBCQ binding, but artemisinin did not. The binding site revealed upon
photolabeling of PfCRT by AzBCQ places the quinoline ring of CQ near transmembrane helices
1, 9, and 10, near mutations in PfCRT isoforms known to differentiate drug response [Cooper et
al., 2002; Fidock et al., 2000]; this finding is also fairly consistent with the now elucidated PfCRT
cryo-EM structure (see 1.5.1 below) [Kim et al., 2019]. Lekostaj et al. confirmed that both wild
type/CQS and mutant/CQR isoform of PfCRT bind CQ at a single site, and that other quinoline
drugs compete for this site [Lekostaj et al., 2008].
Subsequent attempts to investigate CQ transport were made primarily using two
methodologies. One involved injecting oocytes with modified Pfcrt mRNA and subsequent
measurement of [3H]-CQ accumulation in individual eggs [Martin et al., 2009; Nessler et al.,
2004]. The other took purified recombinant PfCRT from yeast and reconstituted it in
proteoliposomes (PLs), and measured efflux of a fluorescently tagged CQ probe from these PLs
[Paguio et al., 2009]. Studies in oocytes have demonstrated CQ turnover that is 2-3 orders of
magnitude lower than those reported in PL efflux studies [Martin et al., 2009; Paguio et al., 2009],
and cannot account for reduced CQ accumulation in the DV seen in CQR parasites [Cabrera et al.,
2009; Roepe, 2011]. Moreover, experiments in oocytes found that CQS isoforms of PfCRT did
not transport CQ, whereas CQS PfCRT in PLs did transport CQ albeit at lower levels than CQR
PfCRT. At the time, Paguio and colleagues observed that PfCRT turnover of CQ is largely
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dependent on pH differences and electrical potential across the PL membrane [Paguio et al., 2009].
These parameters (pH and electrical potential) are low in oocytes, and cannot be easily
manipulated. In PLs, these parameters can be made to reflect those found at the parasitic DV
membrane [Paguio et al., 2009].
More recently, Baro and colleagues used an inducible promoter system in S. cerevisiae
yeast to measure the effect of PfCRT expression on yeast growth (Fig. 1.3) [Baro et al., 2011]. The
majority of PfCRT localized to the yeast plasma membrane where cytosolic orientation/topology
of the protein was conserved. Crucially, it was determined that expression of CRT imparts a CQ
hypersensitivity phenotype to growing yeast. Different isoforms of PfCRT and an orthologue of
PfCRT from P. vivax accumulated varying levels of [3H]-CQ [Baro et al., 2011]. A subsequent
study correlated the CQ induced, and PfCRT-mediated growth delays with [3H]-CQ transport
[Baro et al., 2013], indicating that growth inhibitory effects are directly a result of PfCRT mediated
transport of CQ into yeast. Expression of 11 different PfCRT isoforms in S. cerevisiae suggested
that PfCRT mutations are necessary but not sufficient to account for differences of in vitro drug
susceptibility (IC50) for parasite strains expressing a given PfCRT [Baro et al., 2013]. Importantly,
both studies by Baro et al. demonstrated that both CQS and CQR isoforms of PfCRT transported
CQ, and that the efficiency of this transport is highly dependent upon membrane potential for
CQR isoforms [Baro et al., 2011, 2013].
Subsequently, 45 naturally occurring isoforms of PfCRT heterologously expressed in S.
cerevisiae yeast were analyzed for their ability to transport CQ and Primaquine (PQ) [Callaghan
et al., 2015]. Notably, the canonical molecular marker of CQR, K76T, was present in several
isoforms of PfCRT that demonstrated lower CQ transport than CQS HB3 PfCRT [Callaghan et al.,
2015]. This suggests that partial PfCRT sequence data are not sufficient for assigning CQR status
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Figure 1.3. Cartoon schematic depicting PfCRT localization and topology and direction
of PfCRT-mediated CQ transport in P. falciparum and S. cerevisiae. (A) Native PfCRT
within the parasite DV membrane facilitates transport of charged CQ out of the DV, downhill
electrochemically. (B) Codon optimized PfCRT expressed at the yeast plasma membrane
transports charged CQ from external growth medium to yeast cytosol. (C) Yeast membrane
potential can be “clamped” to fit parameters similar to those found across the DV membrane,
facilitating increased charged CQ transport. Therefore, both orientation of topology and of
thermodynamic driving forces are conserved.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [Callaghan et al., 2015]. Copyright 2015 American
Chemical Society.
[Callaghan et al., 2015]. Furthermore, several CQR isoforms demonstrated unusually high
dependency on membrane potential, suggesting that they likely carry additional genetic mutations
that modify DV ΔΨ in parasites [Callaghan et al., 2015]. This study further indicated that the
variable levels of CQR depend on additional PfCRT functions or other genetic mutations, apart
from differential transport of CQ [Callaghan et al., 2015].
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A companion study characterized eight additional PfCRT isoforms, that were found to be
intrinsically toxic to yeast when expressed in the absence of any CQ [Callaghan et al., 2016]. These
isoforms all share a mutation at position 160 (either L160Y or L160P), which is suggested to be
the cause of the toxic phenotype [Callaghan et al., 2016]. Further analysis indicated that
alkalization of the yeast vacuole by some dysregulated endogenous function of these PfCRT
isoforms was responsible for the impaired growth. Forced localization of PH1 and PH2 PfCRTs
to the yeast plasma membrane by creation and expression of plasma membrane H+-ATPase (PMA)
fusion proteins abated the toxic effects. Transfectant parasite strains expressing PH1 or PH2
PfCRT were characterized by elevated DV pH and volume, which suggests increased transport of
endogenous PfCRT substrates [Callaghan et al., 2016]. While the endogenous substrates of PfCRT
remain unknown, these results indicate that the substrate(s) is/are also found within yeast since a
toxic effect of induction in PfCRT can be observed even in the absence of drug. Because there is
no hemoglobin catabolism in yeast, it seems unlikely then that hemoglobin-derived peptides are
the sole substrate of PfCRT.
1.5.1 Structure of Plasmodium falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter
Perhaps the most important recent discovery regarding PfCRT has been the use of cryoEM to solve a single-particle structure of the PfCRT 7G8 isoform (South America) that is known
to contain mutations that impart CQR (Fig. 1.4) [Kim et al., 2019]. Recent advances in cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) detector technology and software algorithms have made it possible
to directly image membrane-bound proteins, like PfCRT [Cheng et al., 2015; Nogales & Scheres,
2015]. Because PfCRT is relatively small (~49 kDa), in order to overcome size-limitations of cryoEM, Kim et al. screened a synthetic phage library to find recombinant PfCRT-specific antigenbinding fragments (Fab). Our collaborators purified and reconstituted a Fab CTC-PfCRT complex
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Figure 1.4. Single-particle cryo-EM structure of PfCRT 7G8. (a) PfCRT localized to the
DV membrane, shown to facilitate the efflux of CQ or PPQ out of the DV. (b) cyro-EM
structure of PfCRT 7G8, (c) topology, and (d) surface representation of the electrostatic
potential of the central cavity.
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer Nature [Kim et al., 2019], © 2019.
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into membrane (lipid) nanodiscs, yielding a structure resolved to 3.2 Å for the PfCRT portion [Kim
et al., 2019]. The model built on the structure comprises residues 47-113 and 123-405 of the 424
native amino acids of PfCRT.
PfCRT is monomeric and composed of 10 transmembrane (TM) helices (as predicted), and
two juxtamembrane (JM) helices parallel to and disposed on opposite sides of the DV membrane
at the cytosolic N terminus and between TM7 and TM8 [Kim et al., 2019]. The 10 TM helices
form 5 pairs of helical hairpins in an inverted antiparallel topology. There is a clear central cavity
formed by TM1-4 and TM6-9 that is 3300 Å3 and open to the DV. The cavity closes approximately
halfway through the DV membrane and indicates that this conformation is open to the DV. This
conformation is largely dictated by the complexation with the Fab, which protrudes into the central
cavity. The opening of the cavity is 25 Å in diameter, which is wide enough to accommodate CQ
and PPQ (maximum dimension of 14 Å and 21 Å respectively).
Wild type PfCRT has a positively charged lysine residue at position 76 that lines the inner
wall of the cavity. K76 is hypothesized to repel CQ and PPQ, both of which are predominantly
positively charged species in the acidic DV; thus, these molecules would be trapped in the DV.
The K76T amino acid substitution that is common in CQR parasites would therefore alter the
charge distribution within the pore of PfCRT and could allow for increased CQ efflux from the
DV. Compared to the wild type isoform of PfCRT in CQS strain 3D7, the resistant 7G8 PfCRT
has four additional mutations that line the central cavity, and similarly the resistant Dd2 PfCRT
has six of its eight mutations located within the cavity [Kim et al., 2019]. These CQR-associated
mutations are mostly confined to a region within the structure defined by TM1 (residues 59-85),
TM6 (residues 211-238), TM8 (residues 315-340), and TM9 (residues 345-361). Recently
identified piperaquine resistance (PPQR) associated amino acid substitutions (see Chapter 1.6
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below) at residues 93, 97, 145, 218, 350, and 353 also line the cavity in two distinct regions of
PfCRT composed by TM2 (residues 90-113) and TM3 (residues 127-149), and TM6 and TM9.
An obvious limitation of the elucidated PfCRT structure is that it is conformationally
locked by the Fab binding. In other words, the central cavity is forced open to the DV. Additional
studies will be needed to determine how drug binding affects the conformation of PfCRT, and how
these conformational changes permit/alter drug transport.
Kim and colleagues also made additional biochemical characterizations of PfCRT transport
function [Kim et al., 2019]. PfCRT-7G8 reconstituted in nanodiscs used in isotopic dilution assays
yielded half-maximal binding constants of 300 nM for CQ (similar to that reported for Dd2 PfCRT
in [Lekostaj et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2004]), and 190 nM for PPQ. Interestingly, uptake of
radiolabeled CQ by PfCRT reconstituted into proteoliposomes required an inward pH gradient of
5.5 to 7.5 (corresponding to the DV pH gradient in parasites), and a membrane potential ΔΨ as
was originally reported [Paguio et al., 2009]. 7G8 PfCRT was not found to take up radiolabeled
PPQ (75nM or 100 nM) under the same conditions [Kim et al., 2019]. Only when mutations
observed in PPQR parasite isolates [Agrawal et al., 2017; Pelleau et al., 2015] were introduced to
7G8 PfCRT was any PPQ uptake/transport observed at these PPQ concentrations [Kim et al.,
2019]. These analyses indicate a complex mechanism of resistance that is dependent on the
acquisition of drug efflux via specific amino acid substitutions in the central cavity of PfCRT that
evolved under regional selective drug pressures, which differentially influence physicochemical
properties that affect drug binding and/or transport.

1.6 Piperaquine Resistance
PPQ, a bis-aminoquinoline analogue of CQ, was first synthesized in the 1960s and
deployed heavily as monotherapy in place of CQ in China and Indonesia [Davis et al., 2005]. The
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development of PPQ resistant (PPQR) strains of P. falciparum and increased use of artemisinin
derivatives in the 1980s saw PPQ use decline, until it was rediscovered as a suitable partner drug
in ACTs a decade later. First reported in the late 2000s, evolving resistance to ART derivatives
emerged in Cambodia, where it was associated with extended parasite clearance times following
treatment with artesunate [Amaratunga et al., 2012; Noedl et al., 2008]. ART resistance (ARTR,
also known as the delayed clearance phenotype [DCP]) is now prevalent in many areas of
Southeast Asia [Ashley et al., 2014; Hassett & Roepe, 2019]. In 2014, amino acid substitutions in
the P. falciparum Kelch protein (PfK13) were found to be common molecular markers for
ARTR/DCP [Ariey et al., 2014]. The growing prevalence of PfK13 mutations linked to ARTR is
alarming [Imwong et al., 2015; Ménard et al., 2016]. A causal role for PfK13 in ARTR has been
established using reverse genetic methods [Straimer et al., 2015]. Evolving ARTR has presumably
led to increased populations of parasites surviving upon ACT treatment, within which resistance
to longer lasting ACT partner drugs can then emerge.

Unfortunately, resistance to

dihydroartemisinin (DHA)/PPQ is now widely reported in Cambodia [Amaratunga et al., 2016;
Heller & Roepe, 2019; Leang et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2014; van der Pluijm et al., 2019], where
it was adopted as the frontline therapy for P. falciparum malaria in 2010. DHA/PPQ resistance
now also appears to be spreading to Vietnam [Imwong et al., 2017; Phuc et al., 2017; Thanh et al.,
2017].
Despite the growing awareness of DHA/PPQ resistance, progress in detecting and
characterizing PPQR has been challenging. PPQ clinical resistance is poorly characterized,
currently defined by late-stage treatment failure in patients administered with a standard 72-hr
course of DHA/PPQ. It is clear that in vitro IC50 characterization of patient isolates has shown a
recent decrease in PPQ susceptibility [Chaorattanakawee et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2014; Spring
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et al., 2015]. Nevertheless, an association of decreased in vitro susceptibility for isolates prior to
DHA/PPQ treatment failure is missing. Thus, whether this decrease in PPQ susceptibility is a
consequence of elimination of the parasites most sensitive to DHA/PPQ or a genuine emergence
of PPQR strains is unclear. Conventional in vitro IC50 and IC90 dose-response assays are difficult
to interpret due to unusual (bimodal, non-sigmoidal) dose-response curves [Bopp et al., 2018; Ross
et al., 2018]. Furthermore, vague differences and overlapping IC50 and IC90 values for PPQ are
found for parasite isolates collected from cured patients vs. those that have recrudesced
[Chaorattanakawee et al., 2015; Duru et al., 2015; Leang et al., 2015]. To address these
shortcomings, recently a PPQ survival assay (PSA) was developed, which assesses survival rates
after a 48-hr exposure to 200 nM PPQ in order to more conveniently quantify PPQR [Duru et al.,
2015]. This assay allows some measure of PPQR, but the methodologies are labor-intensive and
time-consuming, and largely relying on operator-dependent manual counting of Giemsa stained
parasites.
PPQR parasites were initially thought to lack cross-resistance to CQ [Basco & Ringwald,
2003], and PPQ was not thought to have significant interactions with PfCRT or PfMDR1 [Briolant
et al., 2010; Pascual et al., 2013]. However, these conclusion are being reassessed as a result of
the realization that determinations of in vitro susceptibility to PPQ are not reliable [Duru et al.,
2015]. It is becoming increasingly apparent that P. falciparum PPQR likely involves multiple
determinants [Bopp et al., 2018; Duru et al., 2015; Eastman et al., 2011]. A recent genome-wide
association study of almost 300 clinical isolates from Cambodia revealed that a nonsynonymous
SNP (encoding an E415G substitution) on chromosome 13 (found within a gene encoding a
putative exonuclease), single copy Pfmdr1, and amplification of plasmepsin II and III genes on
chromosome 14 significantly associated with decreased PPQ treatment efficacy [Amato et al.,
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2017]. Several other studies have implicated plasmepsin II and plasmespin III as markers of PPQR,
both of which encode aspartic proteases that are involved in the degradation of host hemoglobin
in the parasitic DV. Investigators associated plasmepsin II and III with increased ex vivo PSA
survival [Witkowski et al., 2017] or enhanced survival at high PPQ concentrations [Bopp et al.,
2018] in culture adapted parasites from Cambodia. Furthermore, amplification of plasmepsin II/III
was correlated with DHA/PPQ treatment failures, and their inactivation was found to
hypersensitize parasites to PPQ [Mukherjee et al., 2018]. However, another study involving
genetic modification to overexpress plasmepsin II and III in otherwise PPQ-sensitive parasites
reported no significant changes in drug susceptibility [Loesbanluechai et al., 2019]; it should be
noted that parasite backgrounds were also CQS (3D7), but that all other PPQR phenomena reported
here are appearing in parasite populations that are CQR.
PPQ, much like structurally similar CQ, is believed to inhibit heme detoxification in the
digestive vacuole (DV) of blood-stage parasites [Petersen et al., 2011; Warhurst et al., 2007]. It
has been well established that increased CQ transport mediated by CQR-associated mutant PfCRT
isoforms promotes resistance to the cytostatic effects of CQ (meaning, resistance to CQ growthinhibitory effects; see [Roepe, 2014]) [Cooper et al., 2002; Fidock et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2009;
Paguio et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2004]. 53 distinct PfCRT isoforms found throughout the world
in a range of CQR parasite isolates were recently expressed in S. cerevisiae yeast and
characterized, and it was found that these mutant PfCRTs transport CQ with a variety of
efficiencies [Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016].
Interestingly then, several novel PfCRT mutations were recently reported in Cambodian
isolates (Fig. 1.5), and appear to be rapidly increasing in prevalence. Reports have suggested that
these PfCRT mutations were associated with PPQR via the PSA [Duru et al., 2015], or were
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Figure 1.5. Emergence of novel PfCRT mutations in S.E. Asia associated with elevated
PSA0–3h survival. Sequence data of 869 P. falciparum genomes from multiple Asian countries
was from the MalariaGEN consortium Pf3K database. Data shows three major PfCRT
haplotypes, Dd2, Cam734, GB4. Multiple variants of major (parental) isoforms are emerging
at low prevalence. Reproduced with permission from [Ross et al., 2018].
associated with mildly elevated PPQ IC90 values [Agrawal et al., 2017]. Duru et al. identified a
possible association with three independent mutations in Pfcrt in a Dd2 genetic background:
H97Y, M343L, and G353V [Duru et al., 2015]. A separate study by Agrawal et al. determined that
an F145I mutation, which appeared exclusively in isolate strains with amplified plasmepsin II/III
copy number, was associated with failed treatment outcomes even after adjusting for the presence
of amplified plasmepsins [Agrawal et al., 2017]. Furthermore, mean PPQ IC90 was higher in
parasites with both F145I PfCRT and amplified plasmepsin II/III compared to those with amplified
plasmepsin II/III alone [Agrawal et al., 2017]. Four of the newly emerging PfCRT amino acid
substitutions were uncommon (frequency ≤ 1%), but are now occurring more frequently
(frequency ≥ 5%); T93S rising to 19.8%, H97Y to 11.2%, F145I to 5.5%, and I218F to 11.1 %
[Hamilton et al., 2019].
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Introduction of some of these PfCRT mutations, including H97Y, F145I, M343L, and
G353V, was found to confer PSA measured PPQR in Dd2 strain (CQR) parasites harboring a
single copy of plasmepsin II and III, without any PPQ selection of the transfected strains [Ross et
al., 2018]. However, in these engineered strains expressing PPQR-associated mutant PfCRTs,
curiously, no significant difference in PPQ accumulation was found relative to the untransfected
Dd2 strain when the parasites were incubated in 20 nM levels of [3H]-PPQ [Ross et al., 2018]. In
an accompanying study, T93S and I218F mutations in Dd2 PfCRT were also found to confer PSA
measured PPQR [Dhingra et al., 2019]. A separate report details the increasing prevalence of
another novel PfCRT mutation (C350R, occurring within the 7G8 PfCRT isoform), that is
associated with decreased PPQ potency in French Guiana [Pelleau et al., 2015] but again no link
between C350R 7G8 PfCRT function and PPQR has yet been established. Thus, any relationship
between PPQ transport and PPQR-associated mutant PfCRT isoforms found in PPQR parasites
has not yet been elucidated.
Collectively, these reports suggest a mechanism for PPQR that is complex and
multifactorial. The use of artemisinin derivatives and PPQ as monotherapies prior to the
prevalence of DHA/PPQ ACT could have resulted in separate selection for resistance to these
drugs prior to the two resistance traits combining. As mentioned, the longer half-life of PPQ (days)
vs. DHA (minutes to hours) provides a long period after initiation of treatment of what is
essentially PPQ monotherapy that could have facilitated the emergence of PPQR [N J White, 1997;
Nicholas J. White, 2013]. While the exact mechanisms of PPQR have not been identified, it has
been suggested that plasmepsin II/III amplification could lead to low-grade PPQR that then enables
high-grade PPQR to develop via mutations in PfCRT [Ross & Fidock, 2019]. Similarly, increased
hemoglobin digestion due to plasmepsin amplification could decrease concentrations of heme
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species to which PPQ is supposed to bind [Witkowski et al., 2017]; this idea, however, is not
supported by the possibility that PPQ and plasmepsins act on branched pathways within
hemoglobin metabolism (PPQ prevents heme detoxification [Dhingra et al., 2017]; plasmepsins
breakdown hemoglobin into large peptides, releasing free heme). Perhaps plasmepsin
amplification is an attempted compensatory response to the buildup of undigested hemoglobin
caused by PPQ [Dhingra et al., 2017], or to the fitness disadvantage caused by mutations in PfCRT
[Dhingra et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2018].
1.7 Plasmodium vivax Chloroquine Resistance Transporter
1.7.1 Plasmodium vivax
Plasmodium vivax is the second most studied species of malaria after P. falciparum. While
the majority of research and eradication efforts have largely been focused on P. falciparum because
it accounts for upwards of 90% of global malaria deaths [Vogel, 2013], P. vivax has long been an
afterthought despite being more prevalent in certain parts of the world; estimations put ~1.5 billion
people at risk of infection by vivax malaria [Battle et al., 2019; Price et al., 2007]. P. vivax prefers

Figure 1.6. Predicted incidence of Plasmodium vivax malaria in 2017. Incidence in cases
per 1000 people per year are shown on a spectrum of white (zero incidence) to dark grey (1
case per 1000) and then blue to red (> 1 case per 1000 to > 600 cases per 1000). Reproduced
with permission from [Battle et al., 2019].
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to invade immature red blood cells (reticulocytes), which can cause difficulties in clinical
measurements due to low parasitemia, and also makes the parasite virtually impossible to culture
on a large scale within the laboratory. Low parasitemia also causes infections to be asymptomatic,
contributing to the idea that vivax malaria is non-lethal. Despite this, several studies have
associated P. vivax infections with mortality [Baird, 2013; Valecha et al., 1992].
P. vivax presents a challenging problem due its widespread geographical range and its
ability to form hypnozoites – a dormant liver stage that is impervious to most antimalarial drugs
and can remain dormant for days (up to years) to cause relapsing infection [Nicholas J. White,
2011]. Dormant hypnozoites also allow for the spread of vivax malaria to parts of the world that
have climates unsuitable to mosquito transmission year-round. The 8-aminoquinoline PQ is
currently the only drug administrable for the prevention of relapse and effective clearing of
hypnozoites [Rieckmann et al., 1989]. Without PQ treatment, relapse usually occurs within a
month in around 20% of patients [Baird, 2013; Baird & Hoffman, 2004; Garnham, 1988]. The
precise molecular mechanism of PQ action remains unclear, but it has been proposed that it leads
to the generation of oxidative species that stress and depolarize membrane potential at the
mitochondria [Goheen et al., 1993; Vercesi & Docampo, 1992].
1.7.2 Plasmodium vivax CQR
For decades, treatment of P. vivax infection has involved both CQ for reducing bloodstage parasitemia and PQ for eradicating liver-stage hypnozoites [Baird, 2009]. Despite the spread
of CQR in P. falciparum through Southeast Asia and South America in the 1960s, reaching Africa
in the late 1970s, P. vivax CQR was not first reported until 1989 in Papua New Guinea [Rieckmann
et al., 1989]. Since then, P. vivax has become increasingly resistant to CQ, and the precise
molecular mechanisms of this resistance remain unclear [Price et al., 2014]. The spread of CQR
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threatens the efficacy of longstanding drug regimens and the progress of malaria control programs,
and places where CQR P. vivax is prevalent, especially Papua New Guinea and Indonesia, ACTs
are now recommended [World Health Organization, 2014].
While the study of P. falciparum has been facilitated by the ability to culture the
intraerythrocytic stages continuously in vitro, developing a methodology for continuous growth
and propagation of P. vivax has been challenging due to the need to continuously replenish culture
with fresh reticulocytes [Golenda et al., 1997]. Although various approaches have been studied
and adapted, maintenance of P. vivax culture remains difficult [Bermúdez et al., 2018]. The longest
it has been possible to maintain an in vitro culture is 26 months with a parasitemia < 0.1%; this is
thought to be the result of merozoites losing their ability to invade new host cells [Roobsoong et
al., 2015]. The use of Aotus monkeys as a model organism for studying P. vivax infections is
viable, but tedious and costly [Collins et al., 1980; Sá et al., 2019].
1.7.3 Plasmodium vivax chloroquine resistance transporter isoforms
Shortly after the discovery of Pfcrt and mutations therein associating with in vitro
determinations of CQR [Fidock et al., 2000], orthologues from P. vivax, P. knowlesi and P.
berghei were identified and described [Nomura et al., 2001]. Fragments of P. knowlesi blood-stage
cDNA library were amplified using codon-adjusted primers, and used to identify an ORF encoding
a Pfcrt homologue, then called Pkcg10. Conserved regions of Pkcg10 and Pfcrt were used to obtain
a complete genomic sequence of Pvcg10 [Nomura et al., 2001]. Pvcg10 and Pfcrt shared a high
degree of synteny, as well as similar intron-exon compositions [Nomura et al., 2001]; Pvcg10
spans 14 exons, 1 more relative to Pfcrt (the extra intron of Pvcg10 splits the corresponding exon
3 from Pfcrt).
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Secondary structure predictions of the protein products of Pvcg10 (now called Pvcrt-o or
Pvcrt) and Pfcrt showed that both proteins have 10 transmembrane segments and N- and C- termini
disposed to the cytosol (Fig 1.8) [Nomura et al., 2001]. Alignment of PfCRT and PvCRT amino
acid sequences shows 73% identity and 85% similarity (Fig. 1.7), with most differences occurring
in the 60 most N-terminal residues that come before the start of the first transmembrane helix.
It was pertinent to address whether mutations in this orthologue of Pfcrt could also be
responsible for CQR in P. vivax. However, the emergence of CQR in P. vivax three decades later

Figure 1.7. Alignment of PfCRT and PvCRT amino acid sequences.
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than in P. falciparum (even though both species have been exposed to similar CQ selection
pressure) suggested that different mechanisms for resistance were at play. Indeed, mutations in
Pvcrt were not originally linked with CQR in either monkey-adapted strains or patient isolates
from Papua New Guinea [Nomura et al., 2001]. Furthermore, more recent GWAS reports have
been unable to attribute P. vivax CQR to codon mutations in Pvcrt [Hupalo et al., 2016; Pearson
et al., 2016]. Nevertheless, the possibility that different PvCRT isoforms could confer altered drug
transport analogous to PfCRT is unignorable, and may still play a role in P. vivax CQR.
Reports describing the role of PvCRT in CQR remain contentious. Studies have now
implicated increased transcription levels of Pvcrt both in patients with severe vivax malaria or who
suffered CQ treatment failure [Fernández-Becerra et al., 2009; Melo et al., 2014]. A more recent
study of the progeny of CQR x CQS genetic crosses performed in nonhuman primates also found
upregulated Pvcrt expression in those progeny surviving CQ treatment [Sá et al., 2019]. However,
genetically distinct Pvcrt alleles were not present in this cross. A separate study found that Pvcrt
is related to parasite stage but not ex vivo CQ susceptibility [Pava et al., 2016].

Table 1.2. PvCRT isoforms. Green indicates mutated residues compared to the WT sequence
(Sal-I) at the designated amino acid positions. SEA, Southeast Asia; PNG Papua New Guinea.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [Hassett et al., 2017]. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society.
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Figure 1.8. Predicted topology of PvCRT and the position of all known naturally
occurring mutations. Mutations found in isolates from patients showing altered response to
CQ are circled in red, and the position of the K10 insertion is circled in blue. Generated using
TMRPres2D.
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [Hassett et al., 2017]. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society.
Only eight distinct PvCRT isoforms have been identified for which sequencing data is
available, considerably fewer compared to PfCRT [Nomura et al., 2001; Orjuela-Sánchez et al.,
2009; Suwanarusk et al., 2007] (Fig. 1.8, Table 1.2). Most isoforms contain only a single mutation,
which is also a different scenario when compared to PfCRTs that typically contain at least a few
mutations relative to the WT PfCRT allele. It is worth noting that it is generally assumed that at
least 4 mutations in PfCRT are required to impart a CQR phenotype. As is the case with PfCRT,
mutations in PvCRT do not always confer clinical CQ resistance; for example, the K10 isoform of
PvCRT was identified as CQS in one study [Suwanarusk et al., 2007] and CQR in another
[Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009]. In another study of field isolates where CQ treatment failure
occurred, no mutations in Pvcrt were found in parasites isolated from those patients [Barnadas et
al., 2008].
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Very few studies have examined CQ transport mediated by PvCRT. Our lab demonstrated
that WT PvCRT mediates the transport of CQ to similar levels as CQR PfCRT (Dd2 isoform)
using a heterologous yeast expression system [Baro et al., 2011]. An earlier study demonstrated
similar effects by expressing PvCRT in genetically engineered P. falciparum strains; compared to
CQS 3D7 P. falciparum, strains expressing PvCRT under a strong promoter showed a 2.2-fold
increase in CQ IC50 [Sá et al., 2006]. When the protein was expressed in Dictyostelium discoideum,
PvCRT reduced [3H]-CQ accumulation regardless of a threonine or lysine at position 76 [Sá et al.,
2006]. Together these finding suggest that PvCRT affects CQ transport similar to CQR PfCRT.
What impact the mutations in PvCRT shown in Figure 1.8 and Table 1.2 have on CQ and other
aminoquinoline drug transport remains to be investigated.
1.8 Cytocidal Effects and Autophagy
Despite favorable improvements in the effectiveness and availability of various treatments
for malaria infections, CQR strains continue to spread globally and evolve, giving rise to new
genotype and phenotypes. Perhaps more startling, however, is the emergence of a delayed
clearance phenotype in patients treated with artemisinin and related drugs [Cheeseman et al., 2012;
Miotto et al., 2015; Takala-Harrison et al., 2013], with additional reports of failed treatment in
field studies also being reported [Wongsrichanalai & Meshnick, 2008]. As additional resistance
inevitably rises, the need for new drugs and/or drug combinations has become even more pressing.
Much has been accomplished regarding our understanding of CQR and its mechanism of
emergence as per mutations in the P. falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter (PfCRT, a
thorough history of which can be found in [Callaghan & Roepe, 2016]). Despite this, nearly all of
our understanding of CQR phenomenon has been based on quantification by computing the ratio
in CQ IC50 for resistant vs. sensitive strains or isolates. IC50 values are easily obtained by treating
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parasites with drug in the low-mid nM range and monitoring growth over 2-3 day periods of time;
this is a widespread method and has been adapted for high throughput screening of live parasites
[Bennett et al., 2004; Smilkstein et al., 2004]. While this measurement is a good indicator of drug
efficacy and relevant to the development of new antimalarial drugs, it only tells half of the story.
When CQ is administered clinically, during the first 6-12 hours post-treatment drug concentrations
go above 1 µM. The successful administration to this dose results in a 2-3 order of magnitude drop
in parasitemia from 1012 – 1011 to fewer than 109 parasites. This means that many parasites are
killed and not merely prevented from growing. Very few studies have been conducted at these
elevated concentrations, though several recent publications from our lab [Cabrera et al., 2009;
Gaviria et al., 2013; Paguio et al., 2011] have defined clinically relevant CQR in terms of LD50
(lethal dose; 50% survival after bolus dose of drug). Although these studies are not numerous, they
raised questions about the relationship between chloroquine resistance in terms of cytostatic effects
(IC50) and in terms of cytocidal effects (LD50).
Those questions received some answers in the form of study by [Gaviria et al., 2013]
wherein PfCRT mutations that almost completely recapitulate cytostatic chloroquine resistance as
determined by IC50 shifts, only result in 10-20% of cytocidal resistance as determined by LD50
shifts. Quantitative trait loci analysis of the progeny of chloroquine sensitive (HB3 strain) x
chloroquine resistant (Dd2 strain) ranked by elevated LD50 or by IC50 as in [Fidock et al., 2000]
reveals that the resulting phenotypes (i.e. cytostatic vs. cytocidal CQR parasites) are genetically
distinct aside from sharing a critical feature in mutant PfCRT on chromosome 7.
A number of factors combine to implicate autophagy in cytocidal CQR. Two novel
chromosomal loci on chromosomes 6 and 8 were determined to be associated with increased CQ
LD50 in resistant progeny. Genes at these loci contribute to processes like vesicle trafficking, lipid
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metabolism, and proteolysis. Additionally, the increased LD50 levels suggest a mechanism by
which death is resisted – cell death frequently occurs via a programmed cell death signal
transduction pathway [Sinai & Roepe, 2012]. Interestingly, there are no indications that
chromosome 6 or 8 encode for any genes related to apoptosis. This leaves autophagy as a viable
candidate pathway out of which cytocidal resistance can emerge. That autophagy has been
observed in the closely related apicomplexan Toxoplasma gondii [Ghosh et al., 2012], and occurs
in a vesicle mediated, proteolytic fashion provides further evidence for its relationship to CQ
cytocidal resistance. Upon further investigation, it was determined that an autophagy-like process
is linked with cell death upon treatment with a lethal dose of CQ by monitoring formation of
PfATG8 positive puncta which may be canonical indicator of autophagy for eukaryotes.
Furthermore, this process was altered in CQR parasites [Gaviria et al., 2013].
1.9 Regulators of Autophagy as Drug Targets
In light of the emerging resistance to CQ and SP as well as lack of knowledge regarding
ACT modes of action, new drug combinations are desperately needed [Kuhn et al., 2005; Nzila et
al., 2000]. To this end, our lab collaborated with researchers at NCATS in conducting highthroughput combinational screens on thousands of small molecules with various modes of action
in order to classify pairs of compounds that present favorable, synergistic antimalarial activity
[Mott et al., 2015]. In addition to identifying many new promising drug combinations and novel
mechanisms of action (as well as corroborating much of what was known about established drug
regimens), a number of rather important drug classes/pathways emerged as potential leads for the
clinical treatment of malaria. Drugs, including modulators of calcium homeostasis and inhibitors
of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) and of mTOR, were screened for their interaction with
known antimalarial drugs.
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Inhibitors of PI3K are of particular interest due to implications for autophagy and its
possible link to malarial parasite cell death [Gaviria et al., 2013]. In eukaryotes, the initiation of
autophagy requires a cascade of coordinated autophagy related proteins which are regulated by the
PI3K Vps34 [Hain & Bosch, 2013]. The P. falciparum genome encodes for only a single PI3K,
Vps34 – homology between it and other Vps34 homologs in H. sapiens, S. cerevisiae, and D.
melanogaster suggest that targeting of PfVps34 by PI3K inhibitors is possible [Vaid et al., 2010].
1.10 Overview of Vps34
Vps34 (vacuolar protein sorting 34) is a member of the PI3K family of lipid kinases, all of
which phosphorylate the 3-hydroxy position of the phosphatidylinositol ring. According to
canonical nomenclature for PI3Ks [Fruman et al., 1998; Vanhaesebroeck et al., 2001], Vps34 is
classified as a Class III enzyme, whose substrate specificity is limited to phosphatidylinositol and
its only product is PI(3)P. The first-described functions for Vps34 were in the regulation of
vesicular trafficking in the endosomal/lysosomal system, where it is involved in the recruitment of
proteins containing PI(3)P binding domains to intracellular membranes [Lindmo & Stenmark,
2006; Odorizzi et al., 2000]. Subsequently, Vps34 was implicated in nutrient sensing in the mTOR
(mammalian target of rapamycin (TOR)) pathway, trimeric G-protein signaling to mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) in yeast, and autophagy in yeast and higher organisms (Fig. 1.9)
[Byfield et al., 2005; Kihara et al., 2001; Nobukuni et al., 2005; Petiot et al., 2000; Slessareva et
al., 2006].
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Figure 1.9. Vps34p signaling complexes in yeast. Tetrameric complexes containing Vps15p,
Vps34p, Vps30p/Atg6p and either Atg14p or Vps38p have been identified in yeast, and
regulate vacuolar protein sorting and autophagy. Deletion of VPS34 or VPS15 causes
additional trafficking phenotypes not seen with deletion of VPS30, ATG14 or VPS38,
suggesting the existence of additional complexes. The Vps34p–Vps15p–Gpa1 complex
involved in pheromone signaling may also include Atg14p, which would function as a Gγ
protein.
Republished with permission of Portland Press, Ltd., from [Backer, 2008]; permission
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
1.10.1 Classes of PI3Ks
PI3Ks can belong to one of three main classes – aptly named Class I, II, and III. The
classifications differ by primary structure, regulation and substrate specificity [Leevers et al.,
1999]. Class I PI3Ks produce phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI(3)P), phosphatidylinositol
(3,4)-bisphosphate (PI(3,4)P2), and phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate (PIP3) in vitro, but
only PIP3 in vivo [Jean & Kiger, 2014]. All Class I PI3Ks contain homologous 110 kDa catalytic
subunits (p110α, β, δ and γ), but are further divided into class IA or IB according to structurally
distinct regulatory subunits [Backer, 2008]. Class II PI3Ks produce both PI(3)P and PI(3,4)P2 in
vivo and are distinguished by the presence of a C-terminal C2 domain on their catalytic subunit
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and a lack of regulatory subunit [Arcaro et al., 2002; Falasca et al., 2007]. The sole class III PI3K
only produces PI(3)P from PI and exists as a catalytic subunit (Vps34) and a regulatory subunit
(Vps15) [Backer, 2008].
1.11 PfVps34
As mentioned, the P. falciparum genome carries a sole PI3K-encoding gene residing on
chromosome 5 and consisting of a single exon. The protein product consists of a catalytic domain
most closely resembling the Class III PI3K – hence the name PfVps34. The role of PfVps34 in
malarial parasites has largely been unexplored; however, current studies have begun to shed light
on it as playing a critical role in a number of cellular functions. It is involved in endocytic
trafficking of hemoglobin from the host to the parasite [Vaid et al., 2010]. Additionally, although
immunoprecipitated PfVps34 was shown capable of producing PI(3,4)P2 from PI(4)P and PIP3
from PI(4,5)P2 in vitro [Vaid et al., 2010], this would be unexpected for a Class III PI3K and there
is no evidence of this occurring in vivo. In fact, whereas PI(3)P levels were significantly reduced
upon treatment with wortmannin (a classical PI3P inhibitor), no such changes in PI(3,4)P2 and
PI(3,4,5)P3 levels were observed [Tawk et al., 2010]. Furthermore, PfVps34 was found to be
mutated in some CQR parasites relative to sensitive ones; these mutations included a deletion of
24 codons in the putative C2 domain presumably needed for membrane binding [Gaviria et al.,
2013]. PI(3)P was found to be localized at the food vacuole membrane and the apicoplast, and
PI3K activity has been determined to be essential for P. falciparum [Tawk et al., 2010]. All this
indicates that PI3K and dependent functions could be potential targets for future drug
development.
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1.11.1 PfVps34 and ACT resistance
As briefly discussed, ACTs represent the frontline therapy for the treatment of malaria
infections caused by Plasmodium falciparum. In ACT therapies, artemisinin-based drugs – which
have very short half-lives, but can rapidly reduce parasitemia – are paired with a partner drug that
has a MOA distinct from that of artemisinin. The artemisinin MOA relies on the cleavage of the
compound’s endoperoxide bridge that results in the production of a reactive oxidant species
[Meunier & Robert, 2010]. This oxidant can then proceed to form covalent adducts by attack of C
or O radicals against many possible targets, including lipid bodies [Hartwig et al., 2009; Ismail et
al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015]. Cleavage of the endoperoxide bridge is, in theory, caused by ferrous
iron in free heme derived from hemoglobin degradation resulting in oxidative stress [Klonis et al.,
2011; O’Neill et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2016]. In 2014, a molecular marker for the artemisinin
delayed clearance phenotype mentioned in Chapter 1.8 was identified by mutations in the propeller
region of what has been termed the K13 protein [Ariey et al., 2014; Ashley et al., 2014]. The
function of K13 is largely unexplored, but a weak human orthologue, KEAP1, is a negative
regulator of antioxidant response pathway [Ariey et al., 2014]. A 2015 study proposed a molecular
model that linked PfK13 and PfVps34 to the DCP phenomenon wherein PfVps34 is degraded by
K13-mediated polyubiquitination [Mbengue et al., 2015]. Mutations in PfK13 were envisioned to
disrupt association of PfVps34 with PfK13 and thereby increase the lifetime of PfVps34 and PI3P
levels [Mbengue et al., 2015]. The active metabolite of artemisinin and its derivatives, DHA, was
hypothesized to inhibit PfVps34 through polar interactions with PfVps34 that relies on the
endoperoxide bridge remaining intact [Mbengue et al., 2015]. Further work showed that at least
this feature of the overall hypothesis is incorrect, as endoperoxide cleavage was directly shown to
be required for drug effects on PfVps34 (See “Chapter 6”).
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1.12 Purpose of this Study
Fifty-three different isoforms of PfCRT have now been characterized for CQ transport
ability and the related contribution to CQR. Variations in these isoforms continue to emerge in
response to different patterns of drug pressure, especially in Southeast Asia where reports of
DHA/PPQ treatment failure are becoming more prevalent. A better understanding of the molecular
mechanisms of PPQR is clearly needed. In this study I have tested whether several PfCRT
mutations recently detected in P. falciparum Cambodian isolates, as well as a novel C350R
mutation found for the South American PfCRT-7G8 isoform, contribute to PPQR via mediating
increased PPQ transport, similar to how other PfCRT isoform-mediated drug transport phenomena
have been found to be linked to PfCRT protein-associated drug resistances. Using a galactose
inducible expression system, and noting that plasma levels of PPQ are much higher than those
used in previous analysis of PPQ transport, I quantified PPQ transport in S. cerevisiae yeast
expressing PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms using physiologically relevant [PPQ]. I also test
whether PPQR-associated PfCRT mutations alter CQ transport relative to previously studied
CQR-associated PfCRT isoforms from which the PPQR-associated isoforms are derived.
While extensive resources and attention are devoted to researching and curing P.
falciparum malaria, P. vivax malaria has received less attention. Nevertheless, P. vivax drug
resistance is also evolving, and our understanding of CQR and other drug resistances in P. vivax
is lacking compared to P. falciparum. Like PfCRT, multiple amino acid substitutions in PvCRT
are found in drug resistant isolates. But, unlike the PfCRT characteristic of CQR, in which
accumulation of multiple mutations is seen, only single mutations in a given PvCRT isoform are
typically found. Investigations of altered transport of CQ and other drugs by these PvCRT
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isoforms will contribute to our understanding of current and potential drug resistance in P. vivax
malaria.
I also used the adaptability of the yeast heterologous expression system to analyze a CRT
orthologue found in the protozoan parasite Toxoplasma gondii, an apicomplexan closely related to
Plasmodia. With collaborators, as part of a broader study of TgCRT function in the vacuolar
compartment of T. gondii, I demonstrated that a PMA-fusion construct of TgCRT localized to the
yeast membrane and is a functional transporter of CQ.
Emergence of the DCP/ARTR phenotype represents a major threat to current frontline
antimalarial drug regimens. My earliest work focused on exploring the role that PfVps34 plays in
ARTR and whether artemisinin drugs target this kinase. A recent study showed that PI3K
inhibitors have potential as novel antimalarial drugs, both as monotherapy and in synergy with
current artemisinin drugs. Careful biochemical characterization of PfVps34 will help define its
role in ARTR, if any, and also aid in the development of novel classes of antimalarial compounds
for the future.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials
Cell culture plastics were from BD Falcon. Glass beads for small scale yeast cell lysis were
from B. Braun Biotech (Allentown, PA) and French press for large-scale yeast lysis was from SimAminco (Rochester, NY). Yeast DOB medium lacking uracil was supplied in powder form from
MP Biomedicals (Solon, OH), and Difco™ yeast nitrogen base without amino acids was from BD
(Sparks, MD). Glucose, galactose, and raffinose were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Site-directed
mutagenesis reagents were from Agilent (Santa Clara, CA). PPQ tetraphosphate tetrahydrate
(98%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA). Radiolabeled PPQ and AQ were
purchased from American Radiolabeled Chemicals Inc. (St. Louis, MO). Streptavidin HRP, ECL
detection reagents and His GraviTrap columns were from Amersham Biosciences / GE Healthcare
(Piscataway, NJ). Prestained and biotinylated SDS-PAGE molecular markers and SDS-PAGE
reagents were from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). PentaHis-HRP conjugate, 6xHis Protein ladder,
QIAquick gel extraction kit, QIAquick PCR purification kit and QIAquick spin miniprep kits were
from Qiagen (Valencia, CA). Anti-V5-HRP, expression plasmids, subcloning efficiency
chemically competent cells were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Restriction and other routine
subcloning enzymes were from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA) and Thermo Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA). DNA synthesis services were provided by Genscript (Piscataway, NJ). All
oligonucleotides and sequencing services were through Eurofins Genomics (Louisville, KY).
Complete Mini EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (PIC) tablets were from Roche
(Indianapolis, IN). AcTEV was purchased from Thermo Fisher (Waltham, MA). Vivaspin 20
centrifugal concentrators was purchased from Vivaproducts (Littleton, MA). Biotinylated PI(3)P,
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PI(3)P (diC8), PI (diC8), and purified anti-PI(3)P antibody were purchased from Echelon
Biosciences (Salt Lake City, UT). Streptavidin-coated plates were purchased from Thermo Fisher
(Waltham, MA). All other chemicals were reagent grade or better, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO), and used without additional purification.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Strains and growth conditions
The E. coli strains DH5α (F- Φ80lacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF) U169 recA1 endA1 hsdR17
(rk-, mk+) phoA supE44 λ-thi-1 gyrA96 relA1) or XL-10 (TetrΔ(mcrA)183 Δ(mcrCB-hsdSMRmrr)173 endA1 supE44 thi-1 recA1 gyrA96 relA1 lac Hte [F´ proAB lacIqZΔM15 Tn10 (Tetr) Amy
Camr) were used for all routine subcloning and glycerol backups.
Yeast for quantitative growth rate analysis was typically strain CH1305 (MATa ade2 ade3
ura3-52 leu2 lys2-801), and was supplied by J.F. Cannon [Nigavekar & Cannon, 2002]. Yeast
isogenic parent strain BY4741 (MATa his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0) was from the American
Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA), and yeast strain YLR240W (a Vps34 knockout in a
BY4741 genetic background; referred to as ΔVps34 in this study) was purchased from GE
Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO). Solid and liquid media were prepared as described in [Sherman et
al., 1986], and included synthetic dextrose (SD) media lacking one or more specified amino acids,
as well as rich medium (YPD). Induction of PfVps34 protein expression was achieved by adding
2% galactose and 1% raffinose to SC media (then called SGR media) lacking uracil. Standard
procedures were used for yeast manipulations [Sherman et al., 1986]. Parental host strains were
maintained in YPD media and grown at 30°C. Yeast transformations were done by the lithium
acetate procedure [Ito et al., 1983] with 1 µg of pYES2 backbone containing specified construct
and 100 µg of single-stranded salmon sperm carrier DNA (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
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Transformants were plated onto SD media lacking uracil. All subsequent cultures originated from
frozen stock glycerol suspensions of individual clones.
2.2.2 Plasmids
A codon-optimized version [Zhang et al., 2002] of the wild type Pfcrt cDNA sequence,
designed with a 5’- Kozak sequence and both V5 (v) and polyhistidine (h) C-terminal epitope tags,
was previously cloned into vector pYES2 (kindly provided by Dr. William Fonzi, Georgetown
University) to create pYES2/PfHB3vh [Baro et al., 2011]. pYES2/PfHB3vh was then used as the
template for the creation of pYES2/PfDd2vh and pYES2/Pf7G8vh via site-directed mutagenesis
[Baro et al., 2011]. The pYES2-derived plasmid containing the native Pvcrt cDNA (kindly
provided by Dr. Thomas Wellems, NIH/NIAID) was previously constructed [Baro et al., 2011].
All other isoforms of PfCRT and PvCRT analyzed herein were created as indicated in Tables 2.2
or 2.3 via the Agilent QUICKChange Lightning mutagenesis method. All final plasmid constructs
were confirmed by direct DNA sequencing of the PfCRT open reading frame (Eurofins Genomics,
Louisville, KY).
The Tgcrt cDNA was PCR amplified from a TgCRT-mCherry plasmid (kindly provided
by Dr. Vernon Carruthers, University of Michigan) using a forward primer that introduced a 5’
KpnI site and S. cerevisiae Kozak sequence, and a reverse primer that omitted the mCherry tag
and introduced a 3’ XmaJI site. The PCR amplified DNA was digested with KpnI and XmaJI and
subcloned into a KpnI/XmaJI-digested pYES2-6xHis-BAD-V5 plasmid behind the GAL1
promoter and in front of the 6xHis-BAD-V5 epitope tags (hbv) to generate the plasmid
pYES2/TgCRT-hbv. To generate the plasmid pYES2/PMA-TgCRT-hbv, DNA encoding TgCRThbv was PCR amplified using a forward primer that omitted the first 900 bases of TgCRT and
introduced a 5’ SacI site, and a reverse primer that included a 3’ -hbv tags and NotI site. The
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amplified DNA was digested with SacI and NotI and subcloned into a SacI/NotI-digested
pYES/PfHB3PMA (from [Baro et al., 2011]; modified via site-directed mutagenesis to introduce a
SacI site at the PMA-PfCRT interface).
The Pfvps34 gene sequence was acquired from PlasmoDB (www.plasmodb.org) and
EuGene gene optimization software (UA.PT Bioinformatics) used to design theoretically
optimized genes using a S. cerevisiae yeast codon usage table. Our codon optimization protocol
was as previously described [Zhang et al., 2002]. Three yeast optimized Pfvps34 genes with Cterminal affinity tags (TEV protease site, hexa-his tag (h), Factor Xa protease recognition sequence
(FXa), biotin acceptor domain (b), and V5-epitope (v)) were constructed (GeneScript, Piscataway
NJ). To determine which enzyme domains are necessary for activity; three constructs containing
different predicted domains were constructed; these are described in more detail in “Results”
Chapter 6. In brief, the "CAT" construct contains just the catalytic domain as defined by
alignments to HsVps34 and DmVps34 that are described in Chapter 7 [S. Miller et al., 2010]. The
152N-cat construct was designed via an alignment to S. cerevisiae Vps34. The predicted Vps34
N-lobe region for the P. falciparum protein contains "low complexity" insertions relative to the
yeast orthologue. For the 152N-cat construct, these insertions were removed such that the 152
amino acid N-terminal region attached to the catalytic domain showed the best possible alignment
with S. cerevisiae Vps34 (see Chapter 6). The 337N-cat construct replaces these low complexity
domains back into the 152N construct such that 337 amino acids are attached N terminal to the
CAT domain. Construct genes were subcloned into the pPicZ vector [Amoah et al., 2007] using
KpnI and NotI to create pPicZ/PfVps34 Cat-hbv, pPicZ/PfVps34 152N-cat-hbv, pPicZ/PfVps34
337N-cat-hbv for expression into P. pastoris yeast via methanol induction. Construct genes were
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also subcloned into the pYES2 vector using KpnI and NotI for expression in S. cerevisiae yeast
via galactose induction.
Plasmids and oligonucleotides used to construct strains studied in this thesis are listed
below in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Plasmid maps are in Figures 2.1-3 below.
Table 2.1. Plasmids used in this study.
Plasmid

Feature

Source

pYES2

GAL1 PROM_MCS_V5_HIS, URA3, 2µ

Commercial vector

pYES2/PvCRT-vh

PvCRT-WTvh

Present study

pYES2/TgCRT-hbv

TgCRThbv

Present study

pYES2/PMA-TgCRT-hbv

PMA-TgCRThbv

Present study

pYES/PfHB3PMA

PfCRT-HB3PMAvh

Baro et al., 2011

pYES2/PfHB3vh

PfCRT-HB3vh

Baro et al., 2011

pYES2/PfDd2vh

PfCRT-Dd2vh

Baro et al., 2011

pYES2/Pf7G8vh

PfCRT-7G8vh

Baro et al., 2011

pYES2/Cat-hbv

TEV, 6xHis, FXa, BAD, V5

Present study

pYES2/152N-cat-hbv

TEV, 6xHis, FXa, BAD, V5

Present study

pYES2/337N-Cat-hbv

TEV, 6xHis, FXa, BAD, V5

Present study

pPicZc

AOX1 PROM_MCS_Sh ble

Commercial vector

pPicZc/Cat-hbv

TEV, 6xHis, FXa, BAD, V5

Present study

pPicZc/152N-cat-hbv

TEV, 6xHis, FXa, BAD, V5

Present study

pPicZc/337N-Cat-hbv

TEV, 6xHis, FXa, BAD, V5

Present study
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Table 2.2. Oligonucleotides used in this study.
Name

Sequence (5’-3’)

For PvCRT
K10
L34H
P38L
L47S
L242P
S249P
F275V

CCTGAAAAAGAAGAAGAAGAAGGGGAGTCCCC
CACTTTGTTTGGCTACTTCTTCGGATCCATCATCTACC
GCGAAATACAAGAGGACGTCCTCATCAGCAGAAAAATCGCC
GAAAAATCGCCAATTTTTCGAAGCTAGCTTATAATG
GTACAAAATAAACATCCCGCGCCTGAACGCC
GCCTGAACGCCGTTGTTCCCTTCTTCCAAATATTCAC
GCAAATCAATTTGCCCGTCTCGGAAATCGG

L384F

CACTTTGTTTGGCTACTTCTTCGGATCCATCATCTACC

Y390C

CCTCTTCGGATCCATCATCTGCCGCATAGGAAAC

For TgCRT
TgCRT_F1
TgCRT_R1
TgCRT_F2_SacI
TgCRT_R2
PMA-PfCRT_SacI
T369K

GCGGGTACCGCCGCCACCATGCCGCCGGCTCACCAC
CTCACCCTAGGTATACATCCGTTG
GAAGGCGAGCTCCCCCTTGCATCACGAAGAAG
GCTCGAGCGGCCGCTCAC
CGAAAAAGAATCTGAGCTCCAAGAGGGAAACGG
GTCACGTCGACAGGGAACAAGATTTGTTTCAAG

For PfCRT
T93S
H97Y
F145I
I218F
M343L
C350R
G353V

CTACTCCTTCGTGTCTAGTGAAACCCAC
CTAGTGAAACCTACAACTTCATCTGCATG
CATCTTGGCCATCATCGGTC
CCTAGTCCTGTTCTCCTCTCTGATCCC
GTTCTCCACCCTGACTTACACTATTG
CACTATTGTGAGTCGCATCCAGGGGC
GAGTTGCATCCAGGTGCCCGCAA

For PfVps34
D1889N
Y1915F
D1990N
K2018A
L2125A

CTTGTACGACTTAAGACAAAACCACTTGGTCATCC
CCTGAAGATGACCTTGTTCAGAGTGTTGGC
GGGCATCGGTAACAGACACTTGGACAAC
GGTGAGGACCCAGCGCCATTCTCG
GGTGGACAAGGCGCACGAGTGGG
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Table 2.3. Natural PvCRT isoforms generated by mutagenesis in this study.
Isoform

Template

Mutagenic oligonucleotide

K10

PvCRT-WTvh

K10

CQS3

PvCRT-WTvh

L47S

CQS8

PvCRT-WTvh

F275V

CQR1

PvCRT-WTvh

L242P, Y390C

CQR3

PvCRT-WTvh

S249P

CL002

PvCRT-WTvh

L384F

Chesson

PvCRT-WTvh

Q34H, P38L
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Figure 2.1. Plasmid map of pYES2/TgCRT-hbv. The pYES2 plasmid harbors the ORF of
the TgCRT-hbv construct used in this study. Important features of the plasmid are highlighted
including origins of replication, promotors, selectable markers, and relevant restriction sites.
Created using SnapGene Viewer.
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Figure 2.2. Plasmid map of pYES2/PMA-TgCRT-hbv. The pYES2 plasmid harbors the
ORF of the PMA-TgCRT-hbv construct used in this study. Important features of the plasmid
are highlighted including origins of replication, promotors, selectable markers, and relevant
restriction sites. Created using SnapGene Viewer.
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Figure 2.3. Plasmid map of pYES2/PfVps34-152N-cat-hbv. The pYES2 plasmid harbors the
ORF of the PfVps34-152N-cat construct used in this study. Important features of the plasmid
are highlighted including origins of replication, promotors, selectable markers, and relevant
restriction sites. An identical plasmid was used for PfVps34-337N-cat with its corresponding
ORF. Created using SnapGene Viewer.
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2.2.3 Small scale preparation of yeast membranes
Yeast membranes were isolated using a glass bead lysis method with some modifications
[Delhez et al., 1977]. Cultures were grown in inducing SGR media overnight and harvested at
3000g for 5 min. Cells were washed three times with 1 mL of harvest buffer (100 mM glucose /
50 mM imidazole / 5 mM BME, pH 7.5). Washed cells were suspended in 500 μL breaking buffer
(0.1 M glucose / 0.25 M sucrose / 50 mM imidazole / 1 mM MgCl2 / 5 mM BME / protease
inhibitor cocktail (PIC), pH 7.5) and lysed with an equal volume of 0.5mm glass beads. The
bead/pellet mixture was vortexed for 30 sec followed by 30 sec rest on ice for 20 min (10 total min
of blending). Bead/lysate mixture was centrifuged at 300g for 5 min to draw the glass beads to the
bottom of the tube. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh microfuge tube and spun at 700g for
5 min. The supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube and spun at 1300g for 5 min. The resulting
supernatant was transferred to an ultracentrifuge tube, placed in a Type 70.1 Ti rotor (Beckman
Coulter, Indianapolis, IN), and centrifuged at 100,000g for one hr at 4°C. Resulting crude
membrane (CM) pellets were resuspended in a minimal volume of suspension buffer (10 mM
imidazole / 1 mM MgCl2 / PIC, pH 7.5). Membranes were stored at -80°C prior to quantification
of protein content and western blotting.
2.2.4 Large scale preparation of yeast membranes and purification of PfVps34
P. pastoris yeast cultures grown in inducing methanol medium for 24 h were harvested at
3000g for 5 min at 25 °C. Cells were washed 3× in harvest buffer. Cells were resuspended in
breaking buffer (0.1 M glucose / 0.25 M sucrose / 50 mM imidazole / 1 mM MgCl2 / 5 mM BME
/ PIC, pH 7.5) at 2 mL/g wet cell weight. Cells were lysed using a chilled French press (SimAminco) at 22,000 psi at a rate of 20 drops per min. Intact cells were pelleted away (1000g, 4 °C,
15 min), and the supernatant was then centrifuged again at 3000g at 4 °C to ensure complete
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removal of cellular debris. The supernatant was transferred to ultracentrifuge tubes, placed in a
Type 45 Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter, Indianapolis, IN), and centrifuged at 100,000g for 1 hr at 4°C
to collect the CM fragment. Membranes were stored at −80 °C prior to determination of protein
content and western blotting.
Vps34 CM fractions were treated with 4 M urea in wash buffer less imidazole (16 mM
Na2HPO4 / 4 mM KH2PO4 / 500 mM NaCl / 20 mM imidazole / 5 mM BME / PIC, pH 7.4) at a
concentration of 2 mg/mL. Membranes were lightly mixed at 4 °C for 30 min and then centrifuged
at 100,000g for 1 h to pellet the CM. HIS-select Nickel affinity gel was used to perform the initial
purification of PfVps34. Columns were equilibrated at 4 °C with 10 mL of cold wash buffer. The
supernatant from the 100,000g spin (all proteins no longer bound to the CM) was applied to the
column, which was washed with 100 mL of wash buffer, and the His-tagged proteins were eluted
with 12 mL of elution buffer (16 mM Na2HPO4 / 4 mM KH2PO4 / 500 mM NaCl / 500 mM
imidazole / 5 mM BME / PIC tablet, pH 7.4). Over 90% of the eluted protein was collected in the
first 5 mL. Eluate was dialyzed for 20 h to remove imidazole with fresh dialysis buffer
supplemented at 16 h. Dialysis buffer was elution buffer less imidazole. Two microliters of TEV
(10 U/μL) was added to concentrated eluate and incubated at room temperature (RT) overnight
with mild rotation. The sample was then applied to a fresh HIS-select Nickel affinity column
equilibrated with 10 mL of cold dialysis buffer. Flow-through containing PfVps34 was collected.
PfVps34 was then spin concentrated using a Viva spin 20 centrifugal concentrator with a molecular
weight cutoff of 30 kDa.
2.2.5 Amido black assay
The amido black was used to determine the total concentration of protein in a given sample
using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a protein standard. Dilutions of membrane samples and
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protein standards, were mixed in sterile 1.5-ml tubes and denatured by heating at 30˚C in 1 mM
Tris pH 7.5 / 1% (w/v) SDS for 10 min. Protein samples were precipitated in 11.5% TCA at RT
for 15 min. Precipitated proteins were trapped on a 0.45 μm Protran nitrocellulose membrane and
washed once with an equal volume of 6% TCA. Samples were stained by soaking the filter paper
in 0.1% Amido Black solution containing 45:10:45 MeOH:CH3COOH:H2O for 6 min with gentle
mixing. The filter papers were rinsed with H2O for 30 sec to remove excess stainer before washing
in destaining solution (45:10:45 MeOH:CH3COOH:H2O) for 2 min. Fresh destaining solution was
used for an 2 additional min wash before a final 30 sec rinse in H2O. Staining was visible by eye
and sample spots were excised from nitrocellulose paper using a cork puncher. The excised disks
were transferred to 100 x 75 mm borosilicate culture tubes with 1 mL of 25 mM NaOH/50 μM
Na2[EDTA] in 50% ETOH/H2O to remove dye from protein for each sample. Protein
concentrations were determined after total removal of spot by measuring the absorbance at 630
nm, and comparison to a standard curve generated from the plot of absorbance for the BSA
standards vs. known protein amount.
2.2.6 Western blotting
Total protein content in crude membrane samples was quantified using an amido black
assay. Samples treated with Laemlli buffer containing a suitable reducing agent (typically BME)
were heated at 65°C for 10 min. Proteins were resolved using 12% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) for 2 hr at 110 V in Tris/glycine/SDS running
buffer (TGS) (20 mM Tris / 150 mM glycine / 0.1% SDS). The 12% resolving (12% acrylamide,
0.32% Bis-Acrylamide, 0.05% ammonium persulfate, 0.05% TEMED, 0.1% SDS, 375 mM TrisCl, pH 8.8) and 5% stacking (5% acrylamide, 0.13% bisacrylamide, 0.05% ammonium persulfate,
0.05% TEMED, 0.1% SDS, 375 mM Tris-Cl, pH 6.8) gel was prepared each time SDS-PAGE was
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performed. Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane in
Tris/glycine transfer buffer (TG) (20 mM Tris / 150 mM glycine, 20% methanol) at 50 mA for 16
hr followed by 1 hr at 100 mA. For detection utilizing the V5 epitope, membranes were washed
twice with phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4) supplemented with 0.1% Tween 20 (PBS-T) at 10
min/wash. Membranes were blocked in 10% milk in PBS-T for 1 hr before an hour-long incubation
with V5 mouse monoclonal antibody, HRP conjugate in 5% milk in PBS-T. Membranes were
washed 3 more times in PBS-T for 20 min each before proteins were detected with ECL western
blot detection reagents.
2.2.7 Colony formation assay
Effects of CQ on the growth of yeast expressing PfCRT or PvCRT were monitored using
solid agar growth plates. Growth of yeast strain CH1305 harboring CRT (or an empty vector, EV;
plasmid containing no CRT) was assessed by monitoring colony growth. Cultures of yeast were
inoculated in non-inducing media lacking uracil at 30°C to mid exponential phase. Yeast were all
equilibrated to an OD600 =1.0 and transferred to a 96 well plate. Dilutions were made to make
suspensions of OD600 at 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 using a multi-channel pipette. 5 µLs of each
suspension were plated side by side on either non-inducing or inducing media with specified
concentrations of CQ.
2.2.8 Quantitative yeast growth rate analysis
Susceptibility of yeast conditionally expressing PfCRT were determined by automated
growth curve analysis. In brief, cell suspensions were grown at 30°C to mid-exponential phase in
non-inducing SD media lacking uracil. Cells were then diluted and density was adjusted to OD =
0.1 for each well of a 96-well plate containing 200 µL of either SD or inducing SGR media lacking
uracil, plus various concentrations of drug. Plates were wrapped in Parafilm and placed in a Tecan
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M200 Pro (Durham, NC) or a BioTek Epoch2 (Winooski, VT) plate reader, and growth curve data
were collected using the following parameters: measurement wavelength, 600 nm; number of
flashes, 3; number of kinetic cycles, 140; kinetic interval, 30 min; valid temperature range, 28 - 32
°C; orbital/double-orbital shake duration, 30 sec. Growth delay was quantified for yeast +/- PfCRT
as the time to reach maximum growth rate (the time it took the growth curve to reach maximal
slope) in non-inducing conditions subtracted from the corresponding time to maximum growth
rate under inducing conditions. Standard CQ-dependent growth delay determinations were
conducted at 16 mM CQ in 100 mM HEPES at pH 6.75. Conditions were the same for PvCRT
analysis, except 1.8 mM PQ or 2.0 mM AQ were used. Standard PPQ-dependent growth delay
determinations were conducted at 600 µM PPQ (unbuffered due to solubility of PPQ). Growth
delay values used to calculate drug transport were the average of at least three independent assays,
each conducted in duplicate (at least 6 determinations in total). Error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean (SEM). PfCRT catalyzed drug transport was normalized to fold PfCRT
expression. For PfVps34 complementation assays, inducing conditions were compared in the
presence and absence of 12 mM caffeine for parental BY4741 strain, ΔVps34 strain, and the
knockout strain harboring PfVps34 152N-cat.
2.2.9 Radiolabeled drug accumulation assay
Transformed CH1305 derived strains harboring CRT were grown to OD600 0.6-1.0 in 25
mL of inducing media. Cells were counted with a hemocytometer, centrifuged 1000g for 5 min,
washed twice in transport buffer (for AQ experiments: 2.0% glucose / 10 mM MES, pH 6.75; for
PPQ experiments: 2.0% glucose / 10 mM NaOAc, pH 4), and resuspended in approximately
l/100th of the original culture volume in assay buffer (2 x 109 cells mL-1). For uptake experiments,
50 µL of cell suspension was added to 150 µL of transport buffer containing radiolabeled drug at
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a final concentration of 100 µM [3H]-AQ or 300 µM [3H]-PPQ (1 mCi/mmole). At specific times,
reactions were stopped by addition of 3 mL of ice-cold quench buffer (for AQ experiments: 2 mM
AQ / 20 mM sodium citrate / 5 mM MgSO4 / 1 mM K2PO4 / 1 mM CaCl2 / 1 mM NaCl / 1 mM
EDTA, pH 6.0; for PPQ experiments: 5 mM PPQ / 20 mM sodium citrate / 5 mM MgSO4 / 1 mM
K2PO4 / 1 mM CaCl2 / 1 mM NaCl / 1 mM EDTA) and cells were rapidly filtered through Whatman
GF/C glass microfiber filters (Piscataway, NJ). Filters were immediately washed twice with 3 mls
of ice-cold quench buffer and transferred to scintillation vials containing 14 mL of Ecoscint A
scintillation cocktail (National Diagnostics; Atlanta GE). Radioactivity was measured using a
Beckman LS6500 scintillation counter (Brea, CA). Uptake at time 0 was determined by
simultaneously mixing cells in ice-cold transport buffer and ice-cold wash buffer.
2.2.10 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
Streptavidin coated plates were washed three times with Tris buffered saline / 0.1% Tween20 (TBS-T). Ten pmoles of biotinylated PI(3)P dissolved in H2O were added to each well and
incubated for two hr with light shaking. Vps34 enzyme reactions were carried out in Eppendorf
tubes, in 10 mM Tris (pH 7.4) / 150 mM NaCl / 10 mM MnCl2 (TrisNaCl + Mn). Substrate
concentrations were varied, but were typically 50 µM ATP and 16 µM PI. Before initiation of the
enzyme reaction via addition of PI and ATP, typically 50 ng of PI3K enzyme was incubated for
30 min at 37°C with drug or with buffer. Reaction time was varied, but was typically 5 min for
Vps34 when examining drug inhibition. For endoperoxide drug inhibition experiments, enzyme
was incubated with drug and 3-fold molar excess of Fe2+ (relative to drug) for 30 min [Kumura et
al., 2009]. The 30 min incubation time was chosen to ensure that total cleavage of the endoperoxide
bridge had taken place. Inhibition using heme as the primary iron source was carried out in the
same way but with the addition of equimolar (relative to heme) glutathione to reduce ferric heme.
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Reactions were quenched via addition of EDTA to a final concentration of 17 mM. Reactions were
then diluted with detection buffer (10 mM Tris (pH 7.4) / 150 mM NaCl / 7.5 mM EDTA / 1 mM
DTT). Each reaction was then split into three equal volumes and used for triplicate quantification
of PI(3)P.
Plates coated with PI(3)P as above were washed three times with TBS-T, and quenched
reaction solutions were added to the well plate along with anti-PI(3)P antibody at a final
concentration of 0.5 µg/mL. The plate was incubated for 1 hr with shaking. Anti – PI(3)P antibody
competes for binding to biotinylated PI(3)P attached to the plate vs. exogenous PI(3)P (either from
the enzyme reaction or PI(3)P manually added to construct standard curves). The plate was then
again washed three times with TBS-T. After washing, only antibody bound to biotinylated PI(3)P
attached to the well remains, as any antibody bound to exogenous PI(3)P is washed away. AntiMouse IgG-HRP was then added at a final concentration of 1.25 µg/mL and the plate incubated
for 30 min with light shaking. The plate was again washed three times with TBS-T, and 3,3',5,5'tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) was added to each well and the plate was incubated for 30 min at RT
to develop HRP signal. Development was quenched via addition of 1N sulfuric acid, and
absorbance was read at 450 nm using a Victor3 V 1420 multilabel 64 counter (450 nm filter, 6 nm
bandwidth from PerkinElmer; Waltham, MA) The signal is inversely proportional to moles PI(3)P
produced by the PI3K enzyme as described in Chapter 7.
2.2.11 Adapted cellular thermal shift assay (CETSA)
CM from 125 OD600 units of S. cerevisiae expressing PfVps34-152N-cat-hbv was isolated
as described above. CMs were resuspended in 2.5 mL CETSA buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 150
mM NaCl, 0.01% Tween20, 10% glycerol, PIC). 500 μL aliquots of CM in CETSA buffer were
incubated in vehicle, DHA or deoxyDHA (dDHA) (5 μM final concentration) ± FeSO4 (15 μM
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final concentration) at room temperature for 30 min. Samples were then divided into 45 μL aliquots
for heat treatment. Aliquots were exposed to dry bath for 3 min at incrementally increasing
temperatures. Post heat treatment, aliquots were immediately centrifuged at 10000g for 30 sec and
placed on dry ice. Half of each aliquot was loaded onto SDS-page gel for western blotting as
described above.
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CHAPTER 3. ANALYSIS OF PLASMODIUM VIVAX CHLOROQUINE RESISTANCE TRANSPORTER
MUTANT ISOFORMS*

3.1 Introduction
Plasmodium vivax malaria is a major health burden. Globally, although P. falciparum
infections account for most deaths from malaria, outside the African continent the risk of acquiring
P. vivax vs. P. falciparum malaria is similar, with approximately 14 million cases of P. vivax
malaria reported in 2015 [World Health Organization, 2015]. Historically, drugs used to treat P.
falciparum infections (such as chloroquine [CQ]) have also been used to treat P. vivax malaria
patients, and due to cost and other issues, CQ remains a frontline therapy for P. vivax malaria.
While CQ resistance (CQR) began to emerge in P. falciparum beginning in the late 1960s, P. vivax
CQR (PvCQR) has only been documented much more recently, beginning in 1989 in Papua New
Guinea [Rieckmann et al., 1989]. Today, PvCQR is an extremely serious, rapidly growing
problem that puts millions at risk.

Although PfCQR is becoming well understood, the

mechanism(s) behind PvCQR are not well described.
In the case of PfCQR, although they do not explain much of the resistance to the parasite
kill (cytocidal) effects of CQ, mutations in the P. falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter
gene Pfcrt are the primary cause of resistance to the cytostatic or parasite growth inhibitory effects
of CQ [Fidock et al., 2000]. The mutations in Pfcrt associated with PfCQR encode amino acid

*

Previously published in part as:
Hassett, M. R., Riegel, B. E., Callaghan, P. S., & Roepe, P. D. (2017). Analysis of Plasmodium
vivax Chloroquine Resistance Transporter Mutant Isoforms. Biochemistry, 56(41), 5615–5622.
BER conducted recombinant DNA experiments, performed radiolabeled drug transport assays,
performed routine yeast culturing, and assisted in data interpretation and writing the manuscript.
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substitutions in the encoded PfCRT protein and multiple substitutions (typically 4 - 8) are required
to convert PfCRT to an isoform capable of mediating PfCQR. There are now at least 53 distinct
PfCRT isoforms known to exist, that collectively mediate a range of resistance phenomena
[Callaghan et al., 2015]. For decades, it was believed that altered CQ transport within PfCQR
parasites was the molecular basis of PfCQR, and upon the discovery of Pfcrt mutations linked to
PfCQR [Cooper et al., 2002; Fidock et al., 2000] mutant PfCRT protein was hypothesized to
catalyze this altered transport. Indeed, for cytostatic CQR subsequent work validated this general
hypothesis [Bennett et al., 2004; Callaghan et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2009; Paguio et al., 2009;
Zhang et al., 2004] and also showed the same PfCRT mutations perturb parasite digestive vacuolar
physiology [Bennett et al., 2004; Gaviria et al., 2013; Gligorijevic et al., 2006]. The 53 distinct
known PfCRT isoforms mediate a range of CQ transport phenomena [Callaghan et al., 2015]. For
over a decade the key K76T substitution found in CQR - conferring mutant PfCRT isoforms was
believed to be diagnostic for altered CQ transport mediated by mutant PfCRTs, but recent work
has shown that some K76T second - site revertants do not catalyze altered CQ transport relative to
wild type PfCRT [Callaghan et al., 2015]. In addition, more recent data show that increased
transport of CQ due to mutant PfCRT is necessary, but not sufficient, for resistance to the cytocidal
(parasite kill) effects of CQ, with dysregulation in parasite autophagy and perhaps other processes
further contributing to P. falciparum cytocidal CQR [Gaviria et al., 2013]. Overall, although the
picture is now known to be more complex, altered CQ transport catalyzed by mutant PfCRT
isoforms remains a key factor in mediating PfCQR phenomena.
The P. vivax genome encodes a 424 amino acid, polytopic membrane protein very similar
to PfCRT. The P. vivax CRT orthologue (PvCRT) was first identified in 2001 and the two proteins
(PfCRT and PvCRT) were found to be 73% identical, and at least 85 % homologous [Nomura et
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al., 2001]. While the endogenous function of PfCRT and PvCRT remains undefined, they are
hypothesized to transport small molecules or ions across the DV membrane [Gligorijevic et al.,
2006; Martin & Kirk, 2004; Roepe, 2011; Zhang et al., 2002, 2004].
The role that PvCRT might play in PvCQR phenomena is currently unclear. Despite the
high degree of identity between PvCRT and PfCRT, and the obvious hypothesis that PvCRT
mutations might confer PvCQR phenomena similar to how PfCRT mutations cause PfCQR, there
has been very little analysis of drug transport or other effects mediated by PvCRT. Yet, it is
imperative to examine whether similar drug transport phenomena are relevant for PvCQR. To our
knowledge, in contrast to 53 PfCRTs, to date only 8 unique PvCRT isoforms have been identified
from around the globe [Nomura et al., 2001; Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009; Suwanarusk et al.,
2007]. Four of these; CQS3, CQS8, CQR1, and CQR3 (described in "Results") were first
identified in a single study from Brazil with two sequenced from parasite isolates derived from
patients for whom CQ therapy had failed. The implication is that these two parasite isolates are
CQR and that mutations in the PvCRT isoforms found in these isolates may therefore confer
PvCQR. Additional PvCRT isoforms have been observed in isolates from different locations that
were initially characterized as either CQS or CQR based largely on clinical outcome [OrjuelaSánchez et al., 2009; Suwanarusk et al., 2007]. In contrast, some studies have found clear evidence
of PvCQR via clinical data, but no PvCRT mutations were then found within the corresponding P.
vivax parasites isolated from these patients [Barnadas et al., 2008]. Taken together, these data
illustrate why the role of PvCRT mutations in mediating PvCQR phenomena continues to be
debated [Barnadas et al., 2008; Fernández-Becerra et al., 2009; Melo et al., 2014; Nomura et al.,
2001; Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009; Suwanarusk et al., 2007].
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Interestingly, contrary to the 53 distinct, geographically disposed patterns of multiple
PfCRT amino acid substitutions (4 - 8) associated with different PfCQR phenotypes, with two
exceptions every mutant PvCRT isoform so far discovered shows only a single amino acid
substitution. These occur at unique positions relative to PfCRT substitutions [Nomura et al., 2001;
Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009].

For example, one of the most commonly observed PvCRT

isoforms, "K10", has a lysine residue inserted at position 10, which to our knowledge has never
been observed for any PfCRT. If these unique PvCRT mutations are linked to PvCQR, then this
would be somewhat surprising because even though outside Africa the overall global incidence of
vivax and falciparum malaria is similar, and even though CQ has been used equally extensively to
treat both vivax and falciparum malaria, PvCQR has taken (is taking) much longer to evolve around
the globe, relative to PfCQR. Yet, statistically speaking, it would be expected that single amino
acid substitutions (e.g. those found in PvCRT) would evolve faster than complex patterns of
multiple (4 - 8) amino acid substitutions (e.g. those found in PfCRT) for essentially the same
protein found in highly related species selected with similar toxic drug pressure via the same drug.
Two studies have previously suggested that wild type PvCRT (expressed in CQS P. vivax)
transports CQ, and that it transports the drug more efficiently than mutant, CQR-associated PfCRT
isoforms. The first hint of increased CQ transport by wild type PvCRT came from the observation
of increased CQ IC50 for a P. falciparum strain engineered to express a PvCRT isoform found in
a CQS strain of P. vivax [Sá et al., 2006]. Subsequently, a detailed side-by-side analysis of CQ
transport by CRT proteins heterologously expressed in yeast found increased CQ transport
mediated by wild type PvCRT relative to transport mediated by the CQR associated PfCRT
isoform expressed in the CQR P. falciparum strain Dd2 [Baro et al., 2011]. As previously
mentioned, PvCRT and PfCRT are 73% identical and 85% similar. Most differences are found
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within the first N terminal 60 amino acids, which are believed to be outside the first predicted
transmembrane domain. In PfCRT this region does not appear to interact with CQ [Lekostaj et al.,
2008], so presumably these amino acid differences do not account for the differences in CQ
transport mediated by wild type PvCRT vs. mutant PfCRT [Baro et al., 2011].
Further progress is hampered by the difficulty in culturing P. vivax. Methods for culturing
P. falciparum in the presence of mature red blood cells have existed for decades, but since P. vivax
prefers to invade immature reticulocytes, without a continuous fresh supply of these, tissue
culturing is currently not routine [Golenda et al., 1997]. Rapid and more experimentally tractable
methods are needed to effectively analyze PvCRT function. Thus, using a previously designed
galactose inducible CRT expression system, I, alongside my colleague Matthew Hassett, have
expressed all known isoforms of PvCRT to similar levels in S. cerevisiae yeast. Using these strains
and previous methods [Baro et al., 2011, 2013] CQ transport mediated by all known PvCRT
isoforms have been analyzed here. Since the related quinoline antimalarial drug amodiaquine
(AQ) has been extensively used in certain vivax endemic regions, I have also tested whether mutant
PvCRT proteins mediate altered AQ transport. Additionally, as primaquine (PQ) is the only FDA
approved drug vs. latent P. vivax hypnozoites, I endeavored to see whether mutant PvCRT
facilitated altered PQ transport. I find that elevated transport of CQ by specific PvCRT isoforms
is a possible explanation for P. vivax CQR in some, but not all, PvCQR isolates [Nomura et al.,
2001; Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009] and that certain mutant PvCRT isoforms are likely capable of
mediating low levels of resistance to AQ and PQ.
3.2 Results
Previously, investigators from our lab have expressed “yeast-codon-optimized” versions
of Pfcrt genes in S. cerevisiae yeast under control of either MeOH or galactose - inducible
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promoters [Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015]. Expression of PvCRT in S. cerevisiae
is less onerous since the P. falciparum genome is 81% AT, but P. vivax is 58%. AT content is
slightly less for the crt sequences with 72% AT for Pfcrt and 54% for Pvcrt, making native Pvcrt
codon usage similar to that of S. cerevisiae overall usage. Therefore, codon optimization to create
a “yeast-codon-optimized” Pvcrt gene is not necessary presumably because of the abundance of
preferred yeast codons in the endogenous Pvcrt gene. Indeed, previously, native Pvcrt cDNA was
successfully expressed in yeast to provide wild type PvCRT at yields similar to those for PfCRT
encoded by yeast codon optimized Pfcrt [Baro et al., 2011]. Using this PvCRT construct as
template, site-directed mutagenesis to create Pvcrt genes encoding all 8 known PvCRT isoforms
so far discovered was performed (Table 3.1, Fig. 3.1). To our knowledge, these 8 represent all
unique PvCRT isoforms so far identified [Nomura et al., 2001; Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009;
Suwanarusk et al., 2007].
Three of these PvCRTs have been found in PvCQR isolates (CL002, CQR1, and CQR3),
4 in PvCQS isolates (Sal-I (WT), CQS3, CQS8, and Chesson), and 1 has been found in both
PvCQS and PvCQR isolates (K10) [Nomura et al., 2001; Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009; Suwanarusk
et al., 2007] with CQR vs. CQS status largely defined via clinical criteria. Expression of these
PvCRTs in S. cerevisiae was similar for each isoform and levels of PvCRT protein found in yeast
Table 3.1. PvCRT isoforms analyzed in this study. Origin, region where isolate harboring
the PvCRT isoform was first obtained. Green cells are mutated residues at the designated
positions (top, red) compared to the WT sequence (also known as "Sal-I"). SEA, Southeast
Asia; PNG, Papua New Guinea.
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Figure 3.1. The position of all known naturally occurring PvCRT mutations
superimposed upon the predicted topology of PvCRT. Generated using TMRPres2D.
Mutations that have been observed in isolates from patients showing reduced response to CQ
are circled in red, and the position of the one amino acid insertion noted to date is circled in
blue.
membranes were comparable to that of PfCRT isoforms previously expressed (e.g. "HB3" PfCRT,
left, Fig. 3.2) [Baro et al., 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015].
To test whether these isoforms of PvCRT transport CQ, yeast strains expressing each
isoform were first plated +/- external CQ at various concentrations under both non-inducing (+
glucose) and CRT - inducing (+ galactose/raffinose) conditions as described previously for PfCRT
expressing yeast [Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. These colony formation assays have previously been
shown to reveal even subtle differences in CQ transport for CQS-associated vs. CQR-associated
PfCRT isoforms [Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. Under non-inducing conditions (where CRT is not
expressed), all yeast strains grow similarly at all CQ concentrations (Fig. 3.3A). However, similar
to results with PfCRT expressing yeast [Baro et al., 2011, 2013], under inducing conditions where
CRT is expressed, increasing amounts of CQ progressively inhibit yeast colony formation for yeast
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Figure 3.2. Western blot showing equal expression of all PvCRT isoforms.
Expression is to levels similar to those previously observed for PfCRT (left, "HB3" =
wild type PfCRT). 7 μg of membrane protein are in each lane.
expressing functional PvCRT (Fig. 3.3B). Similar to PfCRT expressing yeast, this is due to
PvCRT localization at the yeast plasma membrane catalyzing transport of toxic CQ into the yeast
[Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015]. Strains maintaining the empty expression vector
("EV" far left, Fig. 3.3B) do not show decreased growth under inducing conditions at increased
concentrations of CQ since no CQ transporter is present at the yeast plasma membrane to facilitate
influx of the drug [Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015]. However, at approximately 3
mM external CQ (corresponding to [CQ] expected within the parasite digestive vacuole at
therapeutic blood concentrations of the drug [Roepe, 2014]), a clear distinction between EV yeast
vs. yeast expressing PvCRT isoforms and yeast expressing PfCRT isoforms is revealed (Fig. 3.3B).
At progressively higher [CQ] differences are revealed for yeast expressing different PvCRT or
PfCRT isoforms that catalyze CQ transport with different efficiencies (e.g. compare "HB3" and
"Dd2" PfCRT, lanes 2,3 Fig. 3.3B, to lanes 4-9, 11 Fig. 3.3B; as described previously [Baro et al.,
2011, 2013] to the eye there is a small difference that can be confirmed by densitometry of the
colony spots and subsequent quantitative growth analysis [Baro et al., 2013]). Interestingly, these
data show that most PvCRT isoforms transport CQ more efficiently than does the Dd2 PfCRT
isoform associated with PfCQR, a conclusion also reached previously for wild type PvCRT [Baro
et al., 2011]. By contrast, yeast expressing PvCRT isoform CQR1, which was first identified in a
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CQR isolate [Orjuela-Sánchez et al., 2009] showed lower growth inhibition upon external CQ
exposure compared to the other PvCRT isoforms (Fig 3B, second lane from right) that was similar
to that observed for HB3 or Dd2 PfCRT.
Next, similar to our work with PfCRT expressing strains, quantitative growth curve
analysis in liquid media was done under optimized inducing conditions to firmly quantify the

Figure 3.3. Colony formation assay revealing different CQ transport mediated by
different PvCRT isoforms. Yeast were spotted at three ten-fold dilutions (top, middle, bottom,
each panel) under non-inducing (left) vs inducing (right) conditions and at different
concentrations of CQ (left side) as previously described [Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. Inward
transport of CQ that impedes yeast growth is not observed for any strains when CRT is not
being expressed (left), however, under inducing conditions PvCRT isoforms are found to
transport CQ better than either CQS (HB3) or CQR (Dd2) associated PfCRTs. Via the spotting
assays a small (approximately 50 %) difference between strains expressing PfHB3 and PfDd2
is measured at 24 mM CQ upon densitometry of colony spots, which can then be better
quantified by quantitative growth curve analysis as described [Baro et al., 2011]. EV indicates
yeast harboring an empty vector negative control.
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different CQ transport mediated by these PvCRT isoforms. Previous work showed that these
quantified growth rates were linearly correlated with isoform specific [3H]-CQ transport [Baro et
al., 2013]. The quantified growth delays due to the expression of individual PvCRT isoforms were
verified vs. control PfCRT HB3 mediated growth delays in every PvCRT experiment (see
Methods).
Figure 3.4 summarizes these data and shows that 5 PvCRT isoforms (Sal-I, K10, Chesson,
CL002, and CQR1) catalyze CQ transport that is only slightly higher than that catalyzed by Dd2
PfCRT found in PfCQR strains. Interestingly, however, 2 PvCRT isoforms (CQS3 and CQS8)
catalyzed statistically significant lower CQ transport, and one (CQR3) catalyzed statistically
significant higher transport, relative to wild type (Sal I) PvCRT. Using calibration curves published
previously [Baro et al., 2011, 2013] calculated differences correspond to a change in turnover of

Figure 3.4. PvCRT and PfCRT mediated CQ-dependent growth delays and CQ
transport. Quantification of CQ transport mediated by PvCRT (right 8 bars) and PfCRT (left
2 bars) via TECAN quantification of CQ and CRT dependent yeast growth rates as described
previously [Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. CQ- and PvCRT-dependent growth delays were measured
under standard conditions (pH 6.75, 16 mM CQ) and CQ transport calculated as described
[Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. * indicates p value < 0.05 vs. wild type (Sal I) PvCRT.
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approximately 0.12 - 0.24 pmol CQ / 106 cells / min lower and approximately 0.3 pmol CQ / 106
cells / min higher transport, for CQS3, CQS8 and CQR3 PvCRTs, respectively, relative to wild
type PvCRT. These data show that single mutations in PvCRT do have the ability to confer altered
CQ transport, which suggests that at least some PvCRT mutations may alter P. vivax sensitivity to
CQ.
Since the related 4-aminoquinoline drug AQ has been used extensively in S. America,
where P. vivax is endemic, it is conceivable that over time AQ pressure may have profoundly
selected for mutant PvCRT isoforms that catalyze altered AQ transport. All yeast strains
expressing PvCRT isoforms showed large AQ- and PvCRT-dependent growth delays relative to
yeast expressing either CQS associated (HB3) or CQR associated (Dd2) PfCRT isoforms (Fig.

Figure 3.5. AQ-dependent growth delay of yeast expressing PvCRT isoforms. Growth
delays were quantified under standard conditions (pH 6.75 and 2.0 mM AQ) as described [Baro
et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al. 2015]. All PvCRT isoforms transport AQ more efficiently
than do PfCRT isoforms HB3 and Dd2. * indicates p value < 0.05 vs. PvCRT WT.
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3.5). With the exception of CQS8, differences in growth rates for all yeast expressing different
mutant PvCRTs were statistically significant from yeast expressing wild type Sal I PvCRT, and
all yeast expressing all PvCRT isoforms (including the wild type) showed statistically different
transport relative to yeast expressing either wild type (HB3) or CQR associated (Dd2) PfCRT (Fig.
3.5, left y-axis).
Previously it was shown that CRT-mediated [3H]-CQ transport was linearly correlated with
quantified CQ- and CRT-dependent growth delays (Fig. 3.4 caption), however, direct [3H]-AQ
transport in this yeast model system has not previously been done. Thus, I tested whether a similar
correlation between growth delay and inward transport of the drug also holds for AQ. Direct [3H]AQ measurement using whole yeast was done using methods reported previously for [3H]-CQ
[Baro et al., 2011] (see "Methods"). As predicted, a strong linear correlation between [3H]AQ
accumulation and AQ-dependent growth delay (R2 = 0.93) was found for yeast expressing the
various PvCRT isoforms (Fig. 3.6; note SEM < 10 % for each data point). Using this correlation,

Figure 3.6. Linear correlation between PvCRT mediated
AQ growth delay and PvCRT [3H]-AQ transport. (R2 =
0.93).
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Figure 3.7. PQ-dependent growth delay of yeast expressing PvCRT isoforms. Growth
delays were measured under standard conditions (pH 6.75; 1.8 mM PQ). All PvCRT isoforms
except one (CQR1) appear to transport PQ similarly to the CQR associated PfCRT isoform
Dd2, and well below transport catalyzed by wild type PfCRT HB3. * indicates p value < 0.05
vs. wild type Sal I PvCRT.
similar to calculation of CQ transport (Fig. 3.4, right y-axis), AQ transport was tabulated for the
different PvCRT isoforms (Fig. 3.5, right y-axis).
Finally, since CQR associated PfCRT isoforms found in Africa were recently found to alter
PQ transport [Callaghan et al., 2015], and since PQ is used clinically to target latent hypnozoites
of P. vivax (leading to possible extensive selection of P. vivax vs. PQ), I tested whether any PvCRT
isoforms perturbed transport of the 8-aminoquinoline drug PQ. PQ-dependent growth delay was
substantially reduced for strains expressing PvCRT isoforms relative to yeast expressing HB3
PfCRT (Fig. 3.7) and more uniform across yeast expressing PvCRT isoforms, relative to yeast
expressing PfCRT isoforms [Callaghan et al., 2015], save one exception. All PvCRT isoforms
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appear to transport PQ similar to PfCRT CQR isoform Dd2, however, peculiarly, yeast harboring
PvCRT CQR1 showed essentially no growth delay at all, suggesting that PvCRT CQR1 does not
transport PQ. Unfortunately, lack of availability of radiolabeled PQ prevented us from quantifying
PQ transport further via the methods previously described for CQ [Baro et al., 2011, 2013] and
AQ (above).
3.3 Discussion
Consistent with other reports [Baro et al., 2011] these data show that P. vivax CRT proteins
mediate transport of some quinolone antimalarial drugs still currently in use in the field. Overall,
with respect to CQ and PQ transport, with a few exceptions most PvCRT isoforms behave similarly
to the CQR associated PfCRT isoform Dd2. By contrast, our data show that all PvCRT isoforms
transport AQ more efficiently than either CQS or CQR-associated PfCRT isoforms.
Typically, PfCRT requires at least 4 amino acid substitutions to show significantly
increased CQ transport relative to wild type PfCRT [Callaghan et al., 2015]. It surprising then that
the data presented here suggests a single mutation (S249P in PvCRT isoform CQR3) can increase
CQ transport by 32% relative to wild type PvCRT. Although this effect is relatively mild,
previously it has been demonstrated by several laboratories that single amino acid substitutions in
PfCRT can similarly increase CQ transport 30 - 100 % (described below). I suggest that since
wild type PvCRT already catalyzes elevated CQ transport relative to all known PfCRTs [Baro et
al., 2011] then single amino acid substitutions have a better chance to modestly elevate CQ
transport, which then may confer modest levels of PvCQR.
There is previous precedent that supports this suggestion. For example, the Ecu1110
PfCRT isoform has only 4 amino acid substitutions relative to HB3 PfCRT. CQ IC50 for
transfectants expressing PfCRT harboring 3 of the 4 substitutions was relatively low
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[Gabryszewski et al., 2016]. However, addition of the 4th substitution to these 3 for additional
transfectants increased CQ IC50 by more than 100% [Gabryszewski et al., 2016]. Similarly,
addition of the single K76T mutation to transform PfCRT isoform S106/1 to FCB PfCRT increases
CQ transport by nearly 90% [Baro et al., 2013], and the addition of N326D to PfCRT isoform
KT088 to create isoform KT096 increases CQ transport by 31% [Callaghan et al., 2015]. The
addition of a single amino acid substitution can also decrease PfCRT catalyzed CQ transport. A
similar phenomenon is now also seen for PvCRT isoform CQS8, where CQ transport is diminished
by 25% upon F275V substitution and for PvCRT isoform CQS3, where it is diminished by 13%
upon a L47S substitution. The mutation of residue E198 to a lysine to convert PfCRT isoform Dd2
to isoform BC22 was recently found to decrease CQ transport by 39% and C72S substitution for
isoform Ecu to create 7G8 PfCRT was recently found to decrease transport by 37% [Baro et al.,
2013; Callaghan et al., 2015]. Thus, it is not surprising that single amino acid substitutions for
PvCRT would be capable of modifying CQ transport to the extent observed in this study. Similar
phenomena have also previously been seen with respect to AQ transport. Fidock and colleagues
previously showed that the addition of a 4th single mutation to create the Ecu PfCRT isoform
(either K76T, A220S, N326D, or I356L) increased md-AQ IC50 by 200%, suggesting increased
AQ transport mediated by Ecu PfCRT [Gabryszewski et al., 2016].
AQ monotherapy first originated in Papua New Guinea and Brazil in 1946 and 1947,
respectively [Sá et al., 2009], and successful AQ monotherapy vs. vivax malaria is still reported
[Hasugian et al., 2009]. However, increased AQ transport by mutant PvCRT relative to wild type
PvCRT demonstrated here is consistent with increased reports of reduced effectiveness of AQ
monotherapy for some P. vivax isolates. Indeed, although less well studied than PvCQR, as early
as 1992 there have been multiple well documented examples of AQ monotherapy failure in adult
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patients from Papua New Guinea where some of the mutant PvCRT isoforms studied here originate
[Vrbova et al., 1992].

AQ failure in pediatric cases have been reported as early as 1989

[Schuurkamp et al., 1989]. This trend has continued well into the 21st century and has also recently
been documented in nearby Indonesia [Collins et al., 2000; Hasugian et al., 2009; Marfurt et al.,
2007; Schuurkamp et al., 1989]. Brazil is the origin of several other PvCRT isoforms studied here,
however, AQ monotherapy for Brazilian P. vivax infections is not as well documented.
Nonetheless, AQ has been used in Brazil for well over 50 years [Mein, 1951], and cases of AQ
failure in treating P. falciparum have been reported there since the 1960s [Griffing et al., 2015;
Souza, 1992]. One 1989 study reported that 73% of Brazilian P. falciparum isolates were resistant
to AQ therapy [Kremsner et al., 1989]. Thus, it is likely that prolonged AQ monotherapy in Brazil
may have selected for increasingly AQ resistant P. vivax, similar to patterns in the development of
PfCQR vs. PvCQR seen around the globe [Getachew et al., 2015; Htun et al., 2017] vs. selection
with CQ.
We find that all PvCRT isoforms transport PQ poorly, or in the case of PvCRT CQR1, not
at all. Recently, an interesting phenomenon related to PQ transport was described for some CQR
PfCRT isoforms. It was noted in a study from Kenya that there was an inverse relationship
between CQ and PQ susceptibility [Wendler et al., 2014], which was very strongly substantiated
in recent work that showed a reciprocal relationship between CQ and PQ transport for these
isoforms4. Interestingly, this reciprocal relationship holds only for drug transport mediated by
PfCRT isoforms found in isolates from Africa [Callaghan et al., 2015], but not PfCRTs from other
regions of the globe, perhaps because of limited use of PQ in Africa [Baird & Hoffman, 2004].
Since P. vivax treatment can include the use of PQ to remove hypnozoites, it is perhaps not
surprising then to see that correlation between PQ and CQ transport for PvCRT isoforms does not
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exist, similar to lack of correlation for PfCRT isoforms from regions of the globe where PQ is in
use. That is, the reciprocal CQ / PQ relationship is only found in regions where PQ pressure has
not been applied to malarial parasites.
These data represent the first comprehensive analysis of drug transport for all known
PvCRT isoforms. Similar to earlier studies with PfCRT the data suggest that selection of malarial
parasites with quinoline - based antimalarial drugs yields mutant PvCRT proteins with complex
patterns of quinoline drug transport substrate preferences. Also, importantly, a single amino acid
substitution was found to confer slightly increased CQ transport for at least one PvCRT isoform,
suggesting that at least mild forms of PvCQR can in theory be conferred by mutation of PvCRT.
Using previous calibration of CQ IC50 shifts for P. falciparum vs. similarly measured changes in
PfCRT mediated CQ transport [Baro et al., 2013] I estimate that P. vivax expressing CQR3 PvCRT
could show CQ IC50 of up to approximately 460 nM vs. approximately 290 nM for P. vivax
expressing wild type PvCRT (note the correlation between transport and IC50 is not linear [Baro
et al., 2013], allowing us to only estimate maxima or a range of values). This conclusion is
supported by a 2009 study of 155 P. vivax isolates from Indonesia that were found to exhibit CQ
IC50 of approximately 295 nM (range 227-384 nM) [Russell et al., 2008], consistent with our above
estimate from CQ transport data. This CQR3 mediated shift in CQ IC50 would represent an
approximate doubling of CQ IC50 relative to that found for a strain of P. falciparum expressing the
CQR associated Dd2 PfCRT isoform. Relatedly, that P. falciparum expressing HB3 PfCRT show
AQ IC50 of 10 nM and that those expressing Dd2 PfCRT show AQ IC50 of 27.7 nM [Paguio et al.,
2011] indicates that the changes in AQ transport caused by PvCRT mutations would confer shifts
of AQ IC50 of similar relative magnitude, with (for example) AQ IC50 for P. vivax expressing either
CQR3 or CL002 expected to be near approximately 90 nM and 120 nM, respectively.
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In conclusion, it seems likely that PvCRT plays a role in modulating P. vivax resistance to
quinoline based antimalarial drugs, particularly AQ. Overall, increased surveillance of PvCRT
polymorphisms correlated with P. vivax patient clinical outcome is needed.
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CHAPTER 4. AN ORTHOLOG OF PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM CHLOROQUINE RESISTANCE
TRANSPORTER PLAYS A KEY ROLE IN MAINTAINING THE INTEGRITY OF THE
ENDOLYSOSOMAL SYSTEM IN TOXOPLASMA GONDII TO FACILITATE HOST INVASION†

4.1 Introduction
Toxoplasma gondii uses polypeptide invasion factors to efficiently invade host cells. These
proteins are stored in two unique sets of organelles in Toxoplasma parasites, micronemes and
rhoptries. Microneme proteins undergo a series of proteolytic cleavage steps within the parasite's
endosomal system, followed by further trimming and intramembrane cleavage on the parasite
surface [Carruthers & Tomley, 2008; Laliberté & Carruthers, 2008]. Proper maturation and
secretion of microneme proteins are crucial for efficient invasion of parasites [Dogga et al., 2017;
Lagal et al., 2010; Parussini et al., 2010].
Microneme protein maturation is conducted by several proteases. During intracellular
trafficking, microneme proteins are first cleaved by aspartyl protease 3 (TgASP3) in a post-Golgi
compartment [Dogga et al., 2017]. A cathepsin L-like protease (TgCPL) was also shown to help
process some microneme proteins in the endosome-like compartment (ELC) of the parasite
[Parussini et al., 2010]. The mature proteins then pass through the micronemes and undergo further
trimming and intramembrane cleavage on the parasite surface. More specifically, a subtilisin
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ortholog, TgSUB1, was shown to trim some microneme proteins including microneme protein 2
(TgMIC2) and TgMIC2-associated protein (TgM2AP) on the parasite surface [Lagal et al., 2010].
Subsequently, an integral membrane protease, rhomboid 4 (TgROM4), intramembranously
cleaves transmembrane microneme proteins to release them from the cell surface. TgROM4
substrates include TgMIC2 and apical membrane antigen 1 (TgAMA1) [Buguliskis et al., 2010;
Dogga et al., 2017; Parussini et al., 2012; Santos et al., 2011]. Overall, precise control of
proteolytic activities within the parasite’s endosomal system and on the plasma membrane is
critical for processing parasite invasion effectors.
Among these proteases, TgCPL and TgSUB1 are both localized to, or transit through, the
parasite’s endolysosomal system. TgCPL is located in a lysosome-like organelle, termed Vacuolar
Compartment (VAC) or Plant-Like Vacuole (PLV) (hereafter referred to as VAC)
in Toxoplasma parasites [Zhicheng Dou & Carruthers, 2011; Miranda et al., 2010; Parussini et al.,
2010]. Our previous studies showed that the genetic ablation of Tgcpl causes defects in parasite
invasion and acute virulence [Z. Dou et al., 2014; Parussini et al., 2010]. TgCPL becomes activated
in the VAC and a portion of TgCPL is delivered to the juxtaposed ELC for maturation [Parussini
et al., 2010]. TgSUB1 is a micronemal protease and contains a GPI anchor necessary for membrane
association [Lagal et al., 2010]. TgSUB1 was shown to be activated in a post-ER compartment
and to transit through the parasite’s endolysosomal system before trafficking to micronemes [S.
A. Miller et al., 2001]. Deletion of Tgsub1 leads to inefficient trimming of microneme proteins on
the parasite surface, thereby resulting in defects in invasion and virulence [Lagal et al., 2010].
Hence, maintaining integrity of the parasites’ endolysosomal system is critical for regulating the
distribution and activity of endolysosomal proteases.
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In addition to VAC dysfunction resulting in reduced invasion, replication, and virulence
[Z. Dou et al., 2014; Parussini et al., 2010], parasites with impaired VAC proteolytic function are
unable to turn over autophagosomes during chronic infection and thereby cannot survive in host
brain tissues [Di Cristina et al., 2017]. Despite its importance, the VAC has not been well
characterized. Only a few proteins have been localized to the VAC/PLV [Z. Dou et al., 2013; J.
Liu et al., 2014; Miranda et al., 2010; Parussini et al., 2010; Stasic et al., 2019; Warring et al.,
2014]. The VAC exists as a prominent intact organelle during initial infection and subsequently
fragments during intracellular replication, based on staining of TgCPL, a major luminal protease
in the VAC [Parussini et al., 2010]. It is unknown how parasites regulate these and other
morphological changes that occur within the endolysosomal system. In a previous
study, Tgcrt expression was knocked down in Type I Toxoplasma parasites using a tetracyclineinducible system [Warring et al., 2014], and VAC swelling was observed, suggesting that the
function of TgCRT is necessary to maintain normal VAC volume. Fitness defects were also seen
in the Tgcrt knockdown strain [Warring et al., 2014]. However, a detailed characterization of how
an altered VAC affects different steps of parasite intracellular growth is still missing and the
corresponding molecular mechanisms underlying the phenotypes are not understood.
Interestingly, the swollen VAC phenotype for the Tgcrt knockdown mirrors the enlarged
digestive

vacuole

(DV)

phenotype

for

chloroquine-resistant

(CQR) Plasmodium

falciparum expressing CQR-associated mutant PfCRT [Gligorijevic et al., 2006]. More recently,
an L272F PfCRT mutation, along with CQR-conferring mutations, was found to increase DV
volume by an additional 1–2 μm3 [Lee et al., 2018]. In vitro assays using purified recombinant
PfCRT, reconstituted in proteoliposomes, suggest that PfCRT transports aminoquinoline drugs,
basic amino acids, and perhaps oligopeptides, likely in an electrochemically coupled fashion [Juge
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et al., 2015; Paguio et al., 2009]. With respect to drug transport, PfCRT expressed within
CQR P. falciparum appears to exhibit higher chloroquine (CQ) transport efficiency relative to
PfCRTs found in chloroquine-sensitive (CQS) strains [Callaghan et al., 2015; Juge et al., 2015;
Paguio et al., 2009]. These findings suggest that the PfCRT mediates the transport of key
osmolytes from the P. falciparum DV. Unfortunately, the inability to successfully ablate
the PfCRT gene [Waller et al., 2003] limits additional analysis of function in vivo.
Here, collaborators from Clemson University successfully delete the Tgcrt gene in a Type
I Toxoplasma parasite strain by double crossover homologous recombination. The resulting
mutant, Δcrt, displayed a severely swollen VAC and aberrant colocalization of markers for the
VAC and ELC. Surprisingly, this aberrant organellar organization is associated with downregulated transcription and translation of several proteases residing in the parasite’s endolysosomal
system, altering microneme secretion and resulting in defective parasite invasion and acute
virulence. I also engineered successful overexpression of wild type TgCRT constructs in yeast and
show that the protein mediates CQ transport. Collectively, these findings determine a novel role
for maintaining endolysosomal integrity, suggest functional similarities for TgCRT and PfCRT
proteins, and provide a new model system for analyzing the function of apicomplexan CRT
proteins.
4.2 Results
The work summarized in Sections 4.2.1-4.2.6 was done by collaborators at Clemson University.
4.2.1 Tgcrt-deficient parasites lose endolysosomal system integrity due to altered VAC
morphology
Previous studies have localized TgCRT in the VAC by gene epitope-tagging and
immunofluorescence microscopy, and utilized an anhydrotetracycline-regulated system to reduce
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levels of expression of Tgcrt in a Type I Toxoplasma RH strain. These results revealed that TgCRT
is involved in volume control of the VAC [Warring et al., 2014]. However, incomplete depletion
of Tgcrt limits further characterization of its function. Additionally, lack of detailed phenotypic
characterization restricts our understanding of how the swollen VAC affects parasite fitness and
virulence. Here, we adopted a genetically tractable RH-derived strain, termed RHΔku80 (hereafter
referred to as WT), to produce a complete Tgcrt knockout. Δcrt parasites

exhibited

large

“concave” subcellular structures under differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy,
whereas WT and ΔcrtCRT strains did not display this phenotype. To identify the swollen
structures, we stained the WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtCRT parasites with anti-TgCPL antibodies. TgCPL
is a major luminal endoprotease in the VAC of Toxoplasma [Larson et al., 2009; Parussini et al.,
2010]. Immunofluorescence microscopy showed that TgCPL staining co-localized with concave
subcellular structures in Δcrt. The TgCPL staining in Δcrt was larger than that in WT and
ΔcrtCRT parasites, indicating that the VAC becomes swollen when TgCRT is absent. The VAC is
a lysosome-like organelle, participating in the parasite’s endolysosomal system. It provides an
environment for maturation of TgCPL and delivers activated TgCPL to its adjacent endosome-like
compartment (ELC) to assist in processing microneme proteins required for parasite invasion
[Parussini et al., 2010]. It was hypothesized that the dramatic swelling of the VAC might affect
the integrity of the parasite’s endolysosomal system, so investigators stained WT, Δcrt, and
ΔcrtCRT parasites with antibodies recognizing markers of the VAC (anti-TgCPL) and of the ELC
(anti-proTgM2AP or TgVP1) [Miranda et al., 2010; Parussini et al., 2010]. Both the VAC and
ELC displayed distinct subcellular staining in WT and ΔcrtCRT strains, whereas in Δcrt parasites
both markers partially co-localized. Overall, it was determined that loss of TgCRT drastically
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alters VAC morphology in Toxoplasma, and that this affects the integrity of the parasite’s
endolysosomal system.
4.2.2 RHΔku80Δcrt shows reduced invasion and acute virulence
Toxoplasma utilizes exocytosis and endocytosis via endolysosomes to release invasion
effectors, and to ingest host proteins during intracellular growth, respectively [Blader et al., 2015;
Z. Dou et al., 2014; Dubremetz, 2007; Hager & Carruthers, 2008]. Investigators therefore
characterized invasion, replication, and egress for the Δcrt strain. First, the invasion efficiency of
parasites at 30–120 min post-infection was measured, and at 30 min post-infection the knockout
mutant showed ~50% reduction in invasion compared to WT; however, this reduction was abated
at longer time points. Second, immunofluorescence microscopy to quantify parasite replication did
not find differences between WT and Δcrt parasites. Third, the egress efficiency of each strain was
determined by a lactate dehydrogenase release-based assay, but again no egress defects in
the Tgcrt-deficient parasites were observed. Lastly, the acute virulence of Δcrt parasites in a
murine model were determined, and showed reduced mortality for Δcrt mutant parasites. Preinoculation of Δcrt parasites also provided immunological protection and improved survival upon
subsequent acute toxoplasmosis by WT parasites. Collectively, these findings revealed
that Toxoplasma parasites require the TgCRT protein for optimal invasion and acute virulence but
not for replication and egress.
4.2.3 Δcrt parasites show impaired microneme secretion
During infection, Toxoplasma parasites sequentially secrete proteins to facilitate host
invasion. Microneme proteins are the first to be secreted. These proteins traffic through the
parasite’s endolysosomal system and undergo intracellular maturation before being trimmed and
released from the parasite surface by intramembrane cleavage [Buguliskis et al., 2010; Dogga et
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al., 2017; Lagal et al., 2010; Parussini et al., 2010, 2012; Santos et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2014]. To
test which step(s) is affected in the Δcrt parasites, cell lysates and excretory secretory antigen
fractions (ESAs) of each strain with anti-TgMIC2, anti-TgM2AP, and anti-TgMIC5 were probed
by immunoblotting to measure abundances and secretion patterns. The migration patterns of these
three microneme proteins in cell lysates were similar among WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtCRT
strains. Δcrt parasites secreted fewer microneme proteins than WT and ΔcrtCRT parasites, and
altered the microneme secretion patterns. Lower ESA secretion induced by ethanol in the
Δcrt mutant suggests that Δcrt parasites are deficient in rapid release of certain proteins from the
micronemes.
To examine whether the abnormal secretion of microneme proteins alters their intracellular
trafficking patterns, we stained pulse-invaded and replicated parasites with TgMIC2 and TgM2AP
antibodies. Both microneme proteins trafficked to the apical end of the parasites and showed
normal staining patterns. Prior to secretion, some transmembrane microneme proteins are released
via proteolytic cleavage by the intramembrane rhomboid protease TgROM4. To test whether the
aberrant endolysosomal system alters the retention of microneme proteins on the surface of
parasites, immunofluorescence microscopy did not reveal excess TgMIC2 on the plasma
membrane of Δcrt parasites, suggesting that the reduced secretion of microneme proteins is not
due to their inefficient intramembrane cleavage on the parasite’s plasma membrane.
The endosome-like compartment is involved not only in the trafficking of microneme
proteins, but also rhoptry contents [Sloves et al., 2012]. TgROP7 staining revealed typical rhoptry
patterns located at the apical end of the parasites, excluding the possibility of aberrant trafficking
of rhoptry contents and possible defects in rhoptry biogenesis. Taken together, these data suggest
that the invasion defects for Δcrt parasites are caused by incomplete trimming and consequent
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inefficient secretion of microneme proteins at the parasite’s plasma membrane, but not by altered
intracellular maturation, trafficking, or intramembrane cleavage of microneme proteins, nor by
altered rhoptry morphology.
4.2.4 TgSUB1 transcript and protein levels are decreased for Δcrt parasites
The inefficient proteolytic processing of TgMIC2 and TgM2AP in Δcrt ESAs led to
investigations of whether these phenotypic observations were caused by the abnormal expression
patterns or subcellular trafficking of Toxoplasma subtilisin 1 (TgSUB1) in Δcrt parasites. A
previous publication reported that parasites lacking TgSUB1 showed defective trimming of
secreted microneme proteins, such as TgMIC2 and TgM2AP [Lagal et al., 2010], which we noted
resemble the altered patterns of TgMIC2 and TgM2AP products observed for the Δcrt mutant.
Therefore, investigators quantified secreted TgSUB1 in both constitutive and induced ESAs by
probing them with an anti-SUB1 antibody, previously found to specifically react against TgSUB1
and PfSUB1 [Saouros et al., 2012]. Immunoblotting analysis revealed that there was no detectable
TgSUB1 in the ESAs of Δcrt parasites, nor at the plasma membrane detected by
immunofluorescence. These data suggest that there is lower expression of TgSUB1 on the surface
of Δcrt parasites.
To further dissect the basis for reduced TgSUB1 on the surface, two possibilities were
tested: 1) TgSUB1 traffics aberrantly within the parasite to prevent its delivery to parasite surface,
and 2) the expression level of TgSUB1 is reduced. TgSUB1 is a microneme protein that also
traffics through the parasite’s endolysosomal system [Lagal et al., 2010; S. A. Miller et al., 2001].
The aberrant endolysosomal system in Δcrt parasites potentially alters intracellular trafficking
and/or maturation of TgSUB1 that then reduces its expression. To test these two possibilities, first,
we stained parasites with anti-SUB1 to examine TgSUB1 intracellular trafficking patterns.
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Surprisingly, much less TgSUB1 staining in Δcrt parasites compared to the WT strain was
observed. Abundance of TgSUB1 in parasite cell lysates was also quantified, and it was found
that TgSUB1 was decreased by approximately 85% in Δcrt parasites compared to WT parasites.
Furthermore, qPCR-measured Tgsub1 mRNA for WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtCRT parasites determined
that Tgsub1 transcript was reduced ~10-fold upon deletion of Tgcrt. Collectively, our findings
suggest that the arrested overlap of the VAC and ELC dramatically decreases the abundance of
TgSUB1 protein, which then alters the proteolytic processing of normally secreted micronemal
protein invasion effectors, thereby reducing invasion efficiency.
4.2.5 VAC alterations reduce endolysosomal protease proteins and transcripts
The swollen VAC and its aberrant overlap with the ELC in the Δcrt parasites could
conceivably lead to altered gene transcription to assist in the adaptation of these parasites. We
conducted transcriptome sequencing to detect global alterations in gene transcription for
Δcrt parasites relative to WT. Differential gene expression analysis identified 102 genes whose
transcript levels changed greater than 1.5-fold in the Δcrt strain. Forty-six and fifty-six genes had
increased and reduced transcripts, respectively.
Four proteases were among the list of genes showing reduced transcripts in the
Δcrt mutant, including a putative aminopeptidase N protein (TgAMN, TGGT1_221310), a
putative Pro-Xaa serine carboxypeptidase (TgSCP, TGGT1_254010), aspartyl protease 1
(TgASP1, TGGT1_201840), and an ICE family protease-like protein (TgICEL, TGGT1_243298).
We validated transcript levels for these proteases, as well as two known VAC luminal proteases
(TgCPL and TgCPB), in WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtCRT strains by qPCR. Analysis showed that the
transcript levels of TgAMN, TgSCP, TgASP1, and TgCPB were decreased by 50%, 20%, 47%,
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and 14%, respectively, in Δcrt parasites. Protein levels of TgCPL and TgCPB were also found to
be reduced in Δcrt parasites compared to WT.
To determine the subcellular locations of the down-regulated proteases, we tagged
endogenous TgAMN and TgSCP with 3xHA and 3xmyc epitope tags at their C-termini in WT
parasites, respectively. Immunofluorescence microscopy revealed that both TgSCP and TgAMN
were localized to the VAC/ELC, and TgASP1 subcellular location was also determined to be
within the VAC. Collectively, these data suggest that the swollen VAC in Δcrt parasites causes
reduced transcription and translation of several endolysosomal proteases.
4.2.6 Suppression of proteolysis within the swollen Δcrt VAC partially restores VAC size,
organellar separation, and invasion
Given that CRT is a putative small solute transporter, the deletion of Tgcrt potentially
results in the accumulation of small nutrient molecules generated by proteolysis within the VAC,
further swelling its size. Therefore, inhibition of proteolytic activity within the swollen VAC might
reduce its size. This hypothesis was tested by chemically or genetically suppressing VAC
proteolysis. First, we treated WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtCRT parasites with 1 μM LHVS, an irreversible
inhibitor of TgCPL protease [Larson et al., 2009]. TgCPL is a major endopeptidase involved in
the maturation of microneme proteins and digestion of host proteins [Z. Dou et al., 2014; Parussini
et al., 2010]. As expected, LHVS-treated Δcrt parasites displayed smaller VACs than DMSOtreated Δcrt parasites. To validate these findings, collaborators genetically ablated Tgcpl in
Δcrt parasites to create the ΔcrtΔcpl double knockout by CRISPR-Cas9-based genome editing.
The ΔcrtΔcpl mutant showed a significantly smaller concave structure than Δcrt parasites under
DIC microscopy. We also compared the size of the VAC in WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtΔcpl based on
TgCPB staining by immunofluorescence microscopy using similar methods previously described,
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and found that similarly, the ΔcrtΔcpl partially reversed its VAC size compared to Δcrt parasites,
but still showed a larger VAC than the WT strain. Moreover, we deleted Tgcpb in Δcrt to test
whether such phenotype of partial VAC size restoration was independent of the deletion of specific
VAC/ELC-localizing proteases. TgCPB was previously identified as another known VAClocalizing protease, displaying both endo- and exo-peptidase activities [Z. Dou et al., 2013; Larson
et al., 2009]. Again CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing to generate a ΔcrtΔcpb double knockout was
done, and the resulting ΔcrtΔcpb mutant also showed a smaller concave subcellular structure
compared to the Δcrt mutant. The size of the VAC in WT, Δcrt, and ΔcrtΔcpb was quantified
based on the TgCPL staining as described above and the ΔcrtΔcpb parasite VAC was reduced by
~35% compared to Δcrt parasites.
Next, whether the partial restoration of VAC size was also associated with the reversal of
other phenotypes observed in the Δcrt mutant was investigated. ΔcrtΔcpb showed fewer parasites
with partial overlap between the markers for the VAC (TgCPL) and ELC (proTgM2AP) compared
to Δcrt. We also tested whether the partial resegregation of the VAC and ELC in both
ΔcrtΔcpb and ΔcrtΔcpl mutants was associated with the recovery of TgSUB1 expression. By
immunoblotting, TgSUB1 showed comparable expression in both the WT, ΔcrtΔcpb,
and ΔcrtΔcpl strains. Moreover, TgSUB1 secretion was observed in both constitutive and induced
ESA fractions in the ΔcrtΔcpb parasites. TgM2AP and TgMIC2 were correctly cleaved by
TgSUB1 in ΔcrtΔcpb, and their secretion patterns were similar to those seen in the WT strain. This
partial restoration of phenotypes in the ΔcrtΔcpb mutant resulted in an increase of invasion
efficiency up to ~60% compared to the Δcrt strain.

Collectively, these data show a close

association between the size of the VAC, altered morphology of the parasite’s endolysosomal
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system, protein abundance of TgSUB1, microneme protein secretion and processing, and parasite
invasion.
4.2.7 TgCRT is a functional transporter
Finally, I attempted to express TgCRT in S. cerevisiae yeast following previously
described strategies for PfCRT [Baro et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2002]. Native Tgcrt cDNA was not
expressed well in S. cerevisiae yeast (Fig. 4.1). Via alignment with PfCRT (Fig. 4.2A), removing
the 300 N-terminal residues of the Tgcrt gene that are non-homologous to PfCRT preserves all
putative transmembraneous domains and inter-helical loop regions. Thus, following a previously
published strategy for difficult to express PfCRT mutants [Callaghan et al., 2015] we created a

Figure 4.1. Anti-V5 western blot analysis of TgCRT and PfCRT constructs expressed
in S. cerevisiae. Each lane contains 40 μg of protein. Lane 1, yeast membranes for yeast
expressing empty vector (EV); lane 2, PfCRT membranes; lane 3, TgCRT membranes; lane 4,
PMA-TgCRT fusion membranes; lane 5, blank; lane 6, cytosol from TgCRT yeast; lane 7,
cytosol from PMA-TgCRT yeast. The unmodified TgCRT is not expressed
in S. cerevisiae (lane 3); however, the PMA-TgCRT fusion construct is expressed to similar
levels relative to PfCRT, and is membrane localized. Lower molecular mass bands in lane 4
are proteolytic products, and can also be found in the cytosolic fraction (lane 7).
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fusion gene that replaced the 300 most N-terminal residues of the Tgcrt sequence with the 111
most N-terminal residues from the S. cerevisiae plasma membrane ATPase (PMA), which harbors
a yeast plasma membrane localization sequence (Fig. 4.2B,C). The fusion protein was well
expressed in the plasma membrane of S. cerevisiae (Fig. 4.1) with vacuolar-to-cytosol topology
preserved, similar to the expression of PMA-PfCRT in yeast as described in a previous publication
[Callaghan et al., 2016]. Following an approach previously described for PfCRT and PfCRT
mutants [Baro et al., 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015], we assayed PMA-TgCRT expressing yeast for
chloroquine (CQ) transport (Fig. 4.3A). Via alignment with PfCRT (Fig. 4.2A), TgCRT T369
corresponds to the well-studied K76 residue within PfCRT; previously, mutation of PfCRT K76
to T has been shown to increase the efficiency of CQ transport by PfCRT, although it is not the
sole determining factor [Callaghan et al., 2015; Martin et al., 2009; Sidhu et al., 2002]. We
expressed both WT TgCRT and T369K TgCRT in yeast to measure their transport efficiencies.
Both the wild type TgCRT protein and a TgCRT T369K mutant were found to transport CQ, albeit
slower than PfCRTHB3 and PfCRTDd2 derived from CQ-sensitive and resistant malaria strains,
respectively, under similar conditions (Fig. 4.3A). Also, we noted that TgCRT required higher
external [CQ] (80 mM vs. 16 mM for PfCRT) to achieve similar levels of transport, suggesting
increased CQ Km for this transporter (Fig. 4.3A). Analysis of PfCRT isoforms and the role that
individual amino acid substitutions play in modifying transport activity has been ongoing for well
over a decade (e.g. Callaghan et al. 2015 [Callaghan et al., 2015]). Since PfCRT—TgCRT identity
is modest (Fig. 4.2A) many more TgCRT mutagenesis studies will be required to fully define
catalytically critical sites in TgCRT. Regardless, these initial data show that mutation of a TgCRT
threonine, analogous to the well-known position 76 T for PfCRT [Callaghan et al., 2015; Martin
et al., 2009; Sidhu et al., 2002], also affects CQ transport as is the case for PfCRT.
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Figure 4.2. Alignment of TgCRT and PfCRT primary sequences and schematic of the
PMA-TgCRT construct expressed in S. cerevisiae. (A) Alignment of TgCRT and PfCRT
amino acid sequences
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Fig. 4.2. (Cont.) reveals the 300 most N-terminal residues to be non-homologous, and that they
do not encode any putative transmembraneous domains or inter-helical loop regions, whereas
the remainder of TgCRT is highly homologous to PfCRT. Alignment analysis also revealed
that the threonine residue at position 369 within TgCRT corresponds to the well-characterized
lysine residue at position 76 within PfCRT (highlighted in red box). Identical and similar
residues are highlighted in black and dark grey, respectively. (B) The 111 most N-terminal
residues of S. cerevisiae plasma membrane ATPase (PMA; black) are fused in frame to the
truncated TgCRT (dark grey) from which the first 300 codons have been deleted. The construct
includes a C-terminal tag comprised of hexaHIS (H), biotin acceptor domain (B), and V5
epitope tag (V; “HBV” light grey). (C) Primary amino acid structure of PMA-TgCRT. Residues
from PMA are shown in black, those from TgCRT are in shown dark grey, and those
comprising the tag are shown in light grey.
Investigators also exchanged threonine for lysine in the WT TgCRT complementation
construct and transfected Δcrt to examine the extent to which TgCRTT369K affects VAC size
in Toxoplasma parasites. Interestingly, in contrast to full recovery of VAC size in the WT TgCRT
complementation strain, TgCRTT369K only partially restored the swollen VAC (Fig. 4.3B). These
findings, along with the TgCRT transport data, strongly suggest that the swollen VAC is caused
by luminal osmolyte excess, similar to findings for PfCRT as described in "Discussion".
In summary, our findings strongly suggest a role for TgCRT in small solute transport that
impacts VAC volume in the absence of drug transport, similar to the role proposed for PfCRT
[Gligorijevic et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2018]. The identity of the relevant osmoregulatory transport
substrate(s) remains to be determined. However, at least for T. gondii, TgCRT expression is also
required for proper segregation of other organelles within the endolysosomal system that, in turn,
indirectly facilitates microneme secretion and parasite invasion. The data also indicate that the
invasion deficiency exhibited by the Δcrt mutant is likely due to multiple factors, since the
recovery of TgSUB1 expression and trimming of microneme proteins in ΔcrtΔcpb did not
completely reverse the invasion defects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first observation
of the regulation of the endolysosomal protease expression in apicomplexan parasite by a CRT
protein.
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Figure 4.3. TgCRT is a functional transporter and its transport efficiency is correlated
with VAC size in the parasites. (A) CQ transport by PfCRTs and TgCRT (PMA-TgCRT)
expressed in S. cerevisiae. Transport was extrapolated from CQ-induced growth delays as
described in [Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. Results are the average of at least four independent
experiments ± SEM. EV, empty vector; PfCRTDd2, a PfCRT expression construct derived from
CQ-resistant malaria strain; PfCRTHB3, a PfCRT expression construct derived from CQsensitive malaria strain; PMA-TgCRT, plasma membrane ATPase-TgCRT fusion (see Fig.
4.2); PMA-TgCRTT369K, TgCRT fusion protein harboring T to K substitution at the position
analogous to residue 76 in PfCRT (see text). (B) A mutation of T369K was introduced into WT
TgCRT complementation construct by site-directed mutagenesis before it was electroporated
into the Δcrt mutant. The VAC sizes were determined based on TgCPL staining using the
methods mentioned above. The Δcrt mutant complemented with TgCRTT369K partially restored
its VAC size, but it was still significantly bigger than that transfected with WT TgCRT.
Statistical significance was calculated using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. *, p < 0.05;
**, p < 0.01.
4.3 Discussion
Toxoplasma utilizes an endolysosomal system to secrete invasion effectors that
disseminate infection. These invasion effectors undergo a series of intracellular proteolytic
cleavage and trimming steps to reach their final forms. Therefore, maintenance of the integrity of
the endolysosomal system is critical for controlling the secretion of invasion effectors
in Toxoplasma. The Vacuolar Compartment (VAC) (also Plant-Like Vacuole or PLV) is an acidic
lysosome-like vacuole. Previous work showed that deletion of a cathepsin L-like protease, a major
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VAC luminal endopeptidase, leads to invasion, replication, and virulence defects [Z. Dou et al.,
2014; Parussini et al., 2010]. Compromised proteolytic activities within these parasites also result
in the inefficient degradation of endocytosed host proteins [Z. Dou et al., 2014]. Liu et al.
genetically deleted Tgvp1 in T. gondii and observed defective secretion and trafficking of
microneme proteins, and reduced invasion and virulence in the mutant [J. Liu et al., 2014].
Warring et al. previously reported that a Toxoplasma ortholog of chloroquine resistance
transporter (TgCRT) resides in the VAC and that decreased expression of TgCRT leads to swelling
of the VAC [Warring et al., 2014]. However, incomplete reduction of TgCRT expression and lack
of systematic dissection of phenotypes in the Tgcrt knockdown mutant limit understanding of the
molecular mechanism by which a dysfunctional VAC affects the parasite.
Here, we created a Tgcrt knockout mutant that completely removes Tgcrt from the VAC
membrane. The resulting Δcrt strain displays a dramatic increase in VAC size, and the organelle
aberrantly overlaps with the adjacent endosome-like compartment (Fig. 4.4). Although a previous
study reported that parasites deliver minor amounts of TgCPL to the ELC, which then contributes
to maturation of some microneme proteins [Parussini et al., 2010], our data do not reveal abnormal
intracellular cleavage or trafficking of microneme proteins in Δcrt parasites. This is likely due to
the modest decrease of TgCPL expression in Δcrt. Relatedly, Dogga et al. recently documented
that aspartic acid protease 3 (TgASP3) localizes in a post-Golgi compartment and serves as a major
maturase for invasion effectors [Dogga et al., 2017].
In this study, we have determined that Tgcrt-deficient parasites have reduced expression
of several endolysosomal proteases. We have also found that suppression of proteolytic activities
within the swollen VAC decreases the size of the organelle. These findings, along with data
verifying that TgCRT is indeed a transporter with function similar to that of PfCRT, support the
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Figure 4.4. A model for the regulation of the endolysosomal system
in Toxoplasma parasites. The Toxoplasma parasite contains a separate endosome-like
compartment from the VAC/PLV within its endolysosomal system. When the parasite lacks
TgCRT, the VAC becomes swollen and cannot separate from its adjacent ELC. This aberrant
colocalization leads to reduced transcript and protein abundances of several proteases residing
within the endolysosomal system, including TgSUB1. These changes alter the secretion of
microneme proteins, thereby resulting in invasion defects in the Tgcrt-null mutant. ELC,
endosome-like compartment; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; Go, Golgi apparatus; Mi,
microneme; N, nucleus; Rh, rhoptry; TgCRT, Toxoplasma chloroquine resistance transporter
ortholog; TgSUB1, Toxoplasma subtilisin 1; VAC, vacuolar compartment.
idea that TgCRT functions to transport essential VAC osmolytes, similar to proposals for PfCRT
[Gligorijevic et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2014]. Likely candidate osmolytes include
ions and/or amino acids. We suggest that when TgCRT is absent on the membrane of the VAC,
protein degradation products (short peptides and amino acids) accumulate within the VAC and
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increase osmotic pressure, thereby leading to the swollen phenotype. Consistent with this idea, and
similar to related observations for P. falciparum treated with cysteine protease inhibitors [Sijwali
& Rosenthal, 2004], chemical inhibition of proteolysis via the small inhibitor LHVS dramatically
reduces the size of the VAC. For Toxoplasma, LHVS principally targets TgCPL, but also inhibits
TgCPB [Z. Dou et al., 2013]. Therefore, LHVS treatment blocks both of these VAC proteases.
Genetic ablation of Tgcpl or Tgcpb in Δcrt individually resulted in the partial restoration of VAC
size. Interestingly, the VAC in ΔcrtΔcpl parasites was reduced to a greater extent than that in
ΔcrtΔcpb, suggesting that the deletion of Tgcpl reduces proteolytic activity to a higher extent
within the VAC than with the loss of TgCPB alone, which is consistent with a previous finding
that the maturation of TgCPB is dependent upon the presence of TgCPL [Z. Dou et al., 2013].
Additionally, the deletion of Tgcpb partially restored secretion patterns of microneme proteins and
invasion defects. These results also reveal for the first time that TgCPB plays an active role in
contributing to proteolysis within the VAC in Toxoplasma parasites.
RNA-Seq analysis identified that two putative protein phosphatase 2C (TGGT1_276920
and TGGT1_201520) transcripts are down-regulated in the Δcrt mutant, both of which carry signal
peptides indicating endosomal trafficking. TGGT1_276920 and TGGT1_201520 are homologous
to PTC3 and PTC1 in S. cerevisiae, respectively. Interestingly, both PTC1 and PTC3 proteins are
involved in yeast osmosensory regulation. A mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway is activated
when yeast cells experience hyperosmotic conditions. PTC1 and PTC3 negatively regulate this
pathway [Mapes & Ota, 2004; Warmka et al., 2001]. Furthermore, PTC1 was found to control the
function and morphology of the yeast vacuole, which further alters its biogenesis [González et al.,
2006]. The dramatic change in Toxoplasma VAC volume indicates induced osmotic stress in the
Δcrt parasites. The knockout parasites appear to be utilizing a similar mechanism to suppress these
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protein phosphatases and enhance similar osmoregulatory signaling. Similar studies
for P. falciparum and other apicomplexan parasites that express CRT orthologs would be
informative.
The phenotype of the swollen VAC in the Δcrt strain mirrors the enlarged digestive vacuole
in chloroquine (CQ) resistant (CQR) P. falciparum malaria [Gligorijevic et al., 2006]. Peptidomic
analysis showed that hemoglobin is not as efficiently degraded within the digestive vacuole (DV)
in CQR malaria parasites [Lewis et al., 2014], further suggesting that CQR mutations in PfCRT
alter the physiology within the swollen digestive vacuole, thereby compromising DV proteolytic
activities. In vitro assays utilizing recombinant PfCRT, reconstituted in proteoliposomes, have
revealed that PfCRT may act as a proton gradient dependent, polyspecific nutrient exporter for
small solutes including amino acids, oligopeptides, glutathione, and small drugs [Juge et al., 2015].
These studies also demonstrate that CQR-associated PfCRTs display altered transport efficiency
relative to CQ-associated PfCRT. Our study has revealed that TgCRT mediates CQ transport
similar to PfCRT. The Δcrt strain appeared more sensitive to CQ relative to WT parasites, further
suggesting that TgCRT is a functional transporter of small solutes across the membrane of the
VAC. We suggest that alteration of proteolytic activities in the enlarged VAC of the Δcrt mutant
reveals a similar scenario relative to the CQR P. falciparum DV. Given the similarity in
components and functionality of the VAC and DV found in Toxoplasma and Plasmodium,
this Toxoplasma Tgcrt-deficient mutant should prove useful for further studies of the native
function of CRT orthologs found within other apicomplexan parasites. The genetic tractability of
T. gondii could be useful for expression of PfCRT isoforms found in CQR vs. CQS parasites in
TgCRT-deficient parasites. Comparative analysis to the results observed here could provide key
insights into the endogenous function of PfCRT as well as its role is drug resistance mechanisms.
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In summary, our findings reveal that the Toxoplasma TgCRT protein is indeed a small
molecule transporter that is required for maintaining the normal size and morphology of the
VAC/PLV. Unexpectedly, aberrant swelling of the VAC in Tgcrt-deficient parasites is also
associated with decreased integrity of the parasite’s endolysosomal system, which serves as a
conduit for trafficking of invasion effectors. Overlap of the VAC and endosome-like compartment
in the Tgcrt knockout is also associated with a reduction in transcript and protein levels for several
endolysosomal proteases. We found that blocking normal proteolysis within the swollen VAC
reduced the size and partially restored the morphology of the organelle. Taken together, these
findings suggest that TgCRT mediates the transport of small solutes and that putative accumulation
of its substrates increases VAC size. The data show that the integrity of the parasite endolysosomal
system is necessary for normal parasite virulence. We suggest that pharmaceutical modulation of
the VAC could serve as a novel strategy for managing toxoplasmosis.
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CHAPTER 5. ALTERED DRUG TRANSPORT BY PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM CHLOROQUINE
RESISTANCE TRANSPORTER ISOFORMS HARBORING MUTATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
PIPERAQUINE RESISTANCE‡

5.1 Introduction
Plasmodium falciparum malaria remains a major health burden. In most regions,
uncomplicated P. falciparum infections are currently treated using artemisinin combination
therapies (ACTs) [World Health Organization, 2019]. ACTs are comprised of a potent, short-lived
artemisinin (ART) derivative (the “parent drug, Fig. 5.1A) in combination with a longer lasting
“partner” drug. Current partner drugs include amodiaquine (AQ), lumefantrine (LF), mefloquine
(MQ), and piperaquine (PPQ) (Fig. 5.1B). The widespread use of ACTs, along with more effective
Anopheles mosquito vector control, has greatly reduced the global malaria burden [Gething et al.,
2016]. However, the emergence and ongoing spread of resistance to ACT parent and partner drugs,
respectively, threatens this progress [Hamilton et al., 2019; Heller & Roepe, 2019; Phillips et al.,
2017; van der Pluijm et al., 2019].
First reported in the late 2000s, evolving resistance to ART derivatives emerged in
Cambodia, where it was associated with extended parasite clearance times following treatment
with artesunate [Amaratunga et al., 2012; Noedl et al., 2008]. ART resistance (ARTR, also known
as the delayed clearance phenotype [DCP]) is now prevalent in many areas of Southeast Asia
[Ashley et al., 2014; Hassett & Roepe, 2019]. In 2014, amino acid substitutions in the P.
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Figure 5.1. A) Structures of artemisinin and other clinically viable derivatives and (B)
common ACT partner drugs. The most widely used ACTs are ATM / LF, DHA / PPQ, ATS /
MQ, and ATS / AQ.
falciparum Kelch protein (PfK13) were found to be common molecular markers for ARTR/DCP
[Ariey et al., 2014]. The growing prevalence of PfK13 mutations linked to ARTR is alarming
[Imwong et al., 2015; Ménard et al., 2016]. A causal role for PfK13 in ARTR has been established
using reverse genetic methods [Straimer et al., 2015]. Evolving ARTR has presumably led to
increased populations of parasites surviving (or recrudescing earlier) upon ACT treatment, within
which resistance to longer lasting ACT partner drugs can then emerge. Resistance to
dihydroartemisinin (DHA)/PPQ (Eurartesim) is now widely reported in Cambodia [Amaratunga
et al., 2016; Heller & Roepe, 2019; Leang et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2014; van der Pluijm et al.,
2019], where it was adopted as the frontline therapy for P. falciparum malaria in 2010. DHA/PPQ
resistance now also appears to be spreading to Vietnam [Imwong et al., 2017; Phuc et al., 2017;
Thanh et al., 2017].
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Despite the growing awareness of DHA/PPQ resistance, progress in detecting and
characterizing PPQ resistance (PPQR) has been challenging. Conventional in vitro IC50 and IC90
dose-response assays are difficult to interpret due to unusual dose-response curves [Ross et al.,
2018], and vague differences in drug susceptibility are found for parasite isolates collected from
cured patients vs. those that have recrudesced [Chaorattanakawee et al., 2015; Leang et al., 2015].
To address these shortcomings, recently a PPQ survival assay (PSA) was developed, which
assesses survival rates after a 48-hr exposure to 200 nM PPQ in order to more conveniently
quantify PPQR [Duru et al., 2015]. This assay allows some measure of PPQR, but the
methodologies are labor-intensive and time-consuming, and largely relying on operator-dependent
manual counting of Giemsa stained parasites.
Recent genome-wide association studies have identified several additional genetic markers
associated with PPQR in South East Asian isolates. These include mutations in the Pfcrt gene that
result in amino acid substitutions in the encoded P. falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter
(PfCRT) [Agrawal et al., 2017; Duru et al., 2015], as well as mutations that confer E415G
substitution in a putative exonuclease [Amato et al., 2017; Parobek et al., 2017], and copy number
variations in genes encoding plasmepsin II and III proteases (“5.2 Results” Table 5.1) [Amato et
al., 2017; Parobek et al., 2017; Witkowski et al., 2017]. Cambodian parasite isolates with increased
plasmepsin II and plasmepsin III gene copy number have been found to have enhanced survival at
high PPQ concentrations [Bopp et al., 2018]. However, another study involving genetic
modification to overexpress plasmepsin II and III in otherwise PPQ-sensitive parasites reported no
significant changes in drug susceptibility [Loesbanluechai et al., 2019]. These observations
suggest that increased plasmepsin II and III copy number alone may not be causally linked to
PPQR, and that multiple genetic factors likely contribute to resistance mechanisms.
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PPQ, much like structurally similar CQ, is believed to inhibit heme detoxification in the
digestive vacuole (DV) of blood-stage parasites [Petersen et al., 2011; Warhurst et al., 2007]. It
has been well established that increased CQ transport mediated by CQR-associated mutant PfCRT
isoforms promotes resistance to the cytostatic effects of CQ (meaning, resistance to CQ growthinhibitory effects; see [Roepe, 2014]) [Cooper et al., 2002; Fidock et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2009;
Paguio et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2004]. Also, recently, mutations in the P. vivax CRT orthologue
PvCRT were found to catalyze increased CQ transport suggesting that PvCRT may mediate low
level CQ resistance (CQR) in some P. vivax isolates [Hassett, Riegel, et al., 2017]. 53 distinct
PfCRT isoforms found throughout the world in a range of CQR parasite isolates were recently
expressed in S. cerevisiae yeast and characterized, and it was found that these mutant PfCRTs
transport CQ with a variety of efficiencies [Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016]. In this work, it was also
found that some PfCRT isoforms harboring the well-known CQR-associated K76T mutation do
not transport CQ more efficiently than does wild type PfCRT, due to the presence of a "second site
revertant" mutation elsewhere in the protein, that arise when CQ use is discontinued in a given
region. Since CQR parasites are less fit in the absence of CQ, CQS parasites often return (or reverse
evolve) in these regions when CQ is discontinued, presumably due to CQR strain fitness
disadvantage(s) [Lewis et al., 2014]. That is, in some cases parasites harboring wild type PfCRT
return to a region and in others parasites initially expressing a CQR-associated PfCRT acquire and
express a novel mutant PfCRT “second site revertant” whose function reverses the fitness cost
associated with expression of CQR-associated PfCRT, but at the expense of maintaining a CQR
phenotype [Callaghan et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2014].
These observations and trends suggest a more complicated relationship between PfCRT
and antimalarial drug resistance. Interestingly then, several novel PfCRT mutations were recently
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reported in Cambodian isolates that show PPQR via the PSA [Duru et al., 2015], or that were
associated with mildly elevated PPQ IC90 values [Agrawal et al., 2017]. Introduction of some of
these mutations (“5.2 Results” Table 5.1), including H97Y, F145I, M343L, and G353V, was found
to confer PSA measured PPQR in Dd2 strain (CQR) parasites harboring a single copy of
plasmepsin II and III, without any PPQ selection of the transfected strains [Ross et al., 2018].
However, in these engineered strains expressing PPQR-associated mutant PfCRTs, curiously, no
significant difference in PPQ accumulation was found relative to the untransfected Dd2 strain
when the parasites were incubated in 20 nM levels of [3H]-PPQ [Ross et al., 2018]. A separate
report details the increasing prevalence of another novel PfCRT mutation (C350R, occurring
within the 7G8 PfCRT isoform), that is associated with decreased PPQ potency in French Guiana
[Pelleau et al., 2015] but again no link between C350R 7G8 PfCRT function and PPQR has yet
been established. Thus, any relationship between PPQ transport and PPQR-associated mutant
PfCRT isoforms found in PPQR parasites has not yet been elucidated.
A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of PPQR is clearly needed. In this
study I have tested whether several PfCRT mutations recently detected in putatively PPQR P.
falciparum Cambodian or South American isolates [Agrawal et al., 2017; Duru et al., 2015; Pelleau
et al., 2015; Ross et al., 2018], contribute to PPQR via mediating increased PPQ transport, similar
to how other PfCRT isoform drug transport phenomena have been found to be linked to PfCRT
protein – mediated drug resistances. Using a galactose inducible expression system, and noting
that plasma levels of PPQ are much higher than those used in previous analysis of PPQ transport
[H. Liu et al., 2018], I quantified PPQ transport in S. cerevisiae yeast expressing PPQR-associated
PfCRT isoforms using physiologically relevant [PPQ]. I also test whether PPQR–associated
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PfCRT mutations alter CQ transport relative to previously studied CQR-associated PfCRT
isoforms from which the PPQR-associated isoforms are derived.
5.2 Results
As described in “5.1 Introduction” PfCRT mutations have been associated with PPQR
phenomena, but clear relationships between PPQR and possible PPQ transport mediated by the
Table 5.1. Amino acid substitutions in PfCRT and other alterations associated with PPQR.
Pfcrt (PF3D7_0709000)

Isoform + Mutation

Citation

Dd2 + T93S

[Ross et al., 2018]

Dd2 + H97Y

[Duru et al., 2015]

Dd2 + F145I

[Agrawal et al., 2017]

Dd2 + I218F

[Ross et al., 2018]

Dd2 + M343L

[Duru et al., 2015]

Dd2 + G353V

[Duru et al., 2015]

7G8 + C350R

[Pelleau et al., 2015]

Exonuclease, putative (PF3D7_1362500)
Amino acid substitution

[Amato et al., 2017; Parobek et al.,
2017]

E415G

plasmepsin II (PF3D7_1408000)
Copy number variation

[Amato et al., 2017; Parobek et al.,
2017; Witkowski et al., 2017; Bopp et
al., 2018]

Multi-copy

plasmepsin III (PF3D7_1408100)
Copy number variation

[Amato et al., 2017; Parobek et al.,
2017; Witkowski et al., 2017; Bopp et
al., 2018]

Multi-copy
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Figure 5.2. Position of known PPQR-associated PfCRT amino acid substitutions
superimposed on the predicted topology of PfCRT-Dd2 isoform. Generated using
TMRPres2D. Amino acid differences that distinguish 7G8 from Dd2 are circled in blue. PPQRassociated substitutions are circled in red. The PfCRT C350R substitution recently reported for
a French Guianan isolate is circled in green.
CQ transporter have not yet been elucidated. In previous work I heterologously expressed yeastcodon-optimized Pfcrt genes in S. cerevisae under tight control of a galactose-inducible promoter
[Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016]. Using these constructs as templates, I
performed site-directed mutagenesis to create Pfcrt genes encoding PfCRT isoforms with novel
amino acid substitutions putatively associated with PPQR (Table 5.1, Fig. 5.2). In the wild, all
mutations directing these substitutions occur within previously well studied CQR-associated
parental alleles: the PfcrtDd2 (Southeast Asian) allele in the case of the Cambodian PPQRassociated PfCRT isoforms, and the Pfcrt7G8 allele in the case of South American PPQRassociated C350R PfCRT (Table 5.2.). With one exception expression of these PfCRTs in yeast
was similar for each isoform, and comparable to levels previously demonstrated for other PfCRTs
(Fig. 5.3) [Baro et al., 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015]. Expression of 7G8 350R PfCRT was found
to be 1.7-fold lower relative to 7G8 PfCRT and 2.1-fold lower relative to Dd2 PfCRT.
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Figure 5.3. Western blot showing similar expression of all novel PfCRT isoforms
to levels previously observed for HB3, Dd2, or 7G8 PfCRT isoforms. “EV”
indicates yeast harboring empty expression vector. 16 μg of membrane protein were
loaded in each lane.
I performed direct whole cell [3H]-PPQ accumulation assays for yeast expressing these
PfCRTs, similar to those done previously for quantifying [3H]-AQ and [3H]-CQ transport mediated
by PvCRT and PfCRT isoforms [Baro et al., 2011; Hassett, Riegel, et al., 2017]. Several external
PPQ concentrations were analyzed (not shown) and PPQ = 300 µM (1 µCi/µmole) was found to
easily distinguish PfCRT catalyzed PPQ transport whereas lower concentrations did not easily
distinguish catalyzed vs. passive transport (not shown). Using [PPQ] = 300 µM, and as previously
seen for other quinoline-based antimalarial drugs, a linear correlation was found for PfCRT –
mediated [3H]-PPQ accumulation vs. PPQ- and CRT-dependent growth delay (R2 = 0.93, Fig. 5.4).
Using this correlation plot, as described extensively elsewhere [Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan
et al., 2015, 2016; Hassett, Riegel, et al., 2017], PPQ transport was calibrated for all PfCRT
isoforms (Fig. 5.5, left y-axis). Similar to our earlier work quantifying 4-aminoquinoline transport
by other PfCRT and PvCRT isoforms [Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016;
Hassett, Riegel, et al., 2017], PPQ transport mediated by these novel PPQR-associated PfCRT
isoforms is easily measured at physiologically relevant concentrations of drug (Figure 5.5; solid
gray bars). All of the yeast strains expressing PPQR-associated mutant PfCRT isoforms (Fig. 5.5,
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Figure 5.4. Linear correlation between PfCRT mediated PPQ growth
delay and PfCRT [3H]-PPQ transport. R2 = 0.93. SEM < 10% for each data
point.
x-axis) showed elevated PPQ transport relative to their parental isoforms (either Dd2 or 7G8 CQRassociated PfCRTs).
Collectively, these data demonstrate that single amino acid mutations in CQR-associated
PfCRT isoforms that are found in PPQR malarial parasites confer altered PPQ transport. For
example, at 300 300 µM [PPQ], C350R/7G8 PfCRT shows 3.9-fold increased PPQ transport
relative to 7G8 PfCRT, and F145I/Dd2 PfCRT shows 2.7-fold increased PPQ transport relative to
Dd2 PfCRT. Of the Dd2-derived PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms, F145I/Dd2, I218F/Dd2, and
G353V/Dd2 PfCRTs showed the greatest increases in transport relative to Dd2 PfCRT, and
C350R/7G8 PfCRT showed the greatest increase in PPQ transport for any isoform (Fig. 5.5).
Recently Ross et al. reported a significant increase in CQ susceptibility (lower CQ IC50)
for parasite lines genetically engineered to express PPQR associated mutant PfCRTs [Ross et al.,
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Figure 5.5. PPQ (solid bars; left y-axis) and CQ (striped bars; right y-axis) transport
mediated by PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms vs. previously characterized HB3, Dd2,
and 7G8 PfCRT isoforms (x-axis). Transport was quantified as described in Methods here and
elsewhere [Baro et al., 2011, 2013]. All PfCRT isoforms harboring additional PPQR –
associated mutations transport PPQ more efficiently than their parental isoform (either Dd2 or
7G8 PfCRT, see text). Error bars represent SEM. *, p < 0.05 relative to parental isoform (either
Dd2 or 7G8 PfCRT). Note all differences in drug transport by HB3 PfCRT vs that of any drug
resistance – associated PfCRT are statistically significant.
2018]. Thus, I investigated whether these mutations affected CQ transport previously quantified
for the Dd2 and 7G8 PfCRT parental isoforms. CQ transport mediated by each mutant PfCRT
isoform was measured (Fig. 5.5, striped bars, right y-axis) as described [Baro et al., 2011, 2013;
Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016]. CQ transport for HB3-, Dd2-, and 7G8-PfCRT reported here is
similar to previously published values [Callaghan et al., 2015; Hassett, Riegel, et al., 2017]. In
general, PPQR-associated mutant PfCRTs showed reduced CQ transport relative to their parental
CQR-associated isoforms, however, the differences were not statistically significant for T93S/Dd2
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or F145I/Dd2 PfCRT relative to the Dd2 PfCRT parent. The other PPQR-associated Dd2-derived
mutants showed moderate decreases in CQ transport relative to Dd2 PfCRT (Fig. 5.5). In contrast,
C350R/7G8 PfCRT showed elevated CQ transport relative to 7G8 PfCRT. These data are plotted
in Figure 5.6. I find no correlation between relative CQ transport vs. relative PPQ transport for
these PfCRT isoforms.
Data have also suggested that the addition of 145I, 343L, 353V, or 350R substitutions to
Dd2 PfCRT, or 350R substitution to 7G8 PfCRT, attenuate the CQR phenotypes measured for
strains expressing Dd2 of 7G8 PfCRT, respectively. In addition to reduced CQ IC50 values,
cellular accumulation ratios (CARs) (measured at either 5 nM external [CQ] or 20 nM external
[PPQ]) for parasite-infected erythrocytes were reported in this work. Parasites expressing either
F145I/7G8 and C350R/7G8 were measured to have decreased PPQ accumulation but increased

Figure 5.6. PPQ vs. CQ transport mediated by PfCRT isoforms. No correlation
is found.
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CQ accumulation compared to isogenic parental parasites expressing CQR-associated 7G8 PfCRT
[Kim et al., 2019]. Taken together then, dose-response and CAR data suggested that the
introduction of these novel PPQR-associated PfCRT mutations may confer PPQR at the expense
of CQR. Results for other culture adapted cells expressing additional PPQR-associated PfCRTs
were more ambiguous suggesting that the relationship may be more complex [Ross et al., 2018].
As mentioned, when I plot CQ transport vs. PPQ transport for PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms
measured in the present study, I find no correlation between increased PPQ transport vs. decreased
CQ transport (Fig. 5.6). However, I note that previous CAR experiments were performed at much

Figure 5.7. PSA Survival vs. PPQ transport. Parasite survival (taken from [Kim et al.,
2019; Ross et al., 2018]) vs. PPQ transport measured in the present study. Blue data
points and trend line (R2 = 0.80) represent Dd2, PH1263-C (H97Y/Dd2 PfCRT),
F145I/Dd2, M343L/Dd2, and G353V/Dd2 P. falciparum strains and PfCRT isoforms.
Red data points and trend line (R2 = 0.74) include 3D7 (HB3 PfCRT) and 7G8 strains
and PfCRT isoforms. C350R/7G8 is shown as an outlier in black.
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lower, non-physiologic (see “Discussion”) drug concentrations relative to the transport
experiments detailed here and elsewhere [Baro et al., 2011, 2013; Callaghan et al., 2015; Hassett,
Riegel, et al., 2017].
I next tested whether observed PPQ transport for PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms is
correlated with levels of PPQR quantified by published PSA parasite survival data for P.
falciparum strains expressing the mutant PfCRT (Fig. 5.7) [Kim et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2018]. A
strong correlation between PPQ transport by the PfCRT expressed in PPQS or PPQR strains (xaxis, Fig. 5.7) vs. parasite survival for the cognate PPQS or PPQR strain (y-axis, Fig. 5.7) is found
for those PfCRT isoforms derived from Dd2 PfCRT (Fig. 5.7, blue line), whether or not HB3 and
7G8 PfCRT and their cognate strains are included (blue vs. red symbols and lines, see caption).
However, I note that C350R/7G8 PfCRT and the associated P. falciparum strain expressing this
isoform (black symbol, right, Fig. 5.7) do not lie within the correlation plot for the other PfCRT
isoforms and their cognate strains.
Lastly, I analyzed the position of PPQR-associated amino acid substitutions within the
recently elucidated atomic-resolution PfCRT structure (Fig. 5.8) [Kim et al., 2019]. The T93S,
H97Y, F145I, I218F, and G353V mutations that emerged individually on the Dd2 background all
appear to line the putative opening of the central PfCRT cavity disposed to the luminal side of the
DV membrane, as does the C350R mutation which arose independently within a 7G8 PfCRT
background. However, the M343L mutation appears to lie much deeper within the central pore
relative to other PPQR-associated mutations, much closer to the cytosol.
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Figure 5.8. PPQR-associated residues are mapped onto the recently elucidated atomic
resolution PfCRT structure. Colors indicate the degree of altered PPQ transport relative to
parental PfCRT. Least impactful (blue), most impactful (red), and intermediate (green). Views
are shown perpendicular to the DV membrane plane (left) and from the intra DV side of the
DV membrane (right, presumed “mouth” of the drug pore). Axis of rotation is shown as a
dashed line. Protein structure images were created using PyMol software by Schrödinger (New
York, NY).
5.3 Discussion
The PfCRT protein is expressed within the membrane of the P. falciparum digestive
vacuole (DV), which is believed to be a principle site of action of quinoline-based antimalarial
drugs such as CQ, AQ, and PPQ (Fig. 5.1) [Ecker et al., 2012; Roepe, 2011]. In the cases that have
been examined, these drugs bind in several ways to free heme that is released upon hemoglobin
digestion within the DV, which then impedes the ability of toxic free heme to crystallize to
nontoxic hemozoin [De Dios et al., 2003; Gorka et al., 2013; Leed et al., 2002]. Although the
geometry of direct binding of PPQ to heme has not yet been elucidated, due to the structural
similarity between PPQ and CQ, it is believed that PPQ interacts with heme in a similar fashion.
For CQ and other quinoline antimalarial drugs (Fig. 5.1B), including QN derivatives, heme binding
is more relevant for the cytostatic (growth inhibitory) actions of these drugs [Gorka et al., 2013;
Roepe, 2014], whereas interaction with other targets may be more relevant for their cytocidal
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(parasite kill) actions [Gaviria et al., 2013; Roepe, 2014]. Correspondingly, mutations in PfCRT
that facilitate transport of CQ out of the DV, away from heme target, are strongly associated with
cytostatic resistance to CQ, but less strongly associated with cytocidal resistance [Gaviria et al.,
2013]. The relationship between cytostatic and cytocidal potency of PPQ vs. its binding to heme
is yet to be determined, nonetheless, due to its similarity to CQ I infer that reduced DV
accumulation of PPQ would be a likely mechanism for lowered PPQ potency to one or both aspects
of PPQ pharmacology. Thus, the observation that PPQR-associated amino acid substitutions in
PfCRT confer increased PPQ transport activity to these PfCRT isoforms, relative to parental CQRassociated PfCRT isoforms earlier associated with CQR phenomena in cognate strains expressing
these PfCRTs, is consistent with known PfCRT function and its relationship to quinoline
antimalarial drug resistance. However, we note a complex relationship between PPQ transport
and PPQR that appears to depend upon the parental (CQR-associated) PfCRT from which the
PPQR-associated PfCRT originates. For example, we find that C350R/7G8 PfCRT transports PPQ
much more efficiently than would be predicted based on the level of PPQR found for strains
expressing this transporter, when compared to strains expressing PPQR-associated PfCRTs
derived from Dd2 PfCRT (Fig. 5.7). These observations merit additional detailed study. One
hypothesis is that PPQR isolates originating from South America (derived from CQR parasites
expressing 7G8 PfCRT) may harbor additional mutations that partially negate PPQR mediated by
PPQ transport catalyzed by C350R/7G8 PfCRT. Another hypothesis is that the available PSA
used to quantify PPQR does not fully recapitulate PPQ pharmacology.
In any case, weak base trapping dictates that weak polyprotic bases like CQ and PPQ will
accumulate approximately 1000-fold in the acidic environment of the parasitic DV relative to the
cytosol [Milne et al., 1958; Moles et al., 2019]. Given plasma concentrations for CQ (1-10 μM)
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[Karunajeewa et al., 2010; Pukrittayakamee et al., 2014] and PPQ (100-1500 nM) [Ashley et al.,
2010; H. Liu et al., 2018], the drug concentrations used in this study to assay PfCRT-mediated
drug transport correspond to concentrations of drug found within the DV.

These DV

concentrations (which are not near the IC50 concentrations typically measured in parasite growth
inhibition assays) are the concentrations of drug to which the DV-disposed face of PfCRT that is
believed to initially bind drug is exposed [Lekostaj et al., 2008]. Presumably PPQ binds to PfCRT
similar to how CQ binds, hence I expect both CQ and PPQ are transported from the DV face,
through the PfCRT pore, and released at the cytosolic face of PfCRT, consistent with mutant
PfCRT conferring resistance by lowering the concentration of drug near its DV heme target.
When PfCRT is expressed in yeast, intra DV domains are exposed to the outside of the yeast cell,
thus the directionality of drug transport is from outside the yeast cell to inside (described in more
detail elsewhere, see [Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016]). That is, the concentrations used here for
measuring PfCRT-mediated drug transport correspond to those that are expected within the DV.
This likely explains why PPQ transport is easily measured in these experiments whereas previous
CAR calculations derived from experiments with parasite-infected red blood cells at much lower
(nM) [drug] are ambiguous in testing relationships between PPQ transport and the PPQRconferring ability of PfCRT isoforms [Kim et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2018].
The relative position of some PPQR-associated mutations provides clues that may explain
their relative importance in PPQR phenomena. As recently suggested [Kim et al., 2019], and as
shown in Figure 5.8, C350R is found associated with a narrower internal region of the PfCRT
pore, relative to F145 which is near the wider DV-disposed “mouth” of the pore. The C350R
mutation might therefore be expected to impart a more significant effect on translocation of PPQ
relative to F145I, which is indeed found to be the case (Fig. 5.4). Clearly different categories of
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PfCRT amino acid substitutions are now apparent and are predicted to have different relative
effects on drug translocation. For example, although not yet elucidated, PfCRT conformational
changes that occur during drug translocation through the PfCRT pore likely involve more
significant changes near C350, relative to F145, and introduction of positive charge at position 350
presumably has a unique effect on the translocation of positively charged CQ and PPQ, relative to
preservation of neutral charge at residue 145 upon F145I substitution.
In this study I find no inverse correlation between relative PPQ vs. CQ transport ability for
the PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms. This suggests that acquisition of PPQR does not come at
the expense of CQR, at least for some parasites expressing some PPQR-associated PfCRTs.
Previous data that highlighted inverse sensitivities to the drugs for strains harboring these isoforms
[Kim et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2018] suggested that such a relationship might exist, thus these
results are somewhat surprising. However, only growth inhibition sensitivities (which are in the
low nM range) were quantified, whereas plasma levels of these drugs (in the 1-10 µM range)
initially select for these CQR- and PPQR-associated PfCRT mutations. Further elucidation of the
relationship between PPQ heme binding, PPQ DV localization, and the cytostatic vs. parasiticidal
potencies of PPQ for different strains will further illuminate the nature of PPQ-PfCRT interactions.
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CHAPTER 6. HETEROLOGOUS EXPRESSION, PURIFICATION, AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF
PLASMODIUM FALCIPARUM PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL 3′-KINASE§

6.1 Introduction
As the previous chapters describe, PfCRT – mediated resistance to chloroquine and other
quinoline – based antimalarial drugs impedes malaria control around the globe. Consequently,
currently, artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT), which has been used since the mid2000s, is the front-line therapy recommended for the treatment of P. falciparum infections by the
World Health Organization (WHO). Artemisinin-based drugs in general have very short half-lives
but can reduce parasite burden by orders of magnitude in a few hours. In ACTs, an artemisininbased drug is typically partnered with a drug that has a different mechanism of action (MOA) and
longer half-life to both reduce the likelihood of resistance and prevent recrudescence. There are
two theories that attempt to explain artemisinin MOA and both rely on cleavage of the drugs’
endoperoxide bridge [Meunier & Robert, 2010]. The cleavage of the endoperoxide bridge either
results in production of reactive oxygen species or the formation of covalent adducts upon attack
of C- or O-centered artemisinin radicals toward one or more of many possible target(s). Studies
with artemisinin probes have provided direct evidence that the drug can form covalent interactions
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with over 100 different targets including lipid bodies [Hartwig et al., 2009; Ismail et al., 2016;
Wang et al., 2015].
The reactive oxygen species theory predicts cleavage of the endoperoxide bridge from
hemoglobin (Hb) degradation products resulting in oxidative stress and potential membrane
depolarization [Klonis et al., 2011; O’Neill et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2016]. Ferriprotoporphyrin IX
(FPIX) heme released upon parasite Hb catabolism has been hypothesized to be an activator of
artemisinin drugs during the ring stage and/or trophozoite stage of parasite development.
Additional evidence in favor of this model includes the observation that some hemoglobinase
inhibitors appear to abrogate artemisinin potency, whereas iron chelators have a more modest
effect [Xie et al., 2016].
Unfortunately, the first cases of a delayed clearance phenotype (DCP) associated with
reduced efficacy of artemisinin therapy appeared in 2006–2007 in Southeast Asia [Noedl et al.,
2008]. It was not until 2014 that a molecular marker for artemisinin DCP was isolated and found
to coincide with mutations in the propeller region of what is called the Kelch13 (K13) protein
[Ariey et al., 2014; Ashley et al., 2014]. PfK13 has a weak human orthologue, the kelch-like ECHassociated protein 1 (KEAP1), which is a negative regulator of the antioxidant response [Ariey et
al., 2014]. Various K13 propeller point mutations introduced into an artemisinin-sensitive but
chloroquine-resistant strain increased ring stage survival upon artemisinin exposure as measured
by the ring-stage survival assay (RSA) [Straimer et al., 2015; Witkowski et al.,
2013]. Interestingly, introducing the same K13 propeller mutation into different genetic
backgrounds resulted in variable levels of DCP, suggesting that K13 mutations play a partial or
variable role in conferring reduced susceptibility to artemisinins [Straimer et al., 2015]. In some
areas of Southeast Asia, the prevalence of K13 mutations unquestionably linked to P.
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falciparum DCP is staggering. Reports of over 93% prevalence have been observed in regions of
Cambodia and Thailand [Imwong et al., 2015; Ménard et al., 2016]. Elucidating the molecular
mechanism of how K13 mutations confer DCP is of enormous importance yet is also a
controversial topic, and much remains to be discovered.
In 2015, a molecular model linking the function of mutant vs. wild-type K13 to P.
falciparum DCP was proposed, which links K13 function to the activity of the parasite’s sole
phosphatidylinositol 3′-kinase (PI3K) [Mbengue et al., 2015]. PfPI3K has been identified as being
localized to multiple sites, including the parasite digestive vacuole (DV), the parasite plasma
membrane, other vesicular compartments, and the host erythrocyte [Vaid et al., 2010]. The PI3K
pan-inhibitor wortmannin showed that inhibition of PI3K causes accumulation of uncatabolized
Hb, suggesting that PI3K inhibitors can either energize Hb endocytosis from the host cell or
antagonize Hb digestion [Vaid et al., 2010]. Several investigations into the classification of PfPI3K
have suggested that it most closely resembles Vps34, the sole class III PI3K [Tawk et al., 2010;
Vaid et al., 2010], but no direct measurements of activity to test this have yet been performed.
PfPI3K (hereafter referred to as PfVps34) lacks pleckstrin homology domains and Ras binding
sites that are characteristic of class I and II PI3Ks. PfVps34 is likely an essential protein because
construction of Pfvps34 gene knockouts has been unsuccessful [Tawk et al., 2010]. In vitro
experiments with cell extracts have suggested that PfVps34 can produce phosphatidylinositol 3′phosphate (PI3P), PI(3,4)P2, and PI(3,4,5)P3 [Vaid et al., 2010]. However, treatment of parasites
with 100 nM wortmannin only decreased cellular PI3P levels, suggesting that PfVps34 may only
be responsible for PI3P production in vivo and that other PIKs are the sources of the other lipids
identified in P. falciparum [Tawk et al., 2010].
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In the model linking K13 and PfVps34 to the DCP, PfVps34 is envisioned to be degraded
via a K13-mediated process wherein PfK13 essentially acts as a scaffold for PfVps34 that then
influences polyubiquitination and degradation of PfVps34 [Mbengue et al., 2015]. Mutations in
PfK13 appear to disrupt the association of PfVps34 and PfK13, increasing the lifetime of PfVps34
[Mbengue et al., 2015]. The increased lifetime is reported to result in higher levels of PI3P, which
then leads to increased parasite survival by an as yet unknown process [Mbengue et al., 2015].
DHA, which is the active metabolite of artemisinin and several artemisinin derivatives, was
hypothesized to inhibit PfVps34 through polar interactions with two PfVps34 residues [Mbengue
et al., 2015]. These interactions were hypothesized to be reliant on an intact drug endoperoxide
bridge, as similar effects using deoxyartemisinin (an artemisinin analogue lacking the
endoperoxide bridge) were not seen [Mbengue et al., 2015]. Additionally, artemisinins such as
artelenic acid and artemisone, which do not possess the hydroxyl moiety of DHA, were suggested
to lack inhibitory properties. Via this model, DCP parasites would not show cross-resistance to
artemisone or artelenic acid; however, DCP parasites were recently found to exhibit crossresistance to artemisone [Siriwardana et al., 2016].
Widespread PfCRT-mediated drug resistance has necessitated the adoption of ACTs as
front-line antimalarial treatment. The overemphasis on ex vivo cytostatic activity of antimalarial
drugs (IC50) has led to assessments of drug resistance phenomena based on incomplete
pharmacology. Clinically relevant doses of drug exert cytocidal effects on parasites, but laboratory
characterization of drug resistance mechanisms against cytocidal concentrations of drug are vastly
underrepresented [Cabrera et al., 2009; Gligorijevic et al., 2008; Paguio et al., 2011]. Noting this,
improving our understanding of how malarial parasites are killed by drugs is essential. The putative
essentiality of PfVps34 suggests it is important for one or more essential cellular processes. For
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example, early on, PfVps34 had been hypothesized to be a key regulatory checkpoint in the
autophagy-like cascade of P. falciparum [Gaviria et al., 2013; Hain & Bosch, 2013]. As in other
cell types, autophagy appears to be a response to starvation or oxidative stress in the parasite
[Gaviria et al., 2013], whereby cellular material is likely digested within the DV or other organelles
[Hain & Bosch, 2013]. PfVps34 may be a particularly key component of the P.
falciparum autophagic cascade because TOR kinase activity is typically a key regulator of
autophagy, but no obvious TOR homologue has been identified within the P. falciparum genome
[Brennand et al., 2011; Gaviria et al., 2013]. Dysregulation of this cascade has been linked to
cytocidal chloroquine resistance in P. falciparum [Gaviria et al., 2013].
The exact mechanism by which PfVps34 is implicated in artemisinin resistance may
remain uncertain, but because of its role in regulating an autophagy-like cascade linked to
chloroquine resistance, it is clear that PfVps34 remains an attractive drug target for drug-resistant
malaria [Gaviria et al., 2013]. Indeed, a recent study screened 2317 FDA approved drugs for
potency against chloroquine-sensitive vs. -resistant P. falciparum, both as single agents and in
combination with other known antimalarials [Mott et al., 2015]. Interestingly, small molecules
targeting the human PI3K were among the most potent agents tested. All known PI3K inhibitors
appear to establish strong interactions with the hinge region of Vps34 enzyme, which enables a
closed-to-open conformational change of the enzyme [S. Miller et al., 2010]. Molecular
characterization of PfVps34, including definition of its potential as an antimalarial drug target and
as a possible contributor to the DCP, is essential.
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6.2 Results
6.2.1 Gene optimization and expression
Previous work has shown that the P. falciparum genome contains only one PI 3′-kinase
(PI3K) and that the sequence is most consistent with classification of the enzyme as a class III or
“Vps34”-type PI3K [Tawk et al., 2010; Vaid et al., 2010]. This strongly suggests that PfPI3K
(PfVps34) catalyzes the formation of PI3P from PI, but such activity has not yet been directly
quantified. For this activity to be quantified, purification of proteins encoding catalytic and
regulatory domains of PfVps34 would be helpful.
The amino acid sequence of PfPI3K (PfVps34; PF3D7_0515300) was analyzed for
putative domain architecture using both well-characterized human or yeast Vps34 enzyme
sequences as template (HsVps34: UniProt-Q8NEB9; ScVps34: UniProt-P22543). However, as is
the case for many P. falciparum proteins, presumably due to an anomalously high genome AT
content, the presence of multiple interspersed AT-rich sequences in the Pfvps34 gene leads to the
presence of multiple “low complexity” amino acid sequences in the encoded protein that are rich
in basic amino acids and not homologous to the HsVps34 or ScVps34 sequences (Fig. 6.1,
caption). These low complexity regions can lead to some ambiguity when assigning domain
structure via comparison to higher eukaryotic orthologues. Such is the case for PfVps34. EMBL
Clustal W2 alignment vs. human (Hs) or vs. S. cerevisiae yeast (Sc) Vps34 sequences generate
distinct identity matrices such that multiple assignments of previously well-characterized PI3K
enzyme domains [S. Miller et al., 2010] are possible.
As shown in Figure 6.1, assignment of the catalytic domain of PfVps34 is straightforward
and similar regardless whether HsVps34 or ScVps34 is used as the query template. PfVps34
appears to have a 202 residue catalytic domain (yellow, Fig. 6.1) that is highly homologous to both
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HsVps34 and ScVps34 catalytic domains [S. Miller et al., 2010]. However, the definition of the
“N-lobe” and “helical” Vps34 domains (red- and green-colored regions, respectively) for PfVps34
depends on whether human or yeast Vps34 sequences are used as template. When HsVps34 is used

Figure 6.1. Schematic of Vps34 alignments, PfVps34 construct description, and PfVps34
152N-cat ORF. Domain assignments for PfVps34 were based on alignments vs. H. sapiens
(A) and S. cerevisiae (B). Vps34 proteins and previously assigned domains for H. sapiens and
S. cerevisiae Vps34 enzymes that were made by alignment vs. D. melanogaster Vps34 as
described [S. Miller et al., 2010]. Alignments of PfVps34 vs. either HsVps34 or ScVps34
protein sequences produce different assignments for some domains. The different predicted C2
(gray), helical (green), and N-lobe (red) domains suggested by the Hs vs. Sc alignments (A and
B, respectively) are shown, as is the catalytic domain (yellow). PfVps34 also houses an Nterminal low complexity region consisting of R, N, and K amino acid repeats (white) typical
of many P. falciparum proteins, as well as low complexity stretches within the N-lobe regions
defined by alignment vs. either Hs or Sc Vps34 (red hashed boxes, C). (C) Closer examination
of the N-lobe regions of Vps34 constructs expressed in this study; see text. (D) Schematic of
152N-cat PfVps34 expressed in P. pastoris. The AOX1 promoter controls induction of 152Ncat PfVps34, which is also tagged at the C-terminus by a TEV protease site, hexa His
purification tag, Factor Xa protease site, biotin acceptor domain, and V5 epitope, in that order.
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as template, Clustal W2 analysis assigns a 337-residue region immediately N-terminal to the
catalytic domain of PfVps34 as the “N-lobe” domain (Fig. 6.1A, red), whereas aligning vs.
ScVps34 assigns a 378-residue region (Fig. 6.1B, red). These N-lobe domain assignment
differences are essentially due to sequence differences between the HsVps34 and ScVps34 helical
domains (green) and because assignment of the “helical” (green), “linker” (dark gray), and “C2”
domains (light gray) characteristic of Vps34 protein structure are also somewhat ambiguous. This
ambiguity is due to the presence of a long low complexity domain at the very N-terminus of
PfVps34 (white) that does not show any obvious homology to any sequences in any other
eukaryotic Vps34 enzymes (data not shown) as well as low complexity sequences interspersed
within domain sequences that show high homology to either HsVps34 or ScVps34. Because the
N-lobe region can have an impact upon Vps34 intrinsic catalytic activity [S. Miller et al., 2010] but
the other domains do not, multiple PfVps34 domain constructs were synthesized and expressed to
control for ambiguity in N-lobe assignment, and these proteins were then purified.
Figure 6.1C illustrates the three PfVps34 constructs that were heterologously expressed
and purified in this study. The first, “CAT”, harbors only the 202 residue catalytic domain as
described by [S. Miller et al., 2010] which is easily defined by alignment vs. either HsVps34 or
ScVps34 proteins (Fig. 6.1A,B). The second, “PfVps34 337N-cat”, adds 337 residues that are
immediately N-terminal to the PfVps34 catalytic domain (Fig. 6.1A, C). These 337 residues
encompass all PfVps34 residues that align with the predicted HsVps34 “N-lobe” sequence, but
they also include interspersed low complexity sequences (see below). A third construct, “PfVps34
152N-cat”, removes low complexity regions within these N-terminal 337 residues that show low
homology to ScVps34 (red hash marks, Fig. 6.1C) and adds 41 residues from the full length
PfVps34 sequence that are immediately N-terminal to the 337 residue segment (denoted “α”, Fig.
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Figure 6.2. Equivalent expression of different PfVps34 constructs and mutants. Lane 1,
MW standards; lane 2, mock-purified fraction from cells harboring empty expression vector.
The mass of CAT (3), 337N-cat (4), and 152N-cat (6) constructs are 35.3, 74.7, and 52.9 kDa,
respectively. D1990N 337N-cat (5), D1990N 152N-cat (7), and D1889N/Y1915F 152N-cat (8)
mutants are also expressed to equivalent levels. Asterisk indicates potential N-terminal
proteolysis byproducts (note absence in lanes 2 and 3).
6.1B,C) such that “152N-cat” includes all PfVps34 residues that best align with the yeast Vps34
N-lobe sequence without incorporating any low complexity sequences (Fig. 6.1C, bottom).
On the basis of previous work with catalytic domain constructs for other class III PI3K
enzymes [S. Miller et al., 2010], the 152N-cat PfVps34 and 337N-cat PfVps34 constructs are
expected to retain full activity, whereas the CAT construct is expected to show reduced or partial
activity. Comparing the activity of 152N-cat vs. 337N-cat would test the importance of
nonhomologous low complexity sequences. To test whether these PfPI3K constructs were active,
I first screened for phenotypic complementation in a Δvps34 strain of S. cerevisiae. Figure
6.2 shows that all three constructs are heterologously expressed to similar levels in these yeast
strains. As shown previously [Banuelos et al., 2010], yeast lacking endogenous Vps34 both grow
more slowly relative to control yeast strains and are also hypersensitive to caffeine.
Figure 6.3 shows that strain BY4741/Δvps34 (Fig. 6.3, gray line) does indeed grow more
slowly relative to the Vps34+ isogenic parental strain (BY4741) (Fig. 6.3, solid black line) and that
expression of 152N-cat PfVps34 (dotted line) nearly completely complements the growth defect
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Figure 6.3. Complementation of Δvps34 phenotype in yeast by 152N-cat
PfVps34. The sole PI3K in yeast is Vps34 and is nonessential under rich growth
conditions. However, (left) a growth defect associated with the Δvps34 strain is
easily noticed (gray) when growth of the strain is compared to the isogenic parent
(black). Expression of the 152N-cat PfVps34 construct (152N-cat, black dotted)
compliments the slow growth phenotype, as described in the text. Slow growth of
the Δvps34 strain is exacerbated by caffeine (right), which is near lethal for this
yeast (gray line, right). Again, expression of 152N-cat (dotted) restores growth to
near wild-type levels (solid black line) (see text).
(Fig. 6.3, left). Similarly, as shown in Figure 6.3 (right-hand side), the presence of 12 mM caffeine
nearly completely inhibits growth of the Δvps34 strain (gray line) relative to the isogenic parent
(solid black line), and expression of 152N-cat PfVps34 (dotted line) again strongly complements
the caffeine sensitivity defect. Similar experiments with “CAT” and “337N-cat” PfVps34
constructs show that CAT complements the loss of S. cerevisiae Vps34 less well and that “337Ncat” complements very similarly to “152N-cat” PfVps34 (data not shown).
6.2.2 Purification of PfVps34
Purification of “CAT”, “152N-cat”, and “337N-cat” PfVps34 constructs was accomplished
as described in Chapter 2.2.4. In essence, a TEV protease site and hexa His domain sequence
placed in tandem at the C-terminus of all three constructs (Fig. 6.1D) facilitated rapid positive hexa
His vs. negative hexa His (after TEV protease cleavage of the hexa His domain) two column
purification (Fig. 6.4). Panels A and B in Figure 6.4 show SDS/PAGE gel analysis of a
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Figure 6.4. Purification of PfVps34 as described in the text. An α-V5 blot (A) was
used to monitor purification. The protein ladder is shown in lane 1. Yeast harboring an
empty vector (EV, 2) was used as a negative control. Positive control (3) was 15 μg of
purified yeast membranes harboring 152N-cat PfVps34. Urea was used to solubilize
Vps34 from crude membrane fractions (4). Wash (5), elution (6), post-TEV treatment
(7), and post-second Ni2+ column flow-through fractions (8) are also shown. Silver Stain
(B) depicts the protein ladder (lane 1), EV membranes (2), control membranes (3), and
spin-concentrated purified 152N-cat PfVps34 (4) (see text).
representative purification of “152N-cat” and reveals that a single band at the correct mass, lacking
the hexa His domain and other tags, is obtained after silver staining of the dialyzed and
concentrated purified protein (Fig. 6.4B, lane 4). Via analysis of these gels, the yield of purified
PfVps34 from solubilized yeast protein is estimated to be approximately 20%.
Production of PI3P from the PI substrate was quantified for these purified PfVps34
proteins. As shown in the accompanying paper [Hassett, Sternberg, et al., 2017] my colleagues
have optimized PI to PI3P ratios in ELISA format such that PI3K activity can be reliably quantified
in terms of mol of PI3P per unit time per mg of enzyme. Figure 6.5A shows the production of PI3P
from the PI substrate per unit of time at fixed Km [ATP] (see below) catalyzed by 152N-cat
PfVps34 under standard assay conditions (see Chapter 2.2.10), and Figure 6.5C summarizes
similar data for CAT and 337N-cat constructs as well as purified HsVps34 and a purified HsPI3K
class I enzyme [Hassett, Sternberg, et al., 2017]. As expected, based on the yeast complementation
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Figure 6.5. Kinetics of PI3P production by PfVps34 vs. Hs class III (Vps34) and vs Hs
class I PI3K (p110ß). (A) Raw data showing substrate produced vs time under standard assay
conditions are shown for 152N-cat PfVps34. (B) Initial rate of 152N-cat PI3P production vs
[ATP] (phosphate donor) yields an apparent Km for ATP of 63.7 μM, characteristic of a class
III PI3K. (C) Initial rate activity of the different PfVps34 constructs and mutants vs purified
human PI3Ks analyzed with the same assay previously [Hassett, Sternberg, et al., 2017].
Activities labeled with an asterisk are not statistically different from each other (p > 0.4 in each
case), but all three are statistically different from all other activities shown (p < 0.05 in each
case).
studies, the 152N-cat construct appears fully functional with initial rates of PI3P production very
near those expected for a eukaryotic class III PI3K and distinctly faster than what is expected for
a class I PI3K enzyme (Fig. 6.5C). The “CAT” protein, without any N-lobe residues attached to
the N-terminus, retains approximately 50% of the catalytic ability and that the 337N-cat PfVps34
protein has nearly identical activity relative to that of 152N-cat PfVps34, suggesting that low
complexity regions immediately N-terminal to the catalytic domain are unnecessary for catalytic
function (Fig. 6.5C). Under initial rate conditions, I also varied [ATP] (Fig. 6.5B) and find an
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Table 6.1. Summary of artemisinin drug EC50 vs. purified PfVps34.
Drug
EC50 (nM)
SEM
ART
1345.3
222.4
ATM
145.0
24.4
ATS
299.4
50.8
AMS
20.0
3.8
DHA
4.1
0.9
OZ439
6.5
2.3
OZ277
90.5
17.3
ART, artemisinin, ATM, artemether, ATS, artesunate, AMS, artemisone, DHA,
dihydroartemisinin, OZ439 and OZ277 are synthetic endoperoxide drugs (see
[Siriwardana et al., 2016] and references within). SEM, standard error of the mean.
apparent Km for ATP near 60 μM for both 152N-cat and 337N-cat, again as expected for a
eukaryotic class III PI3K (see also Table 6.1 and [Hassett, Sternberg, et al., 2017]).
Following observations previously made for human class III PI3K [S. Miller et al., 2010], I
also constructed D1990N 152N-cat and D1990N 337N-cat mutants that replace a catalytic site
aspartic acid residue with asparagine, purified the proteins, and examined them for activity.
Alignment with human Vps34 predicts that D1990 in the P. falciparum enzyme is the key catalytic
loop aspartic acid that is well positioned to neutralize the negative charge generated in the
transition state by acting as a metal ligand (see [S. Miller et al., 2010]). Thus, loss of this aspartic
acid for HsVps34 abolishes enzyme activity [S. Miller et al., 2010]. As predicted, via either yeast
complementation (Not shown) or direct quantification of PI3P (Fig. 6.5C), D1990N 152N-cat and
D1990N 337N-cat constructs are inactive.
6.2.3 PfVps34 is a target of iron-activated artemisinins
Other recent work has suggested that PfVps34 may be a target of artemisinin-based
antimalarial drugs [Mbengue et al., 2015]. In this work, it has been suggested that cleavage of the
artemisinin endoperoxide bridge is unnecessary for drug binding and inhibition of the enzyme
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Figure 6.6. Endoperoxide drug inhibition of PfVps34. Activity of enzyme is quantified as
nmol/min/mg (Figure 5) and inhibition expressed as % control obtained in the absence of DHA.
(A, C, and E) Data for different endoperoxide drugs vs. PfVps34 in the absence of catalytic
Fe(II) (see Methods). (B, D, and F) Data for the same drugs in the presence of Fe(II), which
cleaves the endoperoxide bridge of the artemisinin drugs to generate C centered radicals
capable of target alkylation [Kumura et al., 2009; Posner et al., 1994]. Deoxyartemisinin does
not possess an endoperoxide bridge and therefore has no inhibitory properties either in the
absence or presence of Fe(II) (E, F).
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because it is concluded that an intact peroxide bond is necessary for reversible PfVps34 inhibition
via the peroxide oxygens acting as hydrogen bond donors [Mbengue et al., 2015]. As shown
in Figure 6.6, artemisinin drugs were found to indeed inhibit PfVps34 but only in the presence of
catalytic Fe(II) necessary for cleavage of the drugs’ endoperoxide bridge and subsequent activation
of these drugs’ radical alkylation activity [Posner et al., 1994; Posner & Oh, 1992; Robert &
Meunier, 1997]. Both dihydroartemisinin (DHA) and artemisone (AMS) show no inhibition of
152N-cat PfVps34 at concentrations up to 10 μM in the absence of Fe(II) (Fig. 6.6A,C) but show
quite potent dose-dependent inhibition of enzyme in the presence of catalytic Fe(II) (Fig. 6.6B,D).
As expected based on these data, the derivative deoxyartemisinin, which lacks the artemisinin drug
endoperoxide bridge, shows no inhibition of the enzyme in either the absence or presence of Fe(II)
(Fig. 6.6E,F).
To further investigate the any potential role PfVps34 plays in the emerging DCP
phenomenon, I examined the effects of DHA and deoxy-DHA (DHA derivative lacking the
endoperoxide bridge) on the stability of PfVps34 via an adapted thermal shift assay (TSA). TSAs
encompass a wide range of experimental techniques that allow for the examination of small

Figure 6.7. DHA activated by Fe2+ lowers Tm of PfVps34-152N-cat. (A) Temperature at
which sample band degraded to 1/2-maximum intensity of vehicle sample determined by
densitometry. Average of 3 independent trials. * P < 0.05 (B) A representative western blot of
soluble protein fraction after heat-treatment.
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molecule interactions with a target protein via changes in the thermal stability of the protein. The
binding of a small molecule to a protein can lead to a stabilization or destabilization of the protein
resulting in a shift of the protein’s melting curve or Tm [Schurmann et al., 2016]. This methodology
was recently expanded to allow for the determination of thermal shifts from cell extracts and was
termed CETSA (cellular TSA) wherein cell extracts are heat treated leading to the precipitation of
aggregated protein pools and quantification of the remaining soluble protein fraction by
immunoblotting [Martinez & Nordlund, 2016]. By incubating crude membrane isolated from S.
cerevisiae yeast expressing PfVps34-152N-cat in the presence of DHA or deoxyDHA ± Fe2+ (Fe2+
cleaves the endoperoxide bridge of DHA and produces the reactive oxidant species), the
importance of the activated DHA radical on the MOA of artemisinin species (Fig. 6.7) was
investigated. Figure 6.7 illustrates the importance of a ferrous-iron activated DHA for artemisinin
activity. In the presence of ferrous iron, the activated oxidant species is able to covalently bind to
and destabilize PfVps34 as illustrated by diminished densitometry intensity.
Next, in vitro inhibition of the purified enzyme (EC50) by a given drug vs. potency (IC50)
of that drug vs. P. falciparum in culture were compared. Correlation between these might be
expected if PfVps34 was the principle target of artemisinin drugs. Table 6.1 summarizes inhibition
data for common artemisinin drugs currently used vs. P. falciparum malaria (Artesunate [ATS],
Artemether [ATM]) as well as synthetic endoperoxide drugs (OZ277, OZ439) currently in
development.
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Figure 6.8. Log vs. log plot of in vivo antiparasitic IC50 value vs. in vitro
EC50 values for seven different artemisinin drugs. Plot is as described in
text, showing modest correlation between the two measured values (curve not
shown; computed R2 = 0.54).
A plot of in vitro enzyme potency vs. antiparasitic activity (IC50) for these drugs (Fig. 6.8)
shows relatively weak correlation. Importantly, although rates are not well documented, it is wellknown that ATM and ATS both metabolize to DHA (even in cell culture), whereas AMS and the
synthetic endoperoxide drugs do not, which complicates analysis of any correlation (or lack
thereof) between these drug properties.
Figure 6.9 shows DHA inhibition of enzyme obtained upon titrating either heme Fe(II)
(Fig. 6.9A,C) or free Fe(II) in solution (Fig. 6.9B,D) to activate DHA to different extents.
Interestingly, inhibition of the enzyme is similar regardless the chemical form of Fe(II), suggesting
that both heme Fe(II) and free Fe(II) in solution activate the DHA endoperoxide bridge with similar
efficiency.
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Figure 6.9. Inhibition of PfVps34 by DHA is iron dependent. Activity of enzyme
is quantified as nmol/min/mg (Fig. 6.5), and inhibition expressed as % control
obtained in the absence of DHA. (A, B) Varying DHA concentration and constant iron
(3-fold molar excess relative to DHA). (C, D) Constant DHA concentration (2× EC50)
with varying iron concentration. (A, C) Data using ferriprotoporphyrin IX heme as the
iron source, and (B, D) data using iron(II) sulfate as the iron source. Increased iron
concentration at fixed [DHA] increases the potency of DHA regardless of the chemical
form of iron. (C) PfVps34 inhibition with heme iron as activator and equimolar
glutathione relative to heme (to maintain heme Fe(II)) yields an estimated iron EC50 of
0.73 mol ratio with respect to DHA and (D) inhibition with free iron in the form of
iron(II) sulfate yields an estimated iron EC50 of 0.23 mol ratio with respect to DHA.
Figure 6.10 shows that dialysis of enzyme previously treated with drug alone (Fig. 6.10
“3”) vs. drug + Fe(II) (Fig. 6.10 “4”) results in functional vs. completely inhibited enzyme,
respectively. These data further indicate that inhibition of PfVps34 by artemisinin drugs relies on
Fe(II)-dependent drug activation followed by covalent association of the drug to the enzyme via
the formation of C-centered radicals capable of enzyme alkylation (see [Posner et al., 1994; Posner
& Oh, 1992; Robert & Meunier, 1997]).
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Figure 6.10. DHA inhibits PfVps34 only upon formation of covalent drugenzyme interactions. Activity of enzyme is quantified as nmol/min/mg (Fig. 6.5),
and inhibition is expressed as % control obtained in the absence of DHA. PfVps34
was treated with 2× EC50 dose of DHA under standard assay conditions ± 3-fold
molar excess iron (Fe(II)SO4). Samples were then dialyzed to remove unbound
drug and free iron, and dialyzed enzyme was then assayed for activity. (1)
Nondialyzed control enzyme; (2) 152N-cat + iron alone (no drug) and then
dialyzed; (3) 152N-cat + DHA alone (no iron) and then dialyzed; (4) 152N-cat +
DHA + iron and then dialyzed. Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference
via T-test (p < 0.05).
For this to be tested further, purified 152N-cat PfVps34 was incubated with DHA and
catalytic Fe(II) for 30 min and digested with trypsin, and the resultant fragments were analyzed
via mass spectrometry to determine the drug binding site(s). Analysis of mass
spectrometry m/z revealed that at least seven different 152N-cat-derived peptides were efficiently
alkylated by DHA in the presence of Fe(II) but not in the absence of Fe(II) (Fig. 6.11A). Using the
crystal structure of HsVps34 as template, these seven peptides are likely disposed throughout the
enzyme in a topologically discontinuous fashion, suggesting that multiple drug interaction sites
exist (Fig. 6.11B; yellow highlights the estimated position of labeled peptides).
Finally, it has been proposed that residues D1889 and Y1915 in PfVps34 are involved in
coordinating to the unactivated (meaning intact endoperoxide bridge) form of DHA in a
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Figure 6.11. DHA labeling of 152N-cat PfVPS34. (A) Complete trypsin digestion of 152Ncat PfVps34 predicts 22 different peptides (ProteinProspector); peptide termini are denoted by
solid triangles and labeled above the amino acid sequence. Of these 22 peptides, seven that
encompass nine predicted peptides are labeled with DHA after iron-induced activation of the
drug’s endoperoxide bridge. The seven are peptides (1 + 2), 6, (8 + 9), 11, 16, 19, and 21 using
the predicted peptide numbering scheme (bold and underlined). The Y1915 residue previously
suggested to be influential for DHA [Mbengue et al., 2015] binding is present in peptide 9. (B)
Using alignment between the HsVps34 and PfVps34 sequences, the positions of the DHAlabeled peptides (underlined in (A)) are superimposed (in yellow) on the HsVps34 crystal
structure.
hypothesized drug binding site [Mbengue et al., 2015]. It was determined that a 152N-cat PfVps34
double mutant (D1889N/Y1915F) is inactivated by DHA in an Fe(II)-dependent fashion with
similar EC50 (4.3 ± 0.2 nM) that is statistically indistinguishable from DHA inhibition of wild-type
152N-cat PfVps34.
6.3 Discussion
Results in this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. Several PfVps34 constructs have been successfully expressed and purified in active form.
Efficient heterologous expression of catalytically active forms of PfVps34 is possible in
yeast after gene codon optimization, as previously found for PfCRT and PfMDR1 proteins [Amoah
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et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2002]. Upon purification of the enzyme and quantitative measure of
PI3P production from PI, good activity characteristics of a class III PI 3′-kinase is measured for
the catalytic domain of PfVps34, and excellent activity similar to that found for intact HsVps34 is
found for two different N-lobe + catalytic domain PfVps34 fusion proteins. I, along with my
colleagues Matthew Hassett and Anna Sternberg, find that low complexity segments within the
malarial enzyme N-lobe domain are unnecessary for catalytic activity or complementation in
knockout yeast.
2. PfVps34 is a class III PI3K based on domain alignments and activity measurements.
Class III vs. class I PI3K enzymes can be distinguished by the kinetics of PI3P formation
from PI as well as Km for ATP. As confirmed in the present work, the PfPI3K enzyme is clearly a
class III PI3K, as previously suggested by Vaid and colleagues based on domain alignment
analysis ([Vaid et al., 2010], and this paper). As discussed [Vaid et al., 2010], the absence of
regulatory domains typically seen in class I or class II PI3K enzymes (e.g., Ras binding or
pleckstrin homology domains), as well as amino acid sequence and overall domain organization,
suggests that PfPI3K is a class III (Vps34) enzyme. Vps34 enzymes (Fig. 6.1) also show distinct
catalytic loops and activation loops, as illustrated via alignment of PfVps34, HsVps34, and
ScVps34 sequences (Fig. 6.1). Previously, [Tawk et al., 2010] also examined alignment of PfPI3K
vs. other class III PI3Ks and suggested that PfPI3K was a class III kinase.
PI3K classes can also be distinguished by substrate specificities. Class III enzymes use
only PI to make PI3P, whereas class I and II enzymes can use PI4P as a minor substrate to make
small amounts of PI(3,4)P2, and class I enzymes can also produce small amounts of
PI(3,4,5)P3 from PI(4,5)P2, which are tightly controlled by PTEN activity. Currently, our ELISA
approach does not permit analysis of these other lipids. Previous work by Vaid and colleagues
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[Vaid et al., 2010] suggested that PfVps34 may be capable of producing phosphatidylinositol 3′phosphate (PI3P), PI(3,4)P2, and PI(3,4,5)P3; however, interestingly, in vivo treatment with the
PI3K inhibitor wortmannin only decreased cellular PI3P levels, suggesting that PfVps34 may only
be responsible for PI3P production and that other PIKs may be the sources of these other lipids
identified in P. falciparum. Our work showing that PfPI3K is clearly a class III enzyme supports
this conclusion. We suggest that trace levels of PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 found in P.
falciparum are produced by other related kinases that can be identified in the P.
falciparum genome.
3. PfVps34 is a target of artemisinin drugs, but only after the drug endoperoxide bridge has been
cleaved by Fe(II).
As previously suggested [Mbengue et al., 2015], artemisinin-based drugs do indeed inhibit
PfVps34. However, inhibition is entirely dependent upon cleavage of the drug endoperoxide
bridge as shown by the complete lack of inhibition in the absence of catalytic Fe(II) vs. quite potent
inhibition in its presence, a conclusion that is chemically consistent with many previous studies of
artemisinin molecular pharmacology but that contrasts with a previous proposal for the molecular
nature of PfPI3K inhibition by DHA [Mbengue et al., 2015]. We also find interesting differences
in the apparent EC50 for enzyme inhibition across a panel of artemisinin drugs, including synthetic
endoperoxide drugs currently in development. We emphasize that covalent inhibition of an enzyme
by a drug or inhibitor introduces complexity in terms of how the nature of that inhibition can be
characterized and quantified. For example, the enzyme–inhibitor complex is never in equilibrium
with free enzyme or inhibitor, and inhibitor and enzyme are constantly being depleted; thus,
formal Ki and other parameters cannot be determined. In deriving EC50 as presented here, the
amount of time that drug and enzyme are incubated may in theory affect quantification of
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inhibition. However, we note that the lifetime of C- or O-centered radicals created after artemisinin
drug endoperoxide cleavage (necessary for covalent attachment to PfVps34) are much shorter than
the time that enzyme and drug are incubated together in this study (30 min, see Chapter 2.2.10).
EC50 values presented here and in the accompanying paper [Hassett, Sternberg, et al., 2017] are a
useful starting point for elucidating the relative potency of drugs that inhibit PI3K kinases.
DHA appears to be the most potent at inhibiting PfVps34 with the parent drug artemisinin
being more than 100-fold less potent, regardless the source of Fe(II) for activating the drug’s
endoperoxide bridge (not shown). Interestingly, however, ART and DHA show similar
parasiticidal potency when tested vs. ART-sensitive (ARTS) parasites and similar shifts in potency
(relative to ARTS) when tested vs. ART-resistant (ARTR) parasites [Siriwardana et al.,
2016]. Thus, the differences in PfVps34 enzyme inhibition potency noted here are likely not
relevant for changes in drug potency for ARTS vs. ARTR malarial parasites. We therefore
conclude that other molecular targets within the P. falciparum parasite must also be relevant for
ART action and ART resistance. This is perhaps not surprising considering that multiple studies
have collectively identified over 100 putative parasite targets [Hartwig et al., 2009; Ismail et al.,
2016; Wang et al., 2015].
4. The alkylation of PfVps34 by iron-activated artemisinin does not appear to be specific.
With regard to DHA inhibition of PfVps34, which occurs presumably via alkylation of
PfVps34 by reactive C-centered radical DHA species [Posner et al., 1994; Posner & Oh, 1992;
Robert & Meunier, 1997], we note that four of seven DHA-labeled peptides are predicted to reside
within the catalytic domain with the other three found in the N-lobe region. Of two residues
previously proposed to coordinate to the unactivated endoperoxide bridge of DHA [Mbengue et
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al., 2015], one of these (Y1915, circled in red, Fig. 6.11B) is found within a labeled peptide, but
the other (D1889) is not.
In previous work [Mbengue et al., 2015], PfVps34 was reported to be inhibited > 80% by
4 nM DHA with inhibition modeled to be by the nonactivated (intact endoperoxide bridge) form
of the drug reversibly binding to the catalytic domain via polar contacts with residues D1889 and
Y1915. The conclusion from this study was that an intact endoperoxide bridge is necessary for
these interactions and for enzyme inhibition [Mbengue et al., 2015]. Additionally, only certain
artemisinins were shown to inhibit enzyme activity in this study [Mbengue et al., 2015]. However,
the present data show that all tested artemisinins inhibit purified PfVps34 and only in the activated
form. Other recent work shows ARTR parasite cross resistance to the same artemisinins with the
exception of the synthetic endoperoxide OZ439, to which ARTR strains remain sensitive
[Siriwardana et al., 2016]. Taken together, these additional data suggest a different role for
PfVps34 in artemisinin pharmacology.
In this work, only activated drug (activated by Fe(II)-catalyzed cleavage of the drug
endoperoxide) inhibits PfVps34. One explanation for differences between the two studies may be
that activity of PfVps34 is measured in [Mbengue et al., 2015], for enzyme tethered to antiPfVps34 antibody with the predicted antibody epitope overlapping the catalytic domain. Perhaps
simultaneous interaction between PfVps34 and both antibody and drug complicates analysis via
this method. Also via this method, previous work suggested that DHA specifically targets PfVps34
[Mbengue et al., 2015]. However, on the basis of the present data as well as other recent studies
[Hartwig et al., 2009; Ismail et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015], it appears that although artemisinins
can indeed inhibit PfVps34, the enzyme may not be a specific target of this class of antimalarial
drug [Hartwig et al., 2009; Ismail et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015].
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Previously, it was reported that deoxyartemisinin (deoxyART) does not inhibit PfVps34
due to H-bond-dependent reorientation of deoxyART within a hypothesized PfVps34 catalytic
domain binding site. We also find that deoxyART does not inhibit PfVps34 activity; however,
because DHA inhibition is wholly dependent upon Fe(II) activation of the prodrug form of DHA,
we interpret these results to indicate that deoxyART does not inhibit because it is incapable of
Fe(II)-activated endoperoxide cleavage to generate C-centered radicals that would then alkylate
PfVps34. This is consistent with the lack of MS evidence for deoxyART-PfVps34 adduct
formation (not shown).
Further analysis of recombinant PfVps34 will be valuable for elucidating additional drug
combination therapies, for better definition of the malarial parasite autophagy cascade [Gaviria et
al., 2013; Hain & Bosch, 2013], and for analysis of artemisinin resistance phenomena.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS

Malaria caused by infections of P. falciparum and P. vivax continues to be a major burden
to global health. An estimated 218 million incidences of the disease claimed over 400,000 lives
in 2018, and nearly half of the world’s population remains at risk of infection [World Health
Organization, 2019]. Africa bears a hugely disproportionate share of the malaria burden,
accounting for ~90% of malaria cases and deaths. P. falciparum accounts for 99.7% of cases in
Africa, 50% in Southeast Asia, and the majority of cases in the Middle East and Western Pacific
regions. Meanwhile, P. vivax is predominant in the Americas where it represents 75% of malaria
cases.
CQ served as an indispensable weapon against the malaria burden for decades, and the
early success of its use saw malaria eradicated or greatly reduced in many parts of the world.
Unfortunately, widespread use of CQ as monotherapy and prophylaxis facilitated the emergence
of CQR parasite; parasite exposure to CQ was prolonged both broadly in terms of drug distribution
and acutely in terms of drug half-life. The emergence and spread of CQR parasites had a dramatic
impact on malaria endemic regions, causing a resurgence of morbidity and mortality from P.
falciparum especially in Africa [Trape, 2001; Wellems, 2002].
Development of CQR and the resulting devastation led to the use of sulfadoxinepyrimethamine (SP) in place of CQ, however resistance to SP also developed [Sibley et al., 2001].
Recent implementation of artemisinin-based compounds as front-line antimalarial treatment has
been largely successful. Much to the dismay of investigators, reports surfaced in 2008 implicating
a prolonged clearance time of infections in patients treated with artesunate in Cambodia [Noedl et
al., 2008]. The delayed clearance phenotype, now seen in many parts of Southeast Asia, could
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represent early signs of developing ARTR [Ashley et al., 2014; Hassett & Roepe, 2019]. Indeed,
high rates of treatment failure after administration of DHA/PPQ are now reported in Thailand,
Cambodia, and Vietnam [Hamilton et al., 2019; van der Pluijm et al., 2019].
Drug resistance generally manifests via one of two ways: either from disruption of drugtarget interaction, or from altered signaling downstream of the drug-target interaction that would
otherwise result in cell death. Targeting mechanisms of CQR in malaria presents a unique
challenge because the drug target is an exogenous cofactor released as part of essential digestion
of host hemoglobin. The cytostatic drug target for CQ has been identified as free heme. Nonsynonymous mutations in the Pfcrt gene were found to differentiate with the drug resistance
phenotype [Fidock et al., 2000]. The protein product of this gene, PfCRT, is an integral membrane
protein expressed at the parasite DV, the site of hemoglobin degradation. Mutant PfCRT has been
implicated in mediating altered distribution of charged CQ species away from its target within the
DV. Multiple explanations for how PfCRT limits CQ-heme interaction have been investigated, but
the best, current hypothesis implicates facilitated downhill transport of CQ, along with facilitated
changes to DV pH and volume by PfCRT to further reduce CQ access to its target [Ecker et al.,
2012; Martin et al., 2009; Paguio et al., 2009; Roepe, 2009, 2011]. Whether PfCRT mediates CQ
transport via a channel-like or carrier-like mechanism remains a subject of debate [Roepe, 2009,
2011; Sanchez et al., 2007].
Our understanding of CQR on a molecular mechanistic level remains relevant today. Many
areas that have halted CQ drug administration have observed the reemergence of CQS parasites in
the field, especially in Africa [Dagnogo et al., 2018; Kiarie et al., 2015; Kublin et al., 2003; Mwai
et al., 2009; Mwanza et al., 2016; Ndam et al., 2017]. Proper understanding of the origins of CQR
could inform a “second wave” of CQ administration efforts alongside an appropriate partner drug
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as in ACTs. Additionally, it has been established that the artemisinin DCP is more likely to appear
in parasites of CQR genetic backgrounds [Miotto et al., 2015]. The Mekong region of Southeast
Asia has long been the epicenter of drug resistance in malaria, as resistance has repeatedly emerged
there before spreading to the rest of the world (esp. Africa) curtailing the effectiveness of CQ, SP,
and MQ [Wongsrichanalai et al., 2002]. Therefore, proper understanding CQR and genetic
backgrounds therein, informs our investigations of emerging resistance to ART- and partner drugcompounds. Recent studies have implicated mutations in PfCRT in affecting parasite response to
antimalarials still in widespread use, often as ACT partner drugs [Eastman et al., 2016; Sá et al.,
2009; Sisowath et al., 2009]; this observation highlights the ongoing role of PfCRT in developing
drug resistance phenomena.
ARTR/DCP has been clinically defined by detectable parasitemia on day 3 after
administration of ACT, or treatment failure after artemisinin-based monotherapy with confirmed
adequate levels of drug concentration in patient blood. Development of ARTR could have been
facilitated by improper drug dosages, and complicated by independent emergence of resistance to
partner drugs and ART-compounds; ART compounds have short half-lives of only a few hours
that could tend towards incomplete kill of parasite infections [Denis et al., 2006; Rogers et al.,
2009]. Shortly after PfKelch13 (K13) protein was identified in a GWAS of artemisinin resistant
vs. sensitive field isolates as one of many genes associated with ARTR [Takala-Harrison et al.,
2013], it was confirmed as a molecular marker for delayed clearance in 2014 [Ariey et al., 2014].
Subsequent investigations using genetically modified parasite lines harboring PfK13 mutations
demonstrated elevated tolerance to ART-compounds in parasite ring stages [Straimer et al., 2015].
However, the effects imparted by specific mutations on different genetic backgrounds varied,
suggesting additional mechanisms were involved in the mechanism of ARTR.
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A high throughput screen of drug combinations performed in collaboration with NCATS
uncovered anti-PI3K compounds as potent partner drugs for ACTs [Mott et al., 2015], and the sole
PI3K in P. falciparum, PfVps34, was implicated to be a part of the ARTR mechanism [Mbengue
et al., 2015]. This mechanism suggested that mutations within PfK13 inhibit its association with
PfVps34, which would normally facilitate ubiquitin mediated degradation of PfVps34. Increased
PfVps34 lifetime would lead to higher levels of PI(3)P production, and increased parasite survival
by a yet undefined process [Mbengue et al., 2015]. This explanation relies on the interaction of
intact endoperoxide bridge and hydroxyl moieties of DHA. Nevertheless, DCP parasites were
found to be cross resistance to an ART derivative lacking these hydroxyl moieties [Siriwardana et
al., 2016], and it has been well established that cleavage of the endoperoxide bridge is necessary
for the antimalarial activity of artemisinins.
In Chapter 6, I describe our detailed characterization of PfVps34 based on heterologous
expression and purification in yeast. Several constructs have been successfully expressed and
purified in active form as demonstrated by ELISA. In depth analysis of domain alignments and
activity measurements determined PfVps34 to be a class III PI3K, with PI and PI(3)P the reactant
and product of catalyzed reaction. In addition to being inhibited by several anti-PI3K drugs
[Hassett, Sternberg, et al., 2017] PfVps34 was found to be a target of artemisinin drugs, but only
after endoperoxide cleavage by Fe(II). Finally, it was determined that alkylation of PfVps34 by
activated artemisinin was nonspecific in nature, and artemisinin is likely not a substrate of PfVps34
in the traditional drug-binding sense.
Another area of malaria drug resistance research has been focused on Plasmodium vivax.
This work is often underrepresented due to the high mortality rate of P. falciparum infections, and
the impetus for research therein. Nonetheless, outside of Africa, P. vivax represents around 50%
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of malaria infections and can still be fatal. CQR developed in P. vivax nearly three decades after
its spread among P. falciparum parasites, despite the fact that both species faced similar drug
exposure. Identification of PvCRT my Nomura and colleagues provided a lead in investigation of
PvCQR determinants [Nomura et al., 2001]. WT PvCRT has been shown to transport CQ at least
as efficiently as CQR PfCRT isoforms [Baro et al., 2011].
In Chapter 3, I characterized 7 naturally occurring PvCRT isoforms in addition to WT
PvCRT (Sal-1). These PvCRT isoforms were heterologously expressed in S. cereviasiae yeast
using a galactose-inducible system now well-established in our laboratory [Baro et al., 2011, 2013;
Callaghan et al., 2015, 2016]. Single amino acid substitutions were capable of conferring altered
CQ transport in mutant PvCRT isoforms, and may be a contributing factor to CQR mechanisms in
P. vivax. The two isoforms that demonstrated the lowest levels of CQ transport were from isolates
identified as CQS. PvCRT isoforms were also found to be effective transporter of AQ, consistent
with findings reported elsewhere [Hasugian et al., 2009; Russell et al., 2008]. In addition to
suggesting an important role for PvCRT mutations in CQR, these experiments represent important
methodologies for interrogating PvCRT function as in vitro culture of P. vivax remains extremely
difficult.
In Chapter 4, I describe analysis done along with collaborators from Clemson University
of a T. gonii ortholog of the malarial CRT, TgCRT. TgCRT is localized to a lysosome-like
organelle (VAC) that supplies proteolytic enzymes that contribute to maturation of invasion
effectors, and, like the malarial DV, digest endocytosed host protein. TgCRT was found to play a
key role in maintaining integrity and proteolytic activity of the VAC and adjacent organelles. This
study highlights a shared function for Pf- and TgCRT in mediating small solute transport that
ultimately affects parasite vacuolar size and function. Because the endolysosomal system was
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found to be a necessary function for parasite virulence, the VAC could serve as a novel target for
pharmaceuticals for treating toxoplasmosis. A PMA-TgCRT fusion protein, much like that used
for characterization of intrinsically toxic (to yeast) PfCRT isoforms [Callaghan et al., 2016]. This
construct was found to be a functional transporter of CQ when heterologously expressed in yeast.
The genetic tractability of T. gondii could make it a useful model organism for studying PfCRT
and other factors affecting of drug resistance in P. falciparum. Indeed, a recent study used T. gondii
selected with artemisinin pressure to explore other potential mechanisms of ARTR besides
Kelch13 [Rosenberg et al., 2019].
In recent years, frontline treatments for P. falciparum malaria have begun failing in areas
of Southeast Asia. Current antimalarial treatment, ACTs, consist of a fast-acting artemisinin
derivative and a longer-lasting partner drug with distinct mechanisms of action. For extended
periods of the previous decade, DHA/PPQ was the ACT employed in Cambodia, Thailand, and
Vietnam. The delayed clearance phenotype in response to artemisinin treatment was initially
observed in 2008, and marked the first manifestations of developing resistance to DHA/PPQ. By
2013, 46% of patients treated with DHA/PPQ failed to clear infections of P. falciparum in Western
Cambodia [Amaratunga et al., 2016]. It has become apparent that this resistance arose on a genetic
background of pre-existing resistance to multiple antimalarial drugs, as broadscale genetic
analyses revealed distinct epidemiology to complement these clinical observations. Amato and
colleagues identified unique parasite lineages associated with resistance to DHA/PPQ (KEL1), or
PPQ (PLA1) the combined into a co-lineage that emerged in 2008 (the same year DHA/PPQ was
adopted as the primary ACT in western Cambodia), called KEL1/PLA1 (or PfPailin) [Amato et
al., 2018]. These lineages were characterized with distinct molecular markers; non-synonymous
mutations in pfkelch13 (KEL1) [Ariey et al., 2014; Ashley et al., 2014; Miotto et al., 2015], and
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amplification of plasmepsin II/III (PLA1) [Amato et al., 2017; Bopp et al., 2018; Mukherjee et al.,
2018; Witkowski et al., 2017]. Since emerging within Cambodia, the KEL1/PLA1 lineage has
diversified into multiple subgroups and spread throughout neighboring countries. These subgroups
harbor newly acquired genetic features, including novel Pfcrt mutations.
In chapter 5, I outline my work characterizing altered PPQ transport by PfCRT harboring
novel amino acid substitutions that have been associated with PPQR clinically and in vitro.
Patterns of multiple amino acid substitutions in PfCRT have previously been shown to mediate
cytostatic chloroquine resistance in P. falciparum malarial parasites. Although no direct binding
of PPQ to heme has yet been observed, structural similarities between PPQ and CQ suggest a
common mechanism of action. Using a codon-optimized version of Pfcrt for heterologous
expression and analysis in yeast, I have analyzed all known PPQR associated PfCRT isoforms in
S. cerevisiae yeast. Results show that all Southeast Asian derived PfCRT isoforms harboring a
single additional mutation, and a single South American derived isoform harboring a C350R
substitution, transport PPQ better than their parental PfCRT isoforms. I found no inverse or any
other correlation between relative PPQ vs. CQ transport ability for these isoforms, which is
consistent with the fact that these mutations are emerging on Pfcrt alleles associated with CQR. I
was able to correlate PPQ transport of some of these isoforms with in vitro parasite survival
determined by the piperaquine survival assay [Duru et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2019; Ross et al.,
2018]. Interestingly, C350R/7G8 was an outlier in this correlation, suggesting genetic factors other
than elevated PPQ transport are likely impacting parasite survival. These data represent the first
distinguishable measurements of PPQ transport conferred by PPQR-associated PfCRT isoforms.
These findings are ultimately consistent with known PfCRT function and its role in quinoline
antimalarial drug resistance.
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In conclusion, this dissertation characterizes: the inhibition of PfVps34 expressed and
purified in yeast by a panel of endoperoxide drugs; the altered drug transport by all known naturally
occurring isoforms of PvCRT; the heterologous expression and analysis of CQ transport of a T.
gondii CRT orthologue–PMA fusion protein; and the altered PPQ transport of PfCRT isoforms
harboring one of several novel PPQR-associated amino acid substitutions. Crucially, this work is
demonstrative of the power and effectiveness of heterologous expression in yeast for interrogating
specific characteristics of drug resistance-associated markers in P. falciparum. Previously wellestablished methods for characterization of PfCRT heterologously expressed in S. cerevisiae yeast
were adopted for measurements of PPQ transport. This work demands further investigation of the
relationship between PPQ-heme interactions, PPQ concentration in the DV, and the genetic factors
underpinning the cytostatic vs. cytocidal potencies of PPQ for different strains of P. falciparum.
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